




PREFACE

The Sea Grant Program on Marine Corrosion began in the fall of 1980

as a cooperative research project involving eight principal investi-

gators from both academia and industry. An important component of the

Program was the establishment of an Industrial Advisory Panel, whose

primary functions were to keep the investigators aware of developing

industrial problems in the area of marine corrosion, and to assist the

investigators i n technology transfer.

The Program was to last for three years, and was viewed by both the

National Sea Grant Office and by the investigators themselves as an

experiment in forging closer ties between a substantial academic re-

search effort and its ultimate beneficiaries in industry.

This report, in four volumes, will serve, not only to document the

technical results from three years of work by the eight principal

investigators with their associates and students, but also to evaluate

the success of that experiment, and to recommend whether the structure

of the Program should be continued, and perhaps used as a model in other

fields of research.

Volume One of the report is a stand-alone document, summarizing and

evaluating the results of the entire program. while Volumes Two through

Four present the technical details for each of the major segments of

the program. Volume One is intended to be readable for the general

educated public, whereas Volumes Two, Three and Four are intended to be

reference volumes for those interested in specific areas of marine

corrosion research and engineering.

Stephen C. Dexter
Overall Program Leader
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES.



EXPERIMENTAL

The following sections describe the basic experimental procedures used in both

immersion crevice corrosion tests and mathematicaJ modelling. Additional discussions on

the methods described are included in the References listed at the end of this section.

Crevice Corrosion TestsI.A.

Multi Je Crevice Assembl

This device was originally developed for the purpose of providing a convenient ant and

economical means of screening relative alloy performance in natural seawat'er. It consists

of two serated washers each with a series of plateaus such that 20 separate crevice sites

are created beneath each washer  Figure Al!. Two such washers when attached with a nut

and bolt to a test specimen, create 00 individual crevice sites. Figure A2 shows a drawing
of a multiple crevice assembly  MCA! washer.

Surface finish effects were aSsessed by testing materials in the as-received  usually
acid pickled! condition as well as by wet surfacing grinding  J20 SiC! the area where the

MCA washer was affixed. Effects of crevice tightness were studied by controlling the
initial torque applied to the titanium nut and bolt assembly used to hold the crevice
washers in place. Initial tightening torques of 2.8 or 8.5 Nm were used. It should be noted
that these torque values do not have any specific engineering design value. Rather they
provide a convenient means of expressing a convenient and referenceable initial applica-
tion of the MCA washers.

Initially, a probability concept was employed to describe crevice corrosion initiation
and propagation behavior since the phenomena appeared random in their occurrence. The
data were thus presented as a probability that a given material would be susceptible.
However, the development of a model of crevice corrosion helped to identify a number of
factors which would affect the occurrence of crevice corrosion. The modelling showed



that experimental factors such as reproducibility of the crevice geometry could be as

important as metallurgical variables in accounting for the observed crevice corrosio~

behavior of a given stainless steel. As such, the probability concept was abandoned since

it implied a material property, when in reality it more likely represented the probability

that a given crevice site was sufficiently severe to initiate crevice corrosion.

Because the crevice corrosion process can be clearly separated into an initiation and

propagation phase, test data were analyzed to determine relative alloy resistance to each

of these stages of the process. The parameter chosen to define alloy resistance to crevice

corrosion initiation was the number of individual crevice sites on each MCA washer where

corrosion occurred. The maximum depth of attack incurred at any of the 20 possible sites

under each washer was selected as the parameter defining the relative extent of crevice

corrosion propagation.

Remote Crevice Assembl

The schematic in Figure A3 shows the difference between a conventional crevice

test specimen and the remote crevice assembly  RCA!. By separating the crevice area

from the larger boldly exposed surface, the %CA method enables measurement  through a

zero resistance ammeter! of any current between the larger, boldy exposed cathode

member and the smaller, shielded anode  crevice member!. This offers the advantages of

electrochemical data collection without the uncertainties of electrochemical stimulation

employed by various applied current test methods. The potential of the coupled members

as well as other corrosion data can also be monitored and determined.

The primary advantage of the RCA method over some other crevice corrosion test

method is its ability to more clearly identify crevice corrosion initiation and describe the

extent of any subsequent crevice corrosion propagation. The current rneasurernents at

any time provide an indication of the instantaneous rate of crevice corrosion propagation.



Since previous work has shown good correlations between the corrosion rates determined

from the total current and mass loss, these instantaneous measurements are accurate

reflectors of ongoing propagation rates. Furthermore, changes in the rate of crevice

corrosion for already initiated sites can be detected as a function of changes in

environmental parameters, e.g., temperature.

The continued use of the remote crevice assembly concept has evolved variations in

the method of forming and controlling the geometry of the crevice. One fixture  Figure
Aa! has been used extensively in the past few years to study alloy behavior in a variety of
natural and synthetic environments. ln this case, the crevice member was positioned
between two acrylic blocks to which plastic tape has been applied. The tape provides a
deformable cushion to help enhance crevice tightness, A torque wrench was used when

tightening the constraining bolt to provide some degree of consistency from one assembly
to another. All of the RCA tests described in the present work utilized an assembly
torque of 2.8 Nm �5 in-lbs!. Assembiy~f the components was performed without any
pre-wetting of the specimen. For the most part, a nominal crevice area of 0.3 crn2
 cathode:anode area ratio >37:I! was used. Surfaces of the anode members were either
wet ground with 12D grit SiC paper, acid pickled or left with a mill finish prior to cleaning
 pumice scrub, water rinse, acetone degrease! and weighing. Depending on test
objectives, cathode members were either ground or left in their respective mill finish.
Drilled holes in the stern of both anode and cathode members allowed electrical
connections to be made above the waterline.

Waterline attack may be a problem for some alloy/environment combinations. The
use of coatings, except for above waterline application, is not recommended as this may
create additional sites for crevice corrosion. Periodic cleaning of the waterline area by
simple swabbing with the bulk environment has been moderately successful. Additional



improvement in this regard is necessary, particularily for tests involving less resistant

materials.

To further study the influence of crevice geometry control, i.e., tightness,

additional experimental designs have been investigated. Figure A5, for example, shows

one of several air operated crevice loading devices which have been constructed. ln this

case, regulated air pressure is used to replace the load screw shown previously. Tests

described herein utilized the same type of cathode and anode members. Loading was

applied at a level of 69000 Pa  ~10 psi! to wetted anode members.

Com tmentalized Cell Test

Compartmentalized cell methodologies have been previously used to investigate

general and localized corrosion. The present cell design, as shown in Figure A6, has been

used to study the effects of differences in cathode and anode electrolyte compositions on

propagation and cessation of crevice corrosion. The technique is similar to the RCA tests

in that the respective members are again physically separated but electrically connected.

The anode and cathode compartments are separated by an agar gel prepared with the

crevice solution and held in place between two fritted glass discs.

The anode member is exposed without a crevice former in a predetermined crevice

solution. Selection of the crevice solution concentrations is based on mathematical

modelling predictions for specific inputs of alloy composition, bulk environment and

known, but frequently uncontrollable, crevice geometries. One of the primary advantages

of this method is that the time factor for development of a critical crevice solution  CCS!

is eliminated. Secondly, it allows for characterization of the polarization behavior of

cathode and anode member under purely spontaneous conditions, i.e., without the

application of external current.



specimen coll ionf iguf ation and preparation were typical of those descr i bed for R CA

the exposed area  ~10 cm>! for anode members, which include wettedtests. However, t e e

f the stem as well as edges, were larger. The exposed surf ace area of theportions of t e stem

cathodes was ~s ~l7O cm2. Each cell contained two specimens of the respective size, After

a one our ex po u e y corroding conditions in the b lk

simua e of cathode and anode members we o l d

remai

p imens. Potential data were al ll

e tions in both environments. Pot t l

the bulk environment are analogo

for the remote crevice assembly or any other crevice bearing sample,

Table Al provides the chemical compo+tion of a number of stainless alloys for

which crevice data are presented.

" Environments

Results are presented for tests conducted in a variety of natural and synthetic
solutions, ln ad 'addi«on to natural and synthetic seawater, other chloride containing
environments whichlch have been used are given in Table A2. All crevice tests described in
the present work wewere conducted at a controlled temperature as indicated and at
controlled velocit condy c~nd~tions. This was generally <0.0l m/s. Execpt for the natural
seawater tests which wec" were continuously refreshed, all other tests were closed loop.



I.B
The first step in modelling crevice corrosion was to identify and organize

factors that have either been proven, or would be expected, to influence the oqcU«ence
of crevice corrosion. Figure A7 summarizes these factors. They can be categorized as
environmental, electrochemical, metallurgical and geometric factors.

The second step involved the defining of a sequential rnechanisrn by which stainless
steels Undergo crevice corrosion in seawater. The initiation process involves oxygen
depletion within the crevice  Stage I!, followed by increasing acidity and chloride content
due to hydrolysis of metal ions within the crevice  Stage II!, then breakdown'of the passive
film and the onset of corrosion  Stage III!, and finally, propagation of crevice corrosion

 Stage IV!.

This generally accepted mechansim provides the basis of a mathematical model
which allows a systematic examination of the various factors which influence crevice

corrosion.

Initiation Model

The initiation model utilizes several inputs to define the times required to progress

through the first three stages of crevice corrosion and to define the nature of reactions

occurring within the crevice environment. The inputs include:

the oxygen content of the bulk solution which is either known or

measurable

the crevice gap  width or spacing between the metal surface and the

crevice former! and crevice depth  distance from the mouth to the base

of the crevice!

the passive current density which is experimentally determined by

potentiostatic polarization of specimens at -IOG rnV  SCE! for one hour

in the bulk environment  typically O. I pA/cm2 or less in seawater!



b�lk solution chloride level amf pH which are known or rneasur able~ the u

chemical equilibria which describe the relevant hydrolysis reactions~ the c

for the metal ions considered by the model  i.e., iron, chromium, and

nickel!

the alloy composition  i.e., iron, chromium, nickel and molybdenum!

the critical crevice solution in which the passive film breaks down. This

is defined as the pH and chloride level at which a l,0 pA/crn2 active peak

height is obtained on the polarization curve. This is determined

experimentally from a series of potentiodynarnic polarization curves in

acid-chloride solutions.

The first output of the model yields the time required to deplete oxygen  td! within

the crevice. Using this calculated time, the distance which oxygen can diffuse into the

crevice is determined from the relationship 6d =   Dtd!~ where D is the diffusion

coefficient for oxygen. This parameter defines the crevice depth for a given crevice gap,

which must be exceeded in order for oxygen depletion to occur and for Stage II of the

crevice corrosion process to begin.

>e second stage of the model is the most complex The key component in this

" '"' calculation of the time required to decrease the pH from its bulk solution

o the critical value at which the passive film breaks down. This pH reduction is
calculated from thed from the rate of production of the various metal ions. lt is do
rate of chromium iro turn ion prod tio i ce it is the chromium hydrolYsis reaction
the pH withe the crevice.

The rate at whih h l; produced within the crevic«an
first determining the t  l ! that corresponds to t e p o
of ions of component rn ~ variables are related by "



A i! B i!

Z A j! B j!

where A represents the molar fraction of metal "i" in the alloy and B represents the

charge of the metal ion.

Using this current, the rate of production of metal ions, R, in a crevice gap, x, can

be calculated from the relationship:

> i! lOOO
R[i! = FF~iF x

Calculating the total amount of chromium required to decrease pH and knowing the

rate of chromium production allows a calculation of the time required for the pH to fall

by an increment hpX. This process is then repeated for each ~pH increment and the basic

relationship between pX in the crevice and time is determined.

There are three adjustments to this pH-time relationship. Two adjustments to the

time to reduce pH are made to take account of mass transport in and out of the crevice

and a third adjustment is made to correct the pH in the crevice to account for the

chloride present.

Two additional adjustments to the time to reduce pH are made to take account of

mass transport in and out of the crevice. The migration adjustment takes into account

the movement of cations out of the crevice and anions into the crevice as a result of

current flow. The diffusion adjustment accommodates the movement of metal ions and

chloride ions out of the crevice as a result of the concentration gradients which develop

between the crevice solution and the bulk solution.

The net effect of these two factors is that the crevice solution will increase in

acidity and chloride content until the chloride flux out of the crevice due to diffusion

equals the chloride flux into the crevice due to migration. At this point, a steady state
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 i.e., limiting pH! is achieved. If the passive film will break down in this solution, then

crevice corrosion is possible for the particular crevice geometry considered,

With this basic model, a number of calculations can be performed to allow

examination of the relative effects of various factors on crevice corrosion initiation.

Pro ation Model Conce t

Since the development of the initiation model of crevice corrosion, a plan was

outlined for the development of an extended model to encompass the propagation stage of

crevice corrosion.

Crevice corrosion propagation can be conveiently considered in terms of an

electrochemical corrosion cell with an anode, the actively dissolving alloy within the

crevice, and a cathode, usually sustaining oxygen reduction outside the crevice and/or

hydrogen evolution within the crevice. The rate of reaction is determined by the cell

mItage, the electrolyte resistance, the cell geometry and the relevant polarization

relationships for the anodic and cathodic reactions.

The active area within the crevice, generated by the breakdown of the passive firn,

constitutes the anode. The anode parameters af interest are:

~ the nature of the initial active area within the crevice and its location,

i.e., the nucleation kinetics

~ the kinetics of growth of the corroding area, both lateral and in depth

~ the relationship between the anode potential and the anode current as a

function of electrolyte composition, pH and temperature

In marine environments, for example, in the majority of situations the cathodic

reaction associated with crevice corrosion propagation is oxygen reduction and/or

hydrogen evolution. Oxygen reduction occurs on areas external to the crevice while
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hydrogen evolution occurs within the crevice. Factors to be considered for these two

reactions include:

~ the relationship between current and potential as a function of solution

flow, temperature and oxygen concentration

~ the area external to the crevice and the shape of this area

H dro en Evolution-

the relationship between current and potential as a' function of

electrolyte composition, pH and temperature

the area within the crevice available for this reaction

the influence of this reaction on preventing the pH from falling within

the crevice by ef fectively removing hydrogen ions from within the

crevice

The overall corrosion cell geometry during propagation includes consideration of a

number of factors including:

the crevice gap and depth

the exterior to interior crevice area ratio

the number of crevice sites

the location of the anode with respect to the mouth of the crevice

the available cell voltage

the electrolyte resistance and pH within the crevice

the electrolyte volume within the crevice

the electrolyte resistance outside the crevice

the extent of oxygen reduction on the external crevice area
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gree of hydrogen evolution possibie within the crevice~ the egree

model of crevice corrosion propagation, the concept of a corrosionln cons tr uc ting a rno e o

osion initiation model. Fo«separate od Icell is linked with t e cre i

th s process including a time dependence ~odelconsidered in this process, i

on developing t esede I ' these models a preliminary model for determining propagation rates has

already been established.

',, Pr ation Rate Calculations

prior to breakdown of passivity and the onset of crevice corrosion, it is assumed

that the passive current flows over the entire crevice area with an equal oxygen reduction

current external to the crevice, Since this current is srnal, it is unlikely to be restricted

by IR drop considerations down the crevice, On breakdown of passivity, both of these
assumptions change. First, breakdown occurs over a discrete area within the crevice and

secondly, the current increases by orders of magnitude. Thus, it becomes necessary to
consider the IR drop down the crevice.

There is no simple way to predict the area where accelerated corrosion will first
occur within a crevice. In practice, it will start in a small area and increase by some two
or three dimensional growth mecharusm. fn the present model, it is assumed that the
breakdown will ociil occur in the last I rnrn of the crevice, furthest from the crevice mouth.
With this definition of tit on of the active area and its relative position within the crevice>
then possible to calculatIculate the resistance from the mouth « th«rev'c

Figure A8 shows as a schematic illustration of the change in current wit"'"
as a function of crevice solu 'ce solution pH. The current is assumed to Increase ins
from the pasive value ofof typically 0-l liAgcm2 to an active value of IO pAfcm
increases according to a lin' g o a linear relationship between the log Peak ~"rent
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determined from polarization data. The pH of the crevice solution eventually becomes

limited by mass transfer considerations. This can occur either before or after the current

is limited by the IR drop down the crevice. The rnxiirnu value of this IR limited current

is determined from the resistance down the crevice and the corrosion cell voltage by

simply applying Ohm's law.

By definition in the model, the corrosion cell voltage is represented by the potential

difference between the freely-corroding passive potential of stainless steel and the

potential of the anodic current peak on the polarization curves in deaerated acid-chloride

solutions. For austenitic stainless steels in aerated seawate~, this value is typically 275

mV, r epresenting the difference between the active peak potential of -250 to -300 rnVgCE

in the crevice environment and the passive potential of around 0 rnVgCp in aerated

seawater.

This approach to handling the propagation stage requires two additional input

parameters to the model for each alloy considered. These are the slope of the log peak

current versus pH curve and the corrosion cell voltage. This information, coupled with

the value of resistance down the crevice and the previous inputs from the initiation

model, allow calculations of anticipated initial propagation rates within defined crevice

conditions. It is recognized that as propagation proceeds, several parameters such as the

cell voltage, crevice resistance and crevice geometry will change in some interrelated

fashion.
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TABLE Al

Nominal Percent Com osition  wt.!
Allo Mo Cu Other

l6

18 io 2.5

O.l Ti, 0.4 Nb

J9 3.5

l6

20 25

22 6.0 l.8

26 0.1

JS 0.8

Type 430

Type 304

Type 3l6

l8Cr-2Mo

Type 3l7

3l 7 Plus

alloy 904L

alloy G

26Cr- I Mo

28Cr-4N i-2Mo

alloy 2$45MO

Compositions of Alloys
Evaluated in Crevice Corrosion Tests

2 Nb+Ta, 0.3 W

O.l Nb

0.3 Nb

0.2 N
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TABLE A2

Summary of Environments Utilized in Multiple
Crevice Assembl Remote Crevice Assembl and Com rtmentalized Cell Tests

Non-M ar ine Simulated Crevice Solutions

�.5 M CI-! + C.5 M CI-

�.5 M CI-! + 5.5 M CI-

3.5% NaCI  neutral!  above prepared with NaCI

and HCI!

Marine

Natural  filtered! seawater

Synthetic Seawater

I,000 mg/L CI- at pH=3 and pH=6
l0,000 mg/L CI- at pH=3 and pH=6
l5,000 rng/L CI- at pH=3

 above prepared with NaCI

and HCI!

l9,000 mg/L CI

35,000 mg/1 TDS  salinity!

pH=S, dissolved oxygen

80% saturation

Synthetic Seawater

�.5 M CI-! + 3.5 M CI-

�.5 M CI-! + 4.0 M CI-
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SLOT 3 mm wide
0.5 mm deep

2-5 rrm ~

Figure l Drawing qf multiple crevice assembly washer  not to scale!.
Two washers are held in place with an insulated, corrosion
resistant fastener.

E E
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6 Slot

12 Plateau
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Figure 2 Completed multiple crevice assembly,
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Figure 5 Photograph of experimental, air-operated
crevice loading device used in conjunction
with remote crevice assembly test method.



COMPARTMENTALIZED CELL

A=Anode Cell

C =Cathode Cell
Ra,Re=Reference Electrodes
P =Cell Partition

I= Instrumentation
R =Recirculation Pump/Reservoir

Figure 6 Schematic identifying various components of the
compartmental i zed cel 1 .
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Figure 8 Change in current within the crevice as a
function of crevice solution pH.
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II. ANALYSIS OF OTEC AND NAVY/LCCT MULTIPLE CREVICE ASSEMBLY DATA
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ABSTRACT

Crevice corrosion has often been regarded as a highly unpredictable occurrence.
Recent research has begun to identify the relative influence of several factors which
itnpact crevice corrosion resistance of stainless steels in natural seawater. Results
utliizing several experimental methods will be presented to describe the effects of
metallurgical and geometric factors-

INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of stainless steels exist from which an engineer may select for a
given application. A number of factors will influence this selection including availability,
cost, mechanical and physical properties and corrosion resistance of the stainless steel. ln
seawater applications, resistance to crevice corrosion is of primary concern since it is this
form of corrosion which will generally limit the range of application of a given stainiess
steel.

Considerable research has been conducted In recent years to investigate the factors
which can affect the crevice corrosion process. A significant aspect of this research has
been the development of a model of crevice corrosion c which organized the critical
factors as environmental, metallurgical, electrochemical and geometrical in nature. For
stainfess steels in seawater, several of the more critical factors include the salinity,
temperature, dissolved oxygen level and velocity of the seawater, the chromium and
mofybdenum content of the stainless steel, the electrochemical behavior of the passive
flfm and the crevice geometry.

Given the number ot factors and the possible interactions between factors, it
becomes apparent that reliably defining the expected behavior of a given stainless steel is
indeed difficult- Identification of proper experimental methods and critical tests to
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assess crevice corrosion behavior in the laboratory is important to enable credible
selection of stainless steels which will yield satisfactory field service perforrnance-

Recent research at the LaQue Center for Corrosion Technology, inc. has been
organized to both enhance the understanding of the crevice corrosion process itself as
well as characterize relative alloy behavior. This activity includes exposures in natural
seawater using a variety of crevice formers and use of a computerAased mathematical
model. The present paper summarizes the status of this on-going research.

NATURAL EXPOSURE TESTS IN SEA%PATER

Crevice corrosion tests in natural seawater have primarily utilized two types of
crevice assemblies, the multiple crevice assernbly3 and the remote crevice assembly"
 Figure I!, The multiple crevice assembly is a washer with a series of plateaus such that
two washers fastened to a test specimen will result in 00 individual crevice sites. The
remote crevice assembly utilizes a physically separated, but electrically connected, pair
of specimens with the smaller of the two specimens "sandwiched" between two non-
metallic plates which create the crevice. The measurement of current between this
creviced anode and the larger uncreviced cathode provides an indication of time to
initiation and rate of propagation of corrosion in the crevice.

Mult' le Crevice Assernb

Two sizeable data bases have been previously generated on a series of stainless
steels with the multiple crevice assembly test technique.~~ While each data set was
analyzed and conclusions about relative alloy performance were stated by the respective
authors, the apparent scatter in the data precluded a definitive alloy ranking based on
either crevice initiation or propagation resistance.

Since the multiple crevice assembly technique offers a convenient, economical
means of conducting crevice corrosion tests in the natural environment and a large data,
base exists in the literature, there is some motivation to develop an acceptable means of
data analysis and presentation. This analysis and presentation should be as simple as
possible to facilitate practical use, theoretically credible, consistent between data bases
and consistent with known field experience for comparable conditions.

The identification of such a data reduction method has been the object of recent
activity. The data base includes a portion of the previously reported tests>~6 as well as
additional tests conducted to complement the earlier multiple crevice assembly tests.
The experimental procedures utilized in the conduct of the addtional tests were identical
to those reported previously.>e6 The corn.bined results allow an assessment of relative
alloy performance  see Table I for nominal alloy compositions! and an identification of the
effects of crevice test parameters such as test duration, torque utilized in attachment of
the multiple crevice assembly and alloy surface condition.

Bcc4use the crevice corfosio'n process can be clearly separated into an initiation and
a propagation phase, the test data were analyzed to determine relative resistance to each
stage of the process- This involved an assessment of the number of individual crevice
sites of each multiple crevice assembly washer where corrosion occurred as the parameter
defining initiation resistance. The maximum depth of attack incurred under each multiple
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crevice assembly washer was selected as the parameter defining the relative extent of
crevice corrosion propagation. The data presented in Figures 2-7 represent the mean
values  pius and minus one standard deviation! of these two parameters from replicate
tes'ts.

To examine the effect of surface finish on crevice corrosion behavior, results of
tests on alloys common to both earlier studies~~6 can be compared. Figures 2 and 3 show
initiation and penetration data for I l alloys exposed for 30 days with crevice assemblies
affixed with a torque of 8.5 Hm. The specific ranking or sequence of alloys in Figures 2
and 3 is based on an increasing number of sites initiated or increasing depth of attack
measured in the tests on as-received material  open bars!. For comparison, the results on
120 SiC surface ground material  surface ground in the area of the crevice assembly only!
are shown by the solid bars.

A review of the initiation data  Figure 2! clearly reveals that the ranking of alloys
based on initiation resistance is affected by the surface grinding. In all cases where
crevice corrosion occurred except alloy SC-l, surface grinding increased the incidence of
crevice corrosion, The magnitude of the increase varied from quite significant for
Nitronic 50 to a very slight increase for Ferralium. These differences can likely be
attributed to variations in surface layer chemistry relative to the bulk alloy chemistry.
These variations could include relative enrichment or depletion of critical elements such
as chromium and molybdenum as well as removal of surface inclusions such as manganese
sulfides from acid pickling of the as-received surfaces. Surface grinding could also serve
to enhance contact with the crevice former thus creating more severe conditions.

In the case of crevice corrosion propagation behavior  Figure 3!, the alloy ranking is
much more consistent when comparing the two surface finishes. As with the initiation
data, some increase in depth of attack is noted with the l20 SiC surface ground material
when compared to as-received material. This increase can be attributed to some degree
to the earlier observed times to initiation documented for the surface ground materials
and hence the longer times possible for crevice corrosion propagation.

A comparison of the relative alloy rankings shown in Figure 2 versus those in Figure
3 reveals differences when using the data from either type of surface finish. This
confirms the importance of treating the two phases of the crevice corrosion process
separately when ranking alloy resistance as well as when considering the effect of a
variable such as surface finish.

Another variable which would be expected to affect crevice corrosion is the
duration of the exposure. Figures 0 and 5 summarize the number of sites and depth of
attack, respectively, for l6 alloys which were surface ground with l20 SiC paper and
exposed for 30 days in 30oC seawater. The relative alloy ranking shown in each Figure is
based on these 30 day data. For comparison, data from 60 day tests are shown for 6 of
the alloys and data from 82 day tests are shown for 4 alloys which were resistant to
crevice corrosion in the present tests. As can be seen in Figure 4, an increase in exposure
time did not increase the number ef initiated sites for SC-I or Ferraliurn but did result in
a slight increase in number for alloys G, 20 mod and 6X. Anomalous behavior was
exhibited by 254SMO with the panels exposed for 60 days exhibiting fewer sites initiated
than on companion panels exposed for 30 days. Except for this 250SMO behavior, the
relative alloy ranking of initiation resistance can be seen to be unaffected by the test
duration.
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Increased exposure time consistently increased the maximum depths of attack for
all 6 of the susceptible alloys tested for the two time periods as shown in Figure 5. As
with the initiation data, the relative alloy ranking of resistance to crevice propagation is
not altered except for a slight repositioning of alloy C. Again, the ranking of the alloys
based on initiation criteria is different from that based on propagation criteria  Figure <
versus Figure 5!.

Finally, the effect of relative crevice tightness can be examined from the data in
Figures 6 and 7. The crevice tightness is varied by using different levels of torque to
aff ix the multiple crevice assembly. A torque level of 2.8 Nm was used in one series of 60
day tests which established the relative alloy ranking. For comparison, data are also
shown for 6 alloys which were exposed with an assembly torque level of 8.5 Nrn. As can
be seen, the relative alloy rankings are not changed if these latter data are the base.

The initiation data in Figure 6 show an increase in number of sites initiated for all 6
alloys with the tighter crevices created at the higher torque level. As will be discussed in
a later section, this is consistent with the theoretical predictions of the mathematical
model. In the case of propagation resistance, an increase in assembly torque resulted in
an increase in depth of attack for the 3 alloys that were susceptible to corrosion in tests
at both torque levels.

Remote Crevice Assernb I

Using the remote crevice assembly test method, a data base is being developed to
evaluate the relative effects of factors such as crevice geometry, material surface finish,
anode/cathode area ratio, seawater temperature and seawater velocity the rate of crevice
cor rosion propagation. These data will estabish a baseline for defining optimum
conditions to minimize the extent of crevice corrosion likely to be incurred by a given
aHoy in field service applications, It will also provide critical feedback in the verification
and refinement of the mathematical modelling.

The data derived from a remote crevice assernbiy test are quite extensive and can
be analyzed in a variety of ways. Figure 8 graphically depicts the typical current and
corrosion potential data obtained with this test technique. The data are from tests on
Type 3l6 stainless steel in 30oC seawater at a constant crevice geometry  torque used to
affix crevice formers was 2.8 Nm! and anode/cathode area ratio  I/35!. In these tests, the
effect of surface finish was examined by the use of l20 SiC surface ground, nitric acid
pickled and electropolished surfaces. The experimental procedures are described in more
detail elsewhere.7

The rapid increase in current evidenced in Figure 8 after approximately two days of
test is indicative of the onset of crevice corrosion and can be confirmed by visual
observation of staining of the crevice 'gMimen. A slight enobling of the corrosion
Potential followed by a shift to more active potential coincident with this increase in
current is also seen in Figure L This is consistent with the expected effect of an active
anode in the acidmhloride environment of the crevice controHing the potential of the
specimen assembly.

The magnitude of current after initiation provides a measure of the relative rate of
Propagation of crevice corrosion at any time. An analysis of these current data and post-
test physical measurements ef mass loss and depth of attack on the crevice anode
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These results appear, at first glance, to contradict the earlier conclusions about
surface grinding based on the multiple crevice assembly data. However, the remote
crevice assembly tests were performed with both anode and cathode surfaces prepared in
the given surface conditions. This is contrasted to the multiple crevice assembly tests
where surface grinding was performed only in a 50 rnm diameter area of the crevice
assembly and the remaining cathode surface was in the as-received condition. That the
nature or kinetics of the reactions occurring on the uncreviced, cathode areas clearly
influence the rate of propagation can be deduced by comparing the two sets of data.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL ANALYSES

The second major focus of recent crevice corrosion research involves use of a
mathematical model of crevice corrosion. I» The computer&ased model is based on the
commonly accepted mechanism of crevice corrosion of passive materials involving

deaeration within the crevice
decrease in pH and increase in chloride concentration
of the crevice environment
breakdown of the passive film on the metal surface
in the crevice area
propagation of corrosion

l.
2.

3,

The model separates the first three steps into the initiation phase of crevice corrosion
with the fourth step as the propagation phase. This systematic method provides an
organized approach to investigating the predicted effects of the multitude of factors
which can influence crevice corrosion. This modelling serves to provide guidance in the
design of crevice experiments as well as providing a predictive tool for relative alloy
per forinance.

ln the case of experimental design, the model can focus attention on the critical
variables which will influence the crevice corrosion process and thereby influence the test
results. ft is this approach that has defined the criticality of crevice tightness in
assessing the observed initiation behavior of a given stainless steel. This is demonstrated
by the data in Figure 9 which rank a series of alloys based on the range of crevice gaps
where crevice initiation could be expected. This modelling exercise was performed
assuming a fixed crevice depth of 0.1 cm which is nominally the width of one plateau on a
multiple crevice assembly. It can be seen that Type 4M stainless steel would be prone to
crevice corrosion initiation at crevice gaps that range two orders of magnitude larger  up
to 0.5 ljm! than the gaps necessary for crevice corrosion initiation of alloy 620  «-00>
ijm!.

The data also demonstrate that if a range of crevice gaps exist with a given crevice
foriner then a range in relative alloy performance would be evidentP For example, at a
gap of 0.00f gm  metal to non-metal gap!, the differentiation in initiation times for Type
030 and for alloy 6X ~ould be minimal- However, at a metal to non-metal gap of 0.0l um~

specimen provide the basis for comparing and assessing the effects of factors such as
surface finish as shown in Table ll. All of the data related to propagation of crevice
corrosion, i.e., maximum current, total charge, weight loss and maximum attack depth,
consistently show the lowest propagation rates for the electropolished surface and the
highest propagation rates for the nitric acid pickled surface.
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a much greater time to initiation of crevice corrosion would be expected for alloy 6X.
Similarly, the variation in crevice gaps over a very small range, which would be expected
in any real-life situation, would yield a range in performance for a given alloy, For
example, variations in gap between the individuaL plateaus of a single multiple crevice
assembly could be expected to result in some sites initiating quickly while some individual
sites may take longer to initiate or never initiate. This concept helps to explain the often
observed large variability in initiation behavior for seemingly replicate test conditions
yet, in the case of the multiple crevice assembly, provides the basis for its utility as an
effective screening tool ~

Characterization of the actual crevice gaps observed on crevice test assemblies
then becomes a key component of the feedback circuit necessary to correlate and verify
the model predictions with observed natural exposure data. To this end, analysis of
typical crevice gaps present on the remote crevice assembly and multiple crevice asembly
have been carried out as shown in Figure l0. A range of crevice gaps in the specific area
photographed is evident with both crevice formers. This range is typically from 0.l pm
to as great as 2-3 um. Numerous such measurements have been made and tlte data base
provides valuable input into the mathematical model. The magnitude of gaps observed
and the impact of this parameter as shown by the model help to explain the variability as
well as the difficulty in practically achieving a uniformLy reproducible crevice gap.

A second manner in which the model can be utilized incorporates variations in both
crevice gap and crevice depth. As shown in Figure l l, a range of depths which are
greater than the value used in Figure 9 and a range of crevice gaps have been modelled to
depict the relative performance of several alloys. ln this situation, the limiting
combinations of crevice depth and gap have been plotted to delineate the boundaries
between geometries which would be expected to result in initiation of crevice corrosion
 below and to the right of the curves! as contrasted to those geometries where crevice
initiation would not be expected  above and to the left of the curves!.

This approach allows one to establish a relative order of expected performance
based on the percentage of geometries where crevice corrosion might occur. Table Hl
summarizes such a limited ranking based on the modelling results shown in Figure l l. As
can be seen, alloy 625 is predicted to be resistant to crevice corrosion in most instances
as is consistent with the observed experimental results presented earlier in which no
crevice corrosion occurred. The subsequent ranking of the other alloys is generally
consistent with the observed experimental data shown earlier. Refinements to the
assumptions made in the modelling process and the logic sequence of the model itself can
be made to enable a closer correlation with the natural exposure data and enhance the
credibility of the model as a predictive tool.

The second phase of the model assesses propagation resistance of alloys. The
preliminary model can again be used> to define the relative influence of crevice geometry
on predicted alloy performance as shown schematically in Figures 12 and l3. Figure 12
represents behavior of an alloy which demonstrates relatively "poor" resistance to
propagation of crevice corrosion as evidenced by the rapid increase in propagation current
as the pH in the crevice decreases. The horizontal lines reflect limiting propagation rates
which would result from lR restrictions. Limiting rates for three different assumed
crevice gaps are shown.

The data show that the propagation rate in this lR limited condition increases with
increasing crevice gap. This is opposite to the effect of crevice geometry on crevice
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initiation where a tighter crevice is more severe. In this particular case, however, the
large gap results in a large volume of electrolyte in the crevice and hence a lower
resistance. This lower resistance results in a higher allowable maximum current for
propagation.

This particular effect of increasing gap allowing a higher propagation rate is often
counteracted, however, by the effects of mass transport on the crevice solution
composition. As the effective crevice gap is increased, either in original design or as a
result of on~oing crevice corrosion, an increase in propagation rate can be expected only
to the point where diffusion of chloride and hydrogen ions from the crevice confines is
enhanced. At that point, the pH within the crevice may increase with the net result of a
decrease in overall propagation current. This can be seen in Figure 12 where an order of
magnitude decrease in propagation rate is observed with an increase in crevice solution
pH of less than one unit.

An opposite effect of crevice gap is shown in Figure l3 which demonstrates the
same type of data for a stainless steel with the same initiation resistance as before but
with a more shallow log propagation current peak versus pH slope  by definition, a greater
resistance to propagation than in the previous case!. With this alloy, the IR limited
conditions are not reached for the gaps considered and the limiting crevice solution pH is
reached as a result of mass transfer restrictions. In this situation, the tighter crevices
result in the development of a lower pH crevice solution and a resultant higher
propagation rate. Referring back to the experimental data shown in Figure 7, it can be
seen that the maximum depth of attack was decreased for alloys G, 6X and 20 mod when
the less tight crevice gaps created by the lower assembly torque of 2.8 Nm were used.
For all 3 alloys, propagation resistance behavior as depicted in Figure l3 has been
measured.

SUMMARY

Accurately assessing the relative crevice corrosion resistance of iron and nickel
base stainless alloys requires a recognition of many factors. It has been shown that in
seawater, metallurgical, environmental and design factors are important. With an
u rstanding of the operative mechanism of crevice corrosion, a combination of
theoretical treatments and natu..al seawater exposures can be utilized to def
influence of many variables. n e u iize to e ine the
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TABLE III

MathematiCal Model prediCtlon of
Relative AII Resistance to Crevice Corrosion initiation
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0.3 cm < crevice depth < 6.3 cm
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Abstract

Publications on two concurrent series of crevice corrosiontests on a total of 46 stainless alloys have recently becomeavailable. These tests were made at the Francis L. LaQue Centerfor Corrosion Technology, Wrightsville Beach, NC, using filtered,essentially quiescent seawater heated to 30'C. The same 46 alloysare heing used for a laboratory investigation of crevice corrosion.In order to compare the results of the laboratory tests with thoseobtained in natural seawater, a detailed analysis of the data from
both series of seawater tests has been undertaken.

For the analysis, a Crevice Corrosion Index  CCI! consistingof the product of the number of panel sides showing any attack  S!and the maximum depth of attack in mm  D! was calculated forall of the alloys. With this Index the 46 alloys were ranked inder orof increasing values. TEe resulting tables were then usedto derive information on the effect of testing time, torque onthe crevices, surface finish and alloy composition. In additionto the major effect of chromium and molybdenum, copper, manganese,nitrogen and niobium were found to have a significant effect oncrevice corrosion of stainless alloys in seawater. The resultshave been used to derive improved testing procedures for crevicecorrosion tests, as well as suggestions for new test series'Applications and limitations of rankings based on the Index are
discussed.

Publication Rl ghtCopyright by the outhor s! where copyright is applicable, Reproduced by the National Association af Corrosion Engineers with permission of theauthor s!, NACE hos been given first rights of publication of this manuscript. Requests far permission to publish thts manuscript in ony form, in ponorin whole, must be mode in writing to NACE, Publrcotions Dept., P. 0, Boa 218340, Houston, Tesos 77218. The monuscrtpt hos not yet beenrevtewed by NACE, ond accordingly, the material presented ond the views e apressed are solely those of the outhor s! ond ore not necessarily en-
dorsedb y the Association, Printed in USA
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IN T RODUCT ION

Testin Conditions

The completion in 1980 of two series of crevice corrosion
tests in natural seawater has provided us with comparable data
for a large range of stainless alloys. Both tests were carried
out at the LaQue Center for Corrosion Technology, Inc., Wrights-
ville Beach, NC, under the supervision of R. N. Kain. For both
series of tests, three panely, 10 x 15 cm, were exposed for each
test condition with Delrin crevice devices on the front and~ TM

back of each panel, Fig. l. Each Delrin device �! had 20 "teeth"
or plateaus ground to a 600-grit f inish  siC! . The ratio af un-
shielded to creviced area was 150: l. Both tests were made in
filtered seawater heated to 30 C. Filtration eliminat.es the
growth of marine organisms on the test panels. The normal velocity
through the test section in the 400-liter troughs was less than
0.1 m/sec. There were 6 to 7 complete changes of water daily.
Some details of the properties of the test. solution are given in
Table I. It is shown below that these test conditions are severe
and have provided a wide range of crevice corrosion on a total of
46 alloy compositions.

Data on the two series of tests have been reported in detail
by R. M. Rain �! and H. P. Hack �!. The report by R. M. Kain
contains a separate page of data for each alloy tested. One such
page is given in Table II. For each side of every test panel the
following data have been provided: a! time to initiation of
corrosion as detected by discolorat,ion from corrosion products
near the crevice devices, b! number of sites  " teeth" or plateaus!
on each side at which there was attack, and c! range of depth of
crevice attack for each crevice device. The publications by
H. P. Hack �! do not contain such tables of data. However, he
has made the tables, provided on the Navy tests by R. M. Kain,
available to the author for this analysis, Table III.

Even though the two series of tests were carried out simul-
taneously and under almost identical conditions, the objectives of
each progra'm were different. The tests reported by R. M Rain were
made to obtain data to aid in the select,ion of materials for heat
exchangers for the Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion  OTEC! program.
This series included 12 cmunercially available alloys and one
experimental alloy  Carpenter Exp. 58!, with various mill finishes,
Table IV. Microscopic examination of these surfaces showed clear
evidence of pickling on all alloys except on Nonit, which had a
mechanically ground finish. The tests were run for 30, 60. and
some even 90, days, Table II.

The 12 commercially available alloys from the OTEC series
were also included in the Navy series reported by H. P. Hack �!

Delrin - Trademark, E. I. du Pont de Nemours s Co., Inc.
»lmington DE.
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' ally available alloys. Al l the Navy
along vith y Also all specimens in the Navy
tests vere for ~ - t finish on that part of the surface
series vere gi e applied  Fig. 2! . An overview of these
to which the cr n in Table XIX. The objective of the
testing Pa am de comparable marine corrosio~ data on a
Navy tests l bdenm-bearing alloys which have greater resis-
vMe range of o y on than Type 316 stainless steel, buttance to crevice corrosion t anth certain nickel-base alloys, such as Lncone]which cosg!ess than cer ai
alloy 625

Despite t ese iit th se differences in objectives and testing conditions
there are enoug sough similarities in the two test series to make it
Possible to use data fran both for an analysis of such factors
surface finish, testing time, torgue on the crevice devices, and,
to sane extent, alloy canposition.

Cheaical analyses for the 13 alloys in the OTEC series are
given in Table ZV. The chromium contents are in the range of 20
to 29I, with nickel fran 0.5 to 26% and molybdenum from l.4 to 6.5%.
Other alloying elements include copper, manganese, titanium and
nitrogen. Of the l3 alloys, three are completely ferritic �9-4C,
Nonit and SC-l!. tvo have a duplex, austenite-ferrite structure
 Ferralium and Tygg 329! and the remainder are completely austen-
itic. The 29-4C alloy, produced by the Allegheny Ludlum Steel
Corp.. is a titanium stabilized argon-oxygen decarburized  AOD!
modification of the high purity, vacuum-induction melted Fe-29%Cr
4IHo alloy �.5,6,7!. Because of the higher nitrogen contents
of the 29-4C AOD melts, titanium is added to prevent precipitation
of chromium nitrides during welding, Such precipitates would make
the allo suboy subject to intergranular attack in acids and also impair
the resistance to attack by chlorides, Both the interstitial
toughness of this allo a

p e . and 8, and the stabilizing element, Ti. reduce the

29-
induction melted 29-4 verslloy as compared with the high-purity vacuum-

version. For this reason the thickness of
es s limited to 0. 028 in   o-75-4C welded  condenser! tubes is

of the panels t~st~d i

Analyses for the allo s inoys in the Navy series are given
oy o tents of the 36 wrought

ranges thanum var ed from l2 to 29.6I, nickel from a
lie i dditio i 1a t ons included copper, manganese, nitrogen and

g oupings in Table V follow

Inconel alloy 625 T d
Huntington. Rv. rademark he International Nickel Co-,
Trademark. Allegheny Ludluu um Steel Corp.
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Prior Evaluations

R. M. Kain �! has not used the test results to "rank" the
alloys or to discuss the role of alloying elements. He summarized
his conclusions as follows:

"Except for stainless alloy 29-4C which was found to
be resistant to initiation under these test conditions,
the remaining 12 materials exhibited some degree of
susceptibility. For these, attack ranged from only a
few shallow penetrations to numerous sites which in
some cases resulted in perforation of the specimens."

"While several alloys responded favorably to changes
in the level of applied torque, others were apparently
unaffected' In general, extending the test duration
from 30 to 60 days had no pronounced effect on initia-
tion and penetration behavior."

H. P. Hack �! has concluded that, because of the large
variability of the data, a detailed ranking of the alloys is not
possible. However, he has divided the 45 alloys into four groups
on the basis of the number of sites per side. He has described
these four groups as: "No attack � siteseSside!, minimal attack
� to 7 sites/side!, variable attack � to 20 sites/side!, and
heavy attack  at least l2 sites/side!. H. P. Hack has added:

"It is recognized that in some applications the depth
of attack may be the more important consideration,
and this would affect the grouping. This grouping is
not meant to suggest that all materials within a group
will behave similarly in service, only that their
behavior could not be separated with any confidence
in this st udy. "

H. P. Hack �! has also drawn some conclusions on the
ef feet of alloying elements, "The austenitic alloys studied
required 8%Mo to prevent crevice corrosion in these exposures,
while the ferritic alloys required 25%Cr and about 3.5%No to
prevent localized attack. The effect of other alloying elements
on localized corrosion in this study was insignificant compared
to the data scatter."

DEVELOPMENT OF A CREVICE CORROSION INDEX

Several recent investigations in which Laboratory studies
�,5,6,8! on crevice corrosion were combined with tests in marine
environments have indicated that there may be some correlation
between the temperature at which crevice corrosion occurs in Los
ferric chloride solution and the performance of the same alloys
in natural seawater under crevices. This finding has led to an
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 9! aimed, at the development
orrosion tests for correlationinvestigation

extensl
Both the ferric chl.oridetor cr'evice cor

ith per o he ical test in synthetic seawater arein natural seawater.

a ' t determine
the temperat

investiaation o
corrosion temperatures,res CCCT, i.e.. this effort, the data from

vailable, as well as material.n is initiated. For

s which were used in the QTEC
ro rams are now av

from the same heats of alloys w ic
Navy programs.

f the comparison of the laboratory resultsIn preparation or
with the data from t eth pTEC and Navy programs, an at tempt has been
made to prov e a i ionaid additional analysis of the extensive data from
these two test series. The objectives of thM effort were ore to

find a means for ranking the alloys which would make it possible
to der ive conclusions on the effect of torque, testing time,
surface finish and alloying elements. Xf successful, the results
wer ~ to be used to guide the research on accelerated laboratory
tests. In combination, the findings from the field and labora-
tory tests are intended to assist. in the assessment of alloys
For use in marine environments, the improvement of alloy composi-
tions, specifications for new tests in natural seawater, improved
procedures for standard  ASTM! tests in natural seawater and for
a bet ter understanding of crevice corrosion.

The current dilemma for persons attempting to rank the
results of crevice corrosion tests in chloride environments is
illustrated by the following precautions provided in connection
with procedures  IO! for a crevice corrosion test in seawater
and other chloride-containing environments: "Alloys should not
be ranked by the specific number of specimens or sites showing
crevice corrosion," and "-maximum depth of corrosion may be an
important parameter to consider. However, caution must be
exercised in ranking alloys solely on the basis of maximum
penetration measurements."

Definition of an Index

hs in the case of chloride pitting attack  l3.!, crevice
corrosion can be divided into two components, initiation and
growth Thus, of the me measurements made on the test panels in theceeC and Navy tests, Table II, the time time  hr.! to initiatio of

ac a the number of sites of attack in each multiple
CA reflect initiation of corrosion, while the

p ogress o rate of crevice
e many points of break-down with

p or progress of attack. The other
ew points of attack with

crevice growth that the material is per-
cgevice corrosio h p diff .".e various factors governing

ent effects on initiation and growth,
 l!! ~ $oride pitting of s'tainle

as a first approximation, it could
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tentatively be assumed that there may be a correspondence between
susceptibility to initiation and susceptibility to growth of crevice
corrosion.

Initiation

The next step is the selection of a measurement or indicator
for both initiation and growth of attack. The time  hours! to the
first sign of crevice corrosion could not be used as a primary
measure of initiation because this requires the detection of
visible corrosion products adjacent to the crevice devices without
disturbing or removing the panels from the seawater. Both R. M.
Kain �! and H. p. Hack �! have reported tests in which no vis-
ible corrosion products were detected even though, upon removal
of the crevice device at the end of the test, there had been
measurable attack. Visual inspection was about 80% effective
because of limited accessibility of the specimens and the inspec-
tion schedules. Thus, it is necessary to select a measurement
of the number of breakdowns of the surface. Some possibilities
are the actual number of sites attacked  per crevice device, or
the total for all three specimens tested simultaneously! or the
total number of sides, or even panels, attacked, regardless of
the number of sites per side. Three panels were used for each
test condition  torque, time!. Thus, the total number of sides
available for observation for each test conditio~ was six.

However, both R. N. Rain and H. P. Hack found that the large
variations in results limited the conclusions which could be drawn.
To minimize the problem of the variations in test results, the
data on all nine panels �8 sides! of each of the 13 alloys tested
in the OTEC series were grouped together. This procedure could be
used because, with only a few exceptions, the test program  length
of testing times, torque! was the same for each of the 13 alloys.
The only exceptions to the test schedule shown in Table II were
29-4C, Monit and SC-1. These three alloys were tested for 30, 60
and 90 days with a torgue of 75 in-lb on all panels Thus, in
place of the 60-day test with a torque of 25 in-lb, these alloys
were tested under the more severe conditions of 90 days at 75 in-lb.
The 29-4C alloy showed no attack on any specimen.. Monit was attacked
onl on the 90-day paneIs and SC-1 showed attack on some panels
un er all three test conditions. Therefore, the impact of these
somewhat. different test conditions on the comparison of these three
alloys with the ten other alloys is negligible. 'She grouping pro-
vided a larger data pool for each alloy.

Minor differences were also minimized by the selection of the
number of sides rather than the number of sites as the measure of
initiation of crevice corrosion This choice eliminated or mini-
mized any differences in the number of sites resulting from varia-
tions in the sizes or geometries of the 20 individual "teeth" or
plateaus, and from any effect which the formation of one point of
crevice attack might have in retarding or promoting the initiation



in the same device. The f latness andof attack a t other ' tee
b th the metal sur f ace and the De 1 rin crev icesurface f in ishes ofvar ~ Furthermore, ere is attack under one

tributed to other p lateau
thereby zncre

its load rnus
the ressure is increas

' ning plateaus. attack on one cr ' d
th pressure on the device o

ions under the remain '

the panel. It is of interest that even on the le t
&EC series, TyPe 3 29, there was one side o t o f

wh ich was cora p e e yP ely free of all attack- ~other f act
h ar iatxon in test zesu itsincrease t e v

1 in du ring immersion in seawater at. 3 0' C ~ In labor'atory testDelr
in nthetic seawater we have found  9! that the torque decreasin syn e c s
fran 7 5 in- lb to 45 in-lb in four hours.

Nevertheless, the ava i lable limited information on the length
of time to initiation and also the number of sites of attack has
been u eed below to supp lement the ana lyse s bas eel on the number o f
sides as a measure of in it iation of crevice corrosion because o f
Hie Targe r data-pool availab le for each of the 13 al loys f rom the
OT Ere test s and the g r eater range in tes t ing cond i t ions   t ime and
torque! ~ the f irst phase of this analys is was f ocused on the OTEC
data.

G rowth

For each crevi ce device, i. e., side, the range of depth o f
attack in mi l lirneters was reported, Table I I ~ Thus, this range,
ax' an average value, o r the max imum depth o f attack or even a ra t e
of attack based on the testing time, could be used as an indication
of growth of crevice corrosion. Ideally, a rate measurement would
probably be most usef ul . However, for a meaning fu 1 rneasurernent,
i t wctu ld be neces sary to know exact 1 y when crev ice corrosion was
initiated and to know the ef f ecv of testing t ime on the rate of
growth Thi s rate can be assumed to vary with time because the
crevice geometry and chemistry change as corrosion progresses.
I eca'use a direct, rat her than averag e, measurement was desi red,
tube or v
and because f requently a single perf oration of a heat exchanger

e or vessel terminates its use fulness, the direct rneasurernent
maxbaum «~th of attack was selected as an Mn ication of growthof crev ce attack.

The number of sides out of all ]8 test panels, a combination
een plotted in pig. l against the maximum ~de th of attack

4 ides . l t is apparent that there i s somo serv among these l8 s
i y 't h hypothesi s that there is a relationship betweeni y to the h

nd growth of crevice corrosion in most of th
eries. A large number f al l within the shadefg l Plots of a~vera e depth of attack vs. number of
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si.des, maximum depth of attack vs. number of sites or the average
number of sites, result in a greater scatter of data. Only when
the maximum depths are plotted against the number of panels
attacked is there a similar concentration of data as in Fig-
for which the number of sides was used. The use of the number
of panels minimizes the potential effect of attack under one
device on the tightness of the crevice device on the reverse side
of the same panel. If a direct relationship between initiation
and growth applied to all alloys, a list of alloys ranked in
increasing order of initiation  number of sides attacked! would
be identical to a list based on maximum depth of attack. When
these two types of lists are made and the alloys in Fig. 3 which
fall outside the band are noted, it is apparent, that the two
ranking criteria do not result in identical rankings. This may
lead to attempts to adjust rankings based on initiation by moving
alloys with "unusual" growth of crevice attack down in this list-
In the case of the rankings based on maximum depth of attack
attempts may be made to find places lower down in the list for
alloys with attack on an "unusually" large number of sides.

The above considerations led to the use of a Crevice Corrosion
Index based on the product of the number of sides attacked, S, and
the maximum daleth  in mm! of attack, D,: CCI = S x D. This Index
is a combination of initiation and growth Wocrevice corrosion. A
given value may, therefore, be a result of several combinations of
S and D. However, for a particular test the range of the number
of sides, S, is fixed and the range of the maximum depth is limited
by the smarlest depth measured �. Ol mm in these tests! and the
thickness of the test panel. Because there are crevice devices on
each side of a panel and because in cases of rapid crevice growth
it has been found that there may be perforation resulting from
attack on both sides, the largest possible penetration is some-
times 3./2 the thickness of the panels.

The justifications for ccmbining results on all nine panels
of the OTEC series and for applying the Crevice Corrosion Index

results derived from these procedures. Can the alloys be ranked
in a meaningful way by means of this Index? Can conclusions be
drawn about the effects of torque, length of time of testing and
surface conditim~ Does the Index provide a tool for detecting the
effects of alloying e],ements'2 Do the results provide leads for
better test procedures and for new research?

The Index is intended to facilitate the analysis of data on,
crevice corrosion Comparisons of Indexes can be made only for
tests carried out with identical crevice devices, panel numbers
and sizes, seawater conditions and test programs  time and torque! .
Obviously, this Index is not a unique property of the alloy, such
as its melting poant or density.



It rs shown below that the cond1tions for both the OTEC and
Table III are very severe. In actual use of stainless

dlloys in marine environments there may be unfiltered. rap> lya oys in marx Oflowing seawater at temperatures other than 30 C with small
{cathodic! areas outside the crevices, and with cathodic protection,
perhaps, resulting from contact with carbon steel structural com-
ponents. Any of these factors may have a strong effect in ~reducin
the severity of attack at crevices {12, 13!. Additional uses and
limitations of the crevice corrosion Index are discussed below.

ANALYSIS OF OPEC TESTS

The number of sides attacked, S, and the maximum depth of
attack, D, are listed far each of tEe 13 alloys in Table VXI,
together with the Crevice Corrosion Index, CCI. The alloys have
been ranked in ascenenrng orirer o Index values. Only the 29-4C
alloy was completely immune to crevrce attack on all 9 panels,
i.e., the Index is 0.00. Three of the panels were tested for 90
days to verify the findings fram the 60-day test. The Monit alloy
was also resistant for 60 days, but during the 90-day test, three
sides showed some attack. On the 12 alloys which suffered various
degrees of attack, the CCI ranged fram 0. 03 to 27. 54. Note that
even on the least resistant, alloy  Type 329! there was at least
one side out of a total, of 18 which was completely immune to
attack, i.e., not even one crevice site out of 20 was attacked
on that side.

On the basis of the CCI, the 13 alloys can be divided into
five groups, Tables VII anMVIII: total immunity  I!, a group of
relatively high CCI values  V!, and three intermediate groups.
Xt is shown below that these groupings aid in the analysis of
factors such as length of testing time, torque and surface finish.
A camparison of the S, D and CCI columns shows that. if either the
"S" or "D" values hacf been usMe for ranking, different sequences
would have resulted. The two alloys whose entire thickness was
penetrated by crevice attack from the front and back of the panel
were left in the ranking order. Bath are in the group of xnost
severely att.acked alloys and one, Type 329, already has the highest
CCI. The total thickness of Nitronic 50 was 1.3 mm and that of
Type 329 was le8 mm.

The Effect of Len th of Testin Time

The effect of length of testing time was investigated in the
OTEC series in two ways, a! by testing all 13 alloys for 30 and
60 days, and b! by testing the two most resistant alloys for 90
ays. All tests were made with a torque of 75 in-lb. A summary

of the data is given in Table VIII.' Note that these data are
based on only three panels per test or a total of six sides.
Nevertheless, to maintain the gr'oupings, the ranking based on
all tests {18 sides!, as shown in Table VII, was used to list
the alloys for the table on the effect of time.
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Increasing the testing time increases the number of sides
attacked, S, for alloys in Groups III and IV  Table VIII!, except
for alloys 904L and SC-l. Qn the latter there actually was. an
increase in the total number of sites from 7 to l2, even though
there was no increase in the number of sides. The 904L alloy
contains 1.6%Cu. As might be expected, the effect of time up to
60 days is less important both for the more resistant alloys
 Group Il! and for the least resistant, Group V. Jessop 777 with
attack on only 3 sides is somewhat of an exception in Group V. It
too contains copper, 2.0%. Ferralium 255 is another alloy which
contains copper, 1.8%. On this alloy too, there is no effect of
time. The remaining copper-bearing alloy is 254 SRO, but its
copper content of 0.8% is only one-half of that of the alloy whose
co~tent is nearest that of 254 SMO. The above observations on the
effect of time on crevice corrosion of copper-bearing alloys indi-
cate that copper in excess of about 0.8%. imparts superior resistance
to attack of alloys with a mill finish.

The effect of time on the maximum depth, D, of attack is
similar to the changes in initiation, S. There generally is an
increase in D for alloys in Groups III and IV. Alloys in the more
resistant Group, II, show that these testing times up to 60 days
are too short for meaningful results. Also, on the least resistant
alloys, Group V, the attack is so severe that extending the testing
time from 30 to 60 days does not increase significantly the maximum
depth of attack. For two of these alloys the attack resulted in
complete penetration of the thickness of the panels. These results
on alloys in Group v suggest, that there is a decrease in the rate
Of crevice growth with time. As the crevice grows because of
corrosion, the volume of solution in the crevice increases and
there is more opportunity for diffusion and. flow from and into the
crevice to make the composition in the crevice more like that in
the bulk solution. The chloride content is reduced, the pH and
t,he oxygen content are increased. from the values wh.-.ch led to
breakdown of the passive film in the original, small crevice. The
result is a progressively less severe environment for growth of
crevice attack.

In general, the time to initiation of crevice corrosion as
measured by the appearance of corrosion products decreases with
increasing values of the Index of the alloy, Table IX. Two excep-
tions are 254 SNO which is relatively resistant, but on which
corrosion products were visible after only 72 hr, and SC-l on
which either no corrosion products were detected. or it took 703 hr
to detect them. Attack on this alloy was relatively shallow with
a maximum depth of 0. 11 mn. Thus, corrosion products may have
diffused away before they could be detected. The finding that
visible corrosion products are formed on 254 SMO after only 72 hr
may indicate that, while more than 0.8% copper  I. 6% in 904K and.
2% in Jessop 777! may retard break-down of the passive film, the
smaller concentrations weaken the resistance of protective films.
This finding  Table IX! applies to both the overall GTEC tests
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30-da tests on 3 panels in the OTZC and Navy
 9 panels ! and the � ay
tests.

esults on - an29 4C and gonit alloys derived f rom 90-day tests
show that the - ayh 60-day test period is not long enough to differentiate
between these two ah two alloYs- The 29-4C alloy was resistant,
Honit alloy showed susceptibilitY to attack in the 90-day panel~
which was not revealed i.n 30 and 60-day tests. There was some
attack on 3 out of 6 sides.

Table Ix also shows that the surface finish affects the time
to initiation. This effect is discussed. in the section on Surface
f'in ish.

The Effect of Tor e

On the basis of observation and theoretical considerations
it may ba concluded that the severity of a crevice increases as
the volume between the two surfaces of the crevice is decreased.
Oxygen is more readily depleted in the smaller crevice and the pH
will drop more rapidly when there is some corrosion. Thus, it
might be expected that crevice attack increases with the magnitude
ot the torque on the crevice device. Table I shows the effect of
increasing torque fran 25 to 75 in-lb in 60-day tests. Again, as
in the case of the effect of time, an effect of torque is observed
only on the alloys in the intermediate groups, III and IV. For
obvious reasons there is no effect of torque on completely resis-
tant alloys. Xn the case of 60-day tests on only 3 panels this
includes both Groups I and IX.

Xn Group XII  Table X!, the increase in torque increases both
g . On the alloys in Group IV the increase in

that the expected effect of tor
tar~~e only increases the maximum depth of attack. Th d t he aasow

ec o torque applies only to crevices for
exceed 0. 5 mm. Such a limit mightc e max um depth does not

c e ecause, as soon as there isspac in/ between the De]rin Tn devdevice and the metal surface is
y e crevice is decreased. T'his p«»bly

e ac o a cons stent effect of torque on the least
y ex p on op

~ y Same compo sit ion Bs Jess op
of ll h l o y. Examination of th a yin the 777 allo .

shows that no e os n Table VXI

suffered any crevice attac the 60-day tests at a torque o
ception of SC-l, the e er

e not attacked presumably the 25 i
aa

e 5 in-lb crevices. This
time, gg t h op

finishes. o crevice attack on alloys with mill



When some of the "plateaus" in the crevice device no longer
are in contact with the metal surface the total load is redistrib-
uted among the other "plateaus." It might be expected that they
now produce a narrower crevice and< therefore, the severity
increases under these "plateaus." Thus, one or more points of
attack might promote attack at the remaining crevices, a form of
self-acceleration. However, we have found in our investigation
 9! that "Delrin" is affected by exposure to aaueous solutions
and by temperature. ln some cases, initial torque values of
75 in-?b decrease to 45 to 50 in-11 in 4 hr at 30'C. Thus, there
are opposing factors operating on the crevice which make it diffi-
cult to maintain constant and reproducible crevice geometries
during these tests. The above factors, in addition to the problems
of maintaining constant and reproducible flatness in the metal
surface and the crevice device, as well as the difficulties in-
volved in producing reproducible surface fin'ishes on the metal
and the Delrin", probably are the major factors which cause the
large variations in crevice attack on a given alloy and make it
necessary to combine data on 9 panels �8 sides! for analysis of
the effects of various test parameters.

The data on the effect of torque support ranking by means of
the Crevice Corrosion Index. The less severe crevice at 25 in-lb
leav~es a lays of rank one through six unattacked. As might be
expected, increasing the severity of the crevice to 75 in-lb,
reduces the unattacked ranks from one through four  Table X!. At
25 in-lb the only exception to this progressive trend to initia-
tion with increasing position in the ranking order is the copper-
bearing Jessop 777 which resists attack even though its overall
ranking puts it in Group V.

The Effect of Surface Finish

Twelve of the 13 alloys used for the OTEC tes-':s were also
included in the Navy program. Only the Carpenter Exp. 58 alloy
was not included in the Navy tests. Because the OTEC tests were
made on mill finishes and the Navy tests on 120-grit surfaces, it
is possible to examine the data for effects produced by this great
difference in surfaces, Fig. 4. The data for both series of tests
given in Table XI are for 3 panels, for 30 days at 75 in-lb. Note
that the rankin sequence used for the OTEC alloys in this table
is based on on y three panels per test. Therefore, this ranking
is different from that in Table VII, which is based on all 9 panels.
For 7 of the 12 alloys available for comparison, the material for
both series was fran the same heat. For the 5 remaining al»ysr
material from a second heat was used for the Navy tests. These
have been identified in Table XI. In each case, the analyses for
the two heats were very nearly identif al  Tables IV, V and VI!.

Alloys that were completely resistant with a mill finish in
the 30-day test were also resistant with a 12G-grit polish, Table
XX- On the other al.loys both the maximum depth, 0, of attack and.
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has taken place during processing of the SC-1 alloy  mill finish!,
then the removal of this depleted layer by polishing to a 120-grit
finish might restore the chrceium content at the surface to that
of the bulk analysis and, of course, provide greater resistance
to initiation of crevice corrosion without a significant effect
on growth.

Initiation, S, is increased in all the other alloys by the
l20-grit finish. In two alloys the number of sides was the same
in both tests, but for these alloys  Haynes 20 Mod. and Jessop
700! the number of sites increased, Table XI. The number of sites
was particularly large for the alloys in Group IV. The greater
maximum depth, D. observed on the series with the 120-grit finish
is at least in part related to the more rapid break-dawn of the
crevices in the Navy tests as compared to the tests with the mill
finish. Data in Table IA. show that the reduction in time is
particularly large for the alloys in Groups II and III and t»t
this difference in time essentially vanishes on the least resis-
tant alloys, i.e., Group IV in the 3-panel ranking in Table XI-
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The result is more rapid crevice attack on the fresh surfaces.
The flatter, more reproducible surfaces formed by machining to a
120-grit finish also may result in more narrow crevices and a
further intensif ication of the crevice conditions.

Note that the copper-bearing alloys  Ferralium 255, 904I�
254 SHO and Jessop 777!, Table XI, stand out with somewhat higher
increases in the number of sides or sites developed by application
of the 120-grit finish than the alloys near them in rank. This is
especially the case for Jessop 777 which can be compared with its
copper-free counterpart Jessop 700.

The above results on ground surfaces show that the protective
effect of copper in retarding crevice corrosion on mill finishes,
as described in the sections above on torque and length of testing
time, is probably a result of the effect of copper on the protec-
tive qualities of the film formed during mill processing. The
data in Table VII based on all nine panels with mill finishes
support this concept. The number of sides attacked is lower for
the copper-bearing Jessop 777 than for the 700 alloy, but the
depth of attack is greater for the 777 alloy This also applies
to the number of initiation sites in the 9 � panel tests. For the
700 alloy this number was 45 as compared with 22 for the 777 alloy,
pg 73 and. 76 in Ref �!.

The Effect, of Cpm osition

It is apparent from the results on the A.L. 29-4C ferritic
alloy that complete immunity to crevice corrosion can be obtained
in the OTEC tests which were run as long as 90 days on this alloy.
Thus, a concentration in iron of 28. 5%Cr and 3.8%No provides
this level of corrosion resistance without any other essential
alloying additions. The somewhat lower levels of chromium �5.3%!
and molybdenum �. 1%! ir. the SC-1 alloy made it subject to crevice
corrosion- In the case af Ferralium 255 �6.15%Cr, 3.20%No! the
effect of chromium and molybdenum may be somewhat impaired by its
copper and its higher nickel contents as canpared with SC-l.

Several alloys had considerably more molybdenum than the 3.8%
in 29-4C, but it appears that, at least in the presence of signif-
icant amounts of nickel �4.6%!, this additional concentration of
molybdenum in 254 SNO �. 1%!, and A L. 6X �.5%! is not sufficient
to make up for the lower �0%! chromium content. The low resistance
of Nitronic 50 �1%Cr! and Type 329 �6.74cr! is largely a result
of their very low molybdenum conte~ts, 2.3 and 1.4%, respectively.

~Co ier

The role of copper can be summarized as follows. In Fig-
the copper-bearing version of the Jessop alloy, 777, falls outside
the main band. There are two reasons for this. Copper a! reduces
initiation, S, by enhancing the protective properties of oxide films
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somewhere within the band. It should be noted that all of the
high manganese alloys also contain deliberate additions of nitrogen
to promote the formation of austenite. Nitrogen �. 2%! has been
found to increase resistance to chloride pitting �1,16! and to
crevice corrosion �7,18!.

Surface Effects

The position of SC-1 so far outside the band in Fig. 3 is
most likely the result of chromium-depletion of the surface during
mill-processing in a very thin layer �. 00025 mm!. Because it is
so thin, it is without effect on the maximum depth of attack.
This is almost the same for the specimens with the mill finish
�. 04 mm! and the 120-grit finish �. 05 mm!, Table XI. Removal
of the depleted layer greatly reduced the number of sides attacked
� vs. 1! in the 30-day tests of Table XI. In his report, R. M-
Kain �! states that in addition to the 30-day Navy tests on ground
specimens in which one site or side was attacked, another test, was
run with a 120-grit finish on 3 panels for 60-days and again there
was attack on only one site. If we extrapolate and assume that. in
a third test of 90-days on 3 panels there would again have been
attack on only one site, we now have "data" on nine surface ground
panels for comparison with data in Fig. 3. There would then be
attack on 3 sides out of 18 with a maximum depth of 0.05 mm. Such
a point would fall within the band in Fig. 3.

Anal sis of Rankin s

A comparison of similar pairs of alloys provides some reasons
for the positions of alloys in the ranking order of Table VII.

1! The two ferritic alloys, 29-4C and Monit, have the same
molybdenum content, but 29-4C has 28.5%Cr as compared with only
25. 3% for Monit. This 3% difference in chromium cortent is
probably the reason that Nonit is in second place.

2! Even though Ferralium 255 has about 1% more chromium than
Monit, it ranks below this alloy because of its somewhat lower
molybdenum content �.2 vs. 3.8%! and its copper content of l.8%.
The Index for Ferralium 255 is high because of its relatively large
maxim~um epth, D, which is probably a result of the copper content.
Its S value is actually lower than that of Nonit � vs. 3! . This
also appears to be a function of the copper content in Ferralium
255, i. e., its beneficial effect in increasing the resistance of
the oxide film in the mill finish.

3! Ferralium 255 and SC-1 have almost identical compositions
except for the l. 8%Cu in the 255 alloy, Table IV. The Oe 19%8 in
the 255 alloy can be expected to contribute to resistance  ll, l6,
17, 18!. Yet the 255 alloy is in the third position and SC-1 in
the sixth position. As described above, in the mill-finish condi-
tion, SC-1 is probably impaired in its resistance to initiation
by depletion of chromium while the protective properties of the
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2 5 5 are improved by its copper content
oxide film on Ferr llo s are surface ground to a 120-grit

factors are essentially eliminated and they are
ranked 3 and 4  Table XI! witf inish, these o ' h the SC-1 alloy actually having the
lower Index.  Data ran  ta from the Navy tests see below, suggest that
the 0 ~t~tanium in SC-1 and, perhaps, its lower nickel contentthe O..h~it~tanium
enhance its resistance to attack- !

4! The drop in chramium from more than 25% to about 20%
results in a large enough Jump in the Index to define two new
groups of alloys, II and III. The only exception is SC-1,
has 25.31Cr and 3.1%Ma. When this alloy is given a 120-grit
finish, which apparently removes a chromium-depleted surface
layer, its ranking is increased from position 6 to 3, Table XI.
It then even aut-ranks Ferralium 255< whose rating in the mill-
finished condition may be a result of the protective action in
the oxide fi.lm by its copper content.

5! Haynes 20 Mad and Jessop 700 have very similar composi-
tions. The lawer Index of the Haynes 20 Mod alloy can be attributed.
to its silently hi+er chromium �. yt! end molybdenum �. 5t!
content s.

6! The campasitions of Haynes 20 Mod  position 9! and 904L
 position 4! are also very similar, except for the l.6%Cu in
904L. Chraaium and molybdenum are actually slightly higher in
the al loy which ia the less resistant  Haynes 20 Mod, H-20! . The
reason for the lower Index for 904L is that the copper in the
protective oxide film re deuced initiation from 8 sides on H-20 to
3 sides an 904K,. As expected, the time to initiatio~ on the 904L
al loy was much longer, 388 hr, than for H-20, 48 hr, Table IX.
'When the 904L is gi.ven a 120-grit fi,nish the time to initiation
is reduced to 5l hr and the maximum depth of attack is greater on
904L �.74 mm! than on H-20 � ~ 46 mmj, Table XI.

ANALYSIS OF NAVY TESTS

OTEC tests has b li
The method developed for the anala ysis of the results of the
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It has. already been shown above in the section on The Effect
of Surface Finish that the removal of the mill finish by polishing
to a l20-grit fmish can result in several opposing effects. In
most cases, there is a reduction in t,ime to initiation, especially
in the case of alloys with more than about 0. SCCu, and on certain
alloys there may be an increase when a surface layer, which has
been depleted in chromium during high-temperature mill-processing,
is removed. In addition, the severity of the crevice may be
increased by the greater flatness of the machined, 120-grit f inish
and the creation of sharp edges, which may have greater chemical
reactivity, not only for the anodic reactions in the crevices, but
also the cathodic reactions outside the crevices.

Twelve of the l3 alloys from the OTEC series were also tested
in the Navy program. A comparison of the results has already been
given in Table XI and in the section on the Effect of Surface
Finish. Data on the number of sides attacked and the maximum
depth of attack are given in Table XII for all wrought and in
Table XIII for all cast alloys in the Navy tests, along with the
Crevice Corrosion Index. As before, the alloys have been listed
rn the order of increasing index values. Note that for these
compilations separate listings were made for alloys which were
completely perforated and for alloys which had attack outside
crevice areas. These groupings represent subdivisions of the
least resistant alloys.

'� '"' "'"E30-day Navy tests and have all been ranked "1" in Table XII. This
group includes the AOD-melted 29-4C alloy and. its two vacuum-induc-
tion melted. antecedents, 29-4 and 29-4-2. Hastelloy C � 276, also
known for its very high resistance to crevice corrosion in marine
environments �,12!, is also in this highest ranking group in
Table XII. Another nickel-base alloy, Inconel 625, with chromium
and molybdenum, along with Monit complete this grou~. However,
from the OPEC tests it is known that during a ~90-da exposure
Nonit is attacked even with a mill finish. Thus, available
information on long-time performance in this test is in doubt
only for Inconel 625, which has been described �2! as "approaches
Hastelloy C in total resistance" to marine environments. The two
nickel-base castings, Table XIII, whose canpositions are similar to
Inconel 625 and Hastelloy C, were also completely resistant.

Second Grou - The second group in Table XII, ranked from 2
through, a gust short of immunity to attack in the 30-day,
3-panel Navy tests. Only one or two sides out, of a possible 6
are attacked and the depth does not exceed 0. 50 mm. However the
longer tests on 9 panels in the OTEC series show that there are
major differences among these four alloys. The relatively low
chromima contents in Haynes 20 Nod �1. 6%! and in SC-1 �5. 6%!
made these alloys subject to additional attack during these tests,
while Ferralium 255, with 26. 2%Cr and 3. 2%Ho, retains its position
near the top of the list.
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ition rank 4, of Hastelloy G-3 �2. 8%Cr! asThe higher pos �2.2%Cr!, rank 12, appears to he a
p

mol ybdenum contentresult of its higher mo }
h h h Znd~ <or Zncoloy 825, which has onlyspr "~ ~ '"' " � " 'crey ~p copper contents as2. 7%No and the same chromium, nic e an

Hastelloys G and G-3.

Third Grou � The third group contains alloys on which 3

concentrations of molybdenum, but have 25% or more chromium,
EB 26-1 is a vacuum-induction melted, low-carbon and low-nitrogen
alloy  C+N 0.0080%!, with 0. 1%Nb to prevent susceptibility to
intergranular attack by even these low concentrations of carbon
and nitrogen. The more resistant 26-lS alloy contains almost la
less chromium, 0. 054%C and 0. 009%N, but also has l. 06%Ti to tie
up these interstitials and is melted by the less cost.ly ADD pro-
cess. These differences may be related to the presence of the
stabilizing elements. Zt has been reported �9,20! that niobium
decreases and titanium increases resistance to chloride attack.

Chromium 20% - When the chromium content is about 20% or

appears more variable. This is shown in a number of ways.

e The chromium, nickel and manganese conteats of A.L. 4X and
6X are identical, but the additional 2%Mo in 6X has not resulted
in less initiation or growth compared. with the 4X alloy, even
though the 4X alloy contains 1.45%Cu, which, in other cases, hasincreased both forms of attack on 120-grit surfaces.

e Three Type 317 compositions, sane of which are attackedoutside the crevices, even though one contains as much as 4-24<oiare far down in the list. The relatively low rankings of Jessop700 and 777 with 4.4%Ho may also be related to their low chromium
contents, as well as to the fact that they both contain about0.25%Nb, which has been found in other tests  l9,20! to decreaseresistance to chlorides.

~Co pet in Jessop 777 increases both initiation and growth «crevice corrosion on surfaces with a 12Q-grit finish. pzcept foxthe a dition of niobium in the Jessop 777 its composition is verysimilar to that of 4X, 904L and 254SLX: 2pgqr, 5gNi, 4. 5aMo,l. 5%Mn with copper. Their rankings are g9, gl3 and gl6, with

the concentration of rrosion is very sensitive «ion o copper between 1.5 and 2.pg.
e Haynes Mod 20 alloy  rank

4X, 904L d 254'~. ~ <5! is clearly more resistant
molybdenum �-0%! a d o SI1ghtly more ch ~i~ �1- 6%! and
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~ Both 20Mo-6 and Carpenter 20 Cb-3 have essentially the same
nickel �3.2%!, manganese �.4%! and copper �.2%! contents. How-
ever, the 20 Mo-6 alloy  rank S7! has 23. 9%Cr and 5. 6%No as
compared with 19.4%Cr and 2.2%Ho for Carpenter 20 Cb-3 with a rank
of 522.

Note that Type 216 �.5%Mo!, which ranks as 414, is superior
to Type 316 and Carpenter 20 Cb-3, which are ranked as 421 and 22,
and to 317L and 317L+ which have Indexes of 11.52 and 6. 54 respec-
tively and are attacked outside the crevice areas. This again
the effect of molybdenum. All of the high manganese alloys, Type
216, Nitronic 50 and Carpenter Exp 58  in the OTEC series! also
contain large additions of nitrogen �.24 to 0.35%,! . Such concen-
trations of nitrogen not only promote the formation of austenite,
but have been found to enhance resistance to pitting and crevice
corrosion even in the absence of large additions of manganese
�1,16,17,18!.

Beginning with Type 216, all the alloys show attack on 5 or
6 sides, but the depth of attack increases progressively so that
the Index increases from about d to 20, Table XII. In general,
as the molydenum content decreases, the depth of attack increases.
Not even the 29.4%Cr in 254 SFER alloy can off-set its low �.1%!
molybdenum content.

The non-resistant castings, Table XII?, confirm the findings
on minimum requirements for chromium and molybdenum. Either one
or both of these elements is too low to provide even moderate
resistance in these tests. This also applies to the Ferralium
casting with 3. 2%Cu, whose molybdenum content is lower than that
of the wrought alloy. Two of the other casting alloys which had
attack outside of the crevice areas also contained copper. The
four h alloy had no molybdenum additions at all and or.ly 12%Cr

Other Elements � Studies of chloride pitting of austenitic
in solid solution increase and that carbon in solid solution
decreases resistance to pit initiation �,11,16,17!. A nuxnher
of the 45 alloys in the OTEC and Navy tests contained addit.ions
of 0. 2%N or more, but it could not be determined directly whether
these additions improved the resistance to crevice corrosion by
caparison with alloys of the same composition but without nitrogen
additions. The silicon contents of all but one alloy were less
than Ge7% and, therefore, no analysis of its effect could be made.
The only alloy  CN7NS! with a large concentration �%! of silicon
 Table VI! had. such low concentrations of chromium and molybdenum
that this obscured any beneficial effect that silicon might have
had. There is also a possibility that silicon, while increasing
resistance to initiation of crevice corrosion, may increase the
rate of growth of crevices  ll!. The carbon contents were
generally very low. Only a few alloys had more than 9.041C.
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Nany of the alloys contained stabilizing elements  Ti, Nb! to
ccmbine with carbon and nitrogen. This also complicates any
analysis of the effect of carbon and nitrogen in solid solution.

PISCUSSIPN AND CONCLUSZOHS

1! Initiation and Growth � Using data on 13 stainless alloys
derived fran recent OTEC! crevice corrosion tests in quiescent,
filtered seawater at 30'C, it was found that there is a general
relationship between initiation of crevice corrosion under multiple
crevice devices and growth of crevice attack. Xn most cases when
there is an increase in initiation of crevice attack there is also
an increase in. the depth of attack. This relationship became
apparent fran a graph in which the total number of sides which
showed any attack out of a total of 18 sides  9 pan~els was
plotted against the maximum de th  mm! developed among all the
crevices showing attack, Fig.. The few alloys which fell out-
side the main range for most alloys in this graph provided leads
for the effects of alloying elements, such as copper and manganese
on initiation and growth of crevice attack, and for the effects of
surface ccmnposition.

2! !ndex � These findings led to the definition of a Crevice
Corrosion~In ex, CCI, for ranking alloys and for evaluating the
~ef ect of test variables: SxD = CCI, where S is the number of
sides on which there is any attack under a multiple crevice device
and D is the maxinnun depth, in mm, of attack produced by any of
the 7ndividual crevices involved in a given test. Analysis of
data from both the OTEC and. Navy tests led to conclusions a.bout
the ef f ect of testing time, torque on the crevice devices, surf ace
finish and the role of alloying elements. These results provide
leads for new seawater test. series and improved test procedures.

3! OTEC Series � In the OTEC series, 3 groups of three
panels of each alloy were tested. Both the testing time and the
torque applied to the crevice devices were varied. Because the
same testing program was applied to almost all alloys, results on
all nine panels were grouped together to enlarge the pool of data.
The CCI was calculated for each of the 13 alloys and was used to
rank tEem in ascending values of the Index from 0. 00 for the com-
pletely resistant Fe-29Cr-4No alloy to i!1.54 for Type 329. On the
basis of the Index, the 13 alloys could be divided into 5 groups:
Ccmpletely Resrstant, 3 Intermediate Groups, and one Least Resis-
tant Group.

4! Time - A 30-day test, period is too short to differentiate
performance among he more resistant alloys  Group XI, Table VIII!
and to identify the alloys having total immunity. Ninety days or
more are needed to differentiate among the most resistant alloys.
At least 60 days are needed to distinguish differences among alloys
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of intermediate resistance  Groups III and IV! . Only for the least
resistant alloys is the 30-day test period long enough to rank the
alloys.

5! T~or ue � Increasing the torque which was applied to the
crevice devices from 25 to 75 in-lb increased crevice attack in
60-day tests only on the alloys in two intermediate groups, III
and IV of Table X- With the exception of 904L, on which there
was no attack, for all of the alloys in Group III increasing torque
increased the number of sides attacked. and the maximum depth of
attack. In Group Iv it, only increased. the depth of attack.

Because there was no attack on any of the alloys in Group II
in the 60-day test, it was not possible to establish the effect
of torque on these alloys, which did show some attack in other
tests. Of course there was no effect of torcrue on the alloys in
Group I because they resisted attack in all tests. There wa.s no
consistent effect on the least resistant materials, Group V, with
the exception of Jessop 777 whose position in this group is
explained by its copper content.

The expected effect of torque on depth of attack  increasing
torque produces more severe crevices and more crevice corrosion!
was observed. only on crevices for which the maximum depth did not
exceed G. 5 mm. Such a limit might be expected because, as soon
as there is some crevice attack, the spacing between the Delrin
device and the metal surface is increased and the severity of the
crevice is decreased. This is also the rea.son that growth of
crevice attack decreases with time.

Crevice geometries are difficult to reproduce and to maintain.
One factor is the relaxation of the Delrin. We have found that
a torque of 75 in-lb drops to 50 in-lb in 4 hr after immersion of
the crevice in synthetic seawater at 30 C.

6! Surface Finish � The effect of the surface finish on
crevice corrosion, was determined on 12 of the 13 alloys in the
OTEC Series. In the OTEC tests they were tested with a mill
finish. A 120-grit surface was applied to these same alloys on
the area under the crevices in the Navy tests. All tests used
for this comparison were for 30 days with a torque of 75 in-lb.
The two alloys that were completely resistant with a mill finish
in the 30-day OTEC tests were also resistant with the 120-grit
finish. With only two exceptions, on all the other alloys, both
the maximum depth, D, and the Index were higher for the specimens
with a l20-grit finTsh. One oF these exceptions was Type 329
which was penetrated even on the specimen with the mill finish.
The other was the SC-l ferritic alloy on which the Index was
actually lower for-the l20-grit surface than for the specimen
with the mill finish. The reason for this was that surface
polishing to 120-grit finish reduced, not the depth of attack,



but the total number of sides attacked fran four to one. This
singular performance may be a result of the removal during the
preparation of the 120-grit finish of a layer of metal and oxide
which had. been depleted in chromium by selective oxidation during
mill processing at high temperatures.

7! O timum Resistance � On the basis of the limited number
of alloys teste an t e OTEC series, it can be concluded that
2B. 5%Cr and 3. 8%Ma �9-4C! in iron are required to resist the
severe conditions of the tests in filtered seawater at 30 C for
90 days with a torque of 75 in-lb on the crevices. In the 30-day
Navy tests, the two related alloys were also resistant as well as
Hastelloy C-276 and Inconel 625. Of these, at least Hastelloy
C-276 could be expected to equal the 29Cr-4Mo type of alloy.

C. W. Kovach �1! has recently reported that the chromium
and molybdenum contents of Sea Cure  SC-1! have been increased to
the range of 25 to 28%Cr and 3.0-3. 5%Mo. Tests similar to the
OTEC series  nine panel.s, up to 90 days, mill finish, 75 in-lb!
have been made at Wrightsville Beach, NC, on four of the new
compositions. There was no crevice attack on any of these alloys-
Of these four, the alloy with the lowest chromium and molybdenum
contents had 26.25%Cr, 3.1%Mo, 1.7%Ni These results appear to
lower somewhat the requirements for chranium and molybdenum needed
to provide immunity to crevice corrosion in the  mill finish!
OTEC-type test. Tests on panels with a 120-grit finish are yet
to be made. It should be noted that SC-1 alloy also contains
about 0. 5%Ti, which may enhance its resistance to crevice corro-
sion. The chromium and molybdenum contents of this new SC-1 alloy
are similar to those of Ferralium 255 �6.2%Cr, 3.2Mlo, 5.6%Ni and
l. 8%Cu! . The slight susceptibility to attack on this alloy � out
of 18 sides in the OTKC series and 2 out of 6 in the Navy series!
may reflect a deleterious effect of its higher nickel content, the
addition of 1.75% copper and the absence of 0.5%Ti. The effect of
copper is indicated by the increase in initiation resulting from
surface �2G-grit! grinding. There is also a possibility that
its duplex structure, a combination of ferrite and austenite,
resulting from the 5.6%Ni and O.l9'%N additions, may have some
influence because the distribution of alloying elements in the
two phases may not be identical, i.e., ewe phase may be lower in
chromium and molybdenum than the bulk analysis.

In general, for the iran-base alloys of the OTEC and Navy
tests, the further the chromium and molybdenum contents decrease
from the minimum requirements. for chromium and molybdenum, the
greater the value of the Index. Molybdenum decreases the maximum
depth of attack. However, when the chromium content drops to
20% or less, the effect of molybdenum is sharply decreased.

8! Co er � Copper, which is present between l.6 to 3.3%
in sane o the alloys tested, has a significant effect on crevice
corrosion. It appears to increase the resistance to break-down
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of the oxide f ilms formed. during mill processing. But when this
film is removed by polishing to a 120-grit finish or by cutting
and shearing at edges, copper promotes initiat.ion and growth of
crevice attack. The reason is probably galvanic action by copper
in the acid chloride environment of crevices.

9! Man anese and Nitro en � Manganese, when present in con-
centrations greater than about 4%, together with about 0.25%N or
more, reinforces the effect of molybdenum in retarding the growth
of crevices. For example, Type 216  8%Mn, 2. 5%Ho, 6%Ni, 0. 35%N!
was found to be superior to Types 316 and 317 stainless steels
�. 4 to 4. 2%Mo! .

10! Titanium and Niobium - Titanium, added as a stabilizer
for carbon and nitrogen, seems to enhance resistance to crevice
corrosion, while niobium has the opposite ef fect.

ll j Corre lat ion wit h Other Seawater T est s � Exposures up to
90 days in filtered seawater at 30'C with a torque of 75 in-lb on
Delrin crevice devices has proven to be a very severe crevice
corrosion test environment. Another very severe test consists of
long-time <9 months or more! exposure in racks immersed in natu-
rally quiescent, unfiltered seawater, including spring and summer
months, the periods of maximum temperature and greatest activity
of marine organisms. In such long-time tests limited data show
that only Hastelloy C or C-276, titanium and the Fe-29Cr-4No and
Fe-29Cr � 4Mo-2Ni alloys are completely resistant, �,12,13!.
Recently, C. W. Kovach �1! has reported that the SC � 1 alloy,
used in the OTEC test, with 25.34%Cr, 3.1%Mo and 2. 25%Ni was
also immune to crevice attack in quiescent seawater during a
33 month exposure at Wrightsville Beach, NC. The fact that
this composition was not immune to attack in either the OPEC or
the Navy tests in filtered seawater at 30 C with Delrin crevices
�5 in � lb! suggests that the test in filtered seawater at 30 C
is more severe than the test in natural  unfiltered, at ambient
temperature! seawater.

12! Correlation with Service � There is a need to correlate
the results obtained in t e crevice tests in quiescent, filtered
seawater at 30 C with various types of service exposures in
marine environments. One such correlation is available for the
old and new Sea Cure alloys. Xt has been found �1! that the
old Sea Cure, which showed a slight degree of susceptibility in
both the OTEC and Navy tests, also was attacked  " slight pitting
and crevice corrosion"! in service in several condensers on power
plants using brackish water. Thus, in this case the severe OTZC
crevice test did detect a degree of susceptibility which also
made this alloy vulnerable in the one k-nd of service which is
of greatest importance fo this alloy. In contrast, on the new
version of Sea Cure with more than 26.0%Cr and 3.0%Mo there has
been no attack in the field �1!.
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Available data {12, 13! suggest that rapidly flowing, unf il-
tered, seawater at temperatures other than 30'C may provide a less
severe corrosion environment than that used for the OTEC and Navy
tests. Cathodic protection, deliberate or incidental, by contact
with carbon steel, can also effectively reduce crevice attack on
stainless steels. These factors must he taken into account in
the application of data fram the ranking lists developed in this
ana Iy s is e

13! Use of Index - The ranking method.s used in this analysis

correlations with marine service become available. lf a ranking
table based on the Crevice Corrosion Index is supplemented. with
two other columns, ttte combtnatron can serve as an aid in the
selection of materials. These other columns would be lists of
available mill forms  tubes, sheet, plate! for each alloy and
unit prices for t.hese forms. To select a replacement material
for an alloy that has failed in service, this list might then be
used to review. alloys which have lower Crevice Corrosion Indexes
than the allay that failed and, amongst these, to select the alloy
nearest the top of the list whose mill forms have the most favor-
able price.

14! Test Conditions � The f indings of this investigation
also provi e gum ance or improvements in ASTM crevice corrosion
test procedures. The recamnended conditions for tests of maximum
severity are:

~ Surface Finish - l20 grit.

o Torque - 75 in-lb on Delzin crevices.  Perhaps with
periodic re-application of torque to promote more constant
crevice conditions.!

e Time � 30, 60, 90 and 120 days depending on the alloys.

e Number of panels - 12.

~ Quiescent conditions.

e Analysis of results by the number of sides or panels
attacked, the maximum depth of attack and by application
of the Crevice Corrosion Index.

e For caaparison of two or more alloys, the testing program
must be the same. This includes the number of panels,
testing times, torque, surface finish, temperature and
seawater conditions.

15! New Test Series - To provide direct experimental support
for some of the conc usions derived from the analysis of the two
test programs, several new series of crevice corrosion tests are
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needed, not only on commercially available alloys, but also on
some compositions specifically designed to reveal the effect of
alloying elements. The following are subjects for some new crevice
corrosion tests in natural, f iltered seawater:

a! To promote constant. crevice conditions, investigate
"relaxation" of Delrin with time and, if necessary, devise a
method f or periodic re-application of the initial level of torque
without removal of the specimen from the water.

b! Using the original and the new method for applying torque
on the crevices, determine the number of panels needed to provide
reproducible results. Do the more constant levels of torque pro-
vide reliable data on the effect of testing tirade and levels of
torque and, therefore, make it possible to reduce the number of
panels which must be testeci'?

c! Select series of alloys to define more precisely:
1. The minimum requirements for chromium and

- molybdenum in iron;

2. the effect of nickel on the requirements for
chromium and molybdenum;

3. the effect of copper on initiation and growth
of crevice attack;

4. the effect of titanium and niobium; and

5. crevice growth in Fe-Cr-Mo ferritic stainless
steels to determine whether it differs from
alloys with 8% or more nickel.
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Can sition Percent b Wei ht
OtherNn~Allo Cr

4. 4524. 80

2S.O

20.70

0.042.04. 521. 0

<0.05 0.49 0 ' 90 <0.01

1.75 0.37 0.77 0.02

Co 0.49

N 0.19

25. 52 4. 95

3. 205. 64

0 ~ 49 0.001

0.001

0.021 N 0.0350.23 0.023

139 0 018

0,53

0 ~ 41

3. 78

G. 02224. 64 6. 45

4.7 0.005 0.028

0.006 0.031

l. 46 . O. 014

0. 43 0. 012

1.57 0.46

0 ~ 37 0.31

24 ~ 7

4 ~ 1 3 ~ 8

0.28 0.32 0 0626. 68 4. 23 1.37Type 329
Stainless Steel

CARPENTER Exp. 58

CRUCISLE SC-1

NZTRONIC 50*
n

AVESTA 2548MO

20.41 15.39 0. 072 0. 007 0. 021 N 0.240.28 5.36

0.20 0.20

0.47 4.81

5. 06

3. 10

2. 28

6. 10

0.025 Ti 0-50. 007

0. 012

0. GGB

0.01025,34 2. 25
0.26 N

N 0.203

0. 025

0. 023

0. 045

0. 013

21.08 13.70

0.78 0.41 0 4920.0 17. 9

n
Heats ccmaaon with Navy crevice teat program.

**
Ncxainal ccnaposition.

R. M. Rain

Table V

Allo Ccxa sition, Percent Nei ht

Cr SiMo Other

17. 5 10. 7

13 ~ 76

2.4

' . 21

1. 60 0.04

0. �

0 ~ 0&

D.GG4

0. 004

0.03 P G. 2B Cu0. 52

16 ~ 8 l. 57 0.14 N

0.35 N

0. 52

20. 2.5 8.6.

0. 04

.0 025

0.016

0.010

21.32

18.92

19. 52

18.30

9.44 2 67

3.5&

4.0&

4.25

0.26 0.005 0.30 Nb 0.42 N3.81

1.71

0.0025 8

12.25

14. 52

15. 80

0.035 I 0.056 N0.20 0.009

0.025 0.056 N 0 ~ 16 Cu0. 28 Co

0.16 Co

1.32

1.49

0. 40

0.16 Cu0. 63

0. 47

0. 006

G.012 0.025 P 0 26 N

904L  Uddehoim!

AL 4X

20. 5 0.028 P

0. 019 P

24. 7 4.7 1.57 Cu

l. 5 Cu

0.24 Cu

1. 46 0. 014 G. 46 0. 005

0. 00120.15

20. 70Jessop 700

254 SLX 19. 9 25. 0

17. 9

0.042 N 1.67 Cu

Jeascp 777

254 SMO

20.&0

20. 0 6.1

AL 6X 20.35 24.64 6.45 1.39 0.01& 0.41 G.001 0.022 P

Haynes 20 Mod

Carpenter 20 Cb-3

20 Mo 6

0.49 Co <0. 05 Cu21. 58

19-36

25. 52

33.22

0. 494. 95 0, 90 <0. 01

3.19 Cu

3. 27 Cu

254 SFER 29. 4 0.145 N 0.06 Cu22. 2

Naainal canpoaition.

JKSSOP 700
n*

JESSOP 777
*

HAYNES 20 Mod

FERRALIUM 255

A.L. 29-4C

A.L. 6X

.. UDDEHOIA 904L

MONIT  Uddeho1m!

Type 316

34LN

Type 216

Rex 734

Type 317I,

Type 317LM

Type 3174+

Nitronic 50

Anal sea Of Stainlesa Alla S Uaed in OTEC Tests

0 29 0.37 1;68 0.025 0.015 0.025 Cb 0.30'

21. 58

26.15

28 ~ 54

20.35

20.5

25. 3

Anal ses'of Stainless Allo a Used in Na Tests

21. OB 13.70 2.28 4. Bl O. 045

24. 38 4. 44 l. 45 0. 014 0. S7

25.20 4.45 1.65 0.013 0.42 0.008 0.2& Nb

4. 67 l. 64 0. 011 0 ~ 45 O. 003

4. 48 1.37 0. 023 G. 48 0. 013 0. 24 Nb 0.25 Co 2. 18 Cu

0.49 . 0.013 0.41 0.008 0.023 P 0.203 N 0,7& Cu

2. 15 0. 44 0. 020 G. 36 0. 002 0 ~ 51 Nb

23 ~ 91 33.44 5.65 0.44 0.031 0.35 0.007

2 33 172 0 016 0 30 0 001
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 Table V cont.!

Can osition Percent b Wei ht
Alla

Other
NiCr

1.66 Cu0.07 0.004 0.70 Ti2. 74 0. 35 0. 0122. 02 44. 03

22. 22 46. 84

22. 76 43. 69

Incoloy 825

Hastelloy G

Ha s t e 1 lay
G 3

5 ' 78 1.52 0.007 0.43

7.01 0.82 0.006 0.37

0.28 w 2.07 Nb 1.85 Cu I.27 Co
0.95 W 0.19 Nb l.85 Cu 3.49 CO

8. 48 0. 10 0. 03 3 ~ 57 Nb+
Ta

0.24 0.001 0.24 TiIncanel 625 22.29 61 02

15-51 54 ' 72 15.49 0.46 0.003 0.04 3.82 w O.ll Cu 1.89 Cs
Hastelloy

c-276

26.98 4.22 1 ~ 39 O. 28 0.052 0.39 0 014 - 0.09 Cu
25.0 5.9 1.46 1.75 0.028 0. 53 0.003 - 0.19 N 0.12 Cu
26.15 5.64 3.20 0.77 0.02 0.37 - 0.16 Ca 0.19 N 1.75 Cu

Type 329

44LN

Ferralium
255

0.03 0. 26 0. 047 0. 70 0. 010 l. 68 Al 0.40 Ti
O. 3117.66

18. 92

Type 439

Type 444
EB-26 1 A.L.

1.99 0. 43 O. 020 0. 56 0. 004 O. 020 P 0. 012 N 0. 13 Ti O. 39 Hb0. 07
0. 10 Hb0. 006 N

'0.009 N

0.015 0.010 P.

0.011 0.015 P
0. 10 0.002 0. 29

0.17 0.054 0 ' 16

I. 000. 1325.9
l. 06 Ti

0 ~ 96O. 1525.05
4.0IO 0. 10 0.003 0. 04 0. 011 0 ~ 013 P 0.012 N0.07

0.79

2. 20

29. 6
0. 026 N 0. 59 Ti3.81 0.22 0 F 012 0.19 0.002

3.95 0.10 0.002 0. 10 0.010
2.94 0.20 0.01 0.25 0.004

28.85
0. Ol3 N0.010 P

O. 04 Al
29. 5

0.016 N 0.51 Ti
2. 1425.56

4.1 3 ' 825.3

Table Vl

Anal -ses af Cast Stainless Alla s Used in Nay Tea.ts

Ccm sition Percent b Wei ht

Cr Ni No Mn C Si Other

O. 18 0. 02 0. 64 O. 013 0 ~ 010 P12. 44 8.0CA6N
2. 36 0. 95 O. 04 O. 79 0.019

IH 862

CN7HS

625

CW 1 2H-2

Zllium PD

Ferralium

0.04 0.80 0.016 0.004 P 5.74 Cal. 97 0. 865.3924. 55

25. 2
3.2 CGl. 102.55. 2

Ncminal composition.

26-1S

29-4

A. L. 29-4C

Z.L. 29-4-2

SC-1
 crucible!

Honit
 Uddeholm!

19 ' 30 10.05

20.92 24.46

19.37 22.10

20.01 28.18

20. 58 63. 7

18. 10 62. 8

0.43 0.012 0.31 0.006 0.37 Cu 0.031 P

5. OO O. 47 0. 03 0. 52 0. 009 0. 007 P
2. 93 l. 00 O. 05 3.00 0 010 0. 006 P l. 55 Cu
2.51 0.18 0.04 0 ' 76 0.02S 0 007 P 3.l2 Cu
B. 53 O. 02 0. 02 0. Ol 0. 011 O. 006 P 3 ' 48 Hb

17 58 0- 54 0. 01 0. 56 O. 007 0.010 P 0.08 Cu
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'fable VII

OVKRALL RANKING OF ALLOYS IN OTKC TESTS FOR CREVICE
CORROSION IH FILTKRED SKANATKR AT 30iC

 All panels> 30, 60 and 90 days, 25 and 75 in-1bs mill finish!

Number of Sides Raximum Index
 S! Attacked <! Depth �!Composition, 'a by vt.Alloy

Cr Ni Ho Rn c» N  mm!  SxD!

0.00 0.00
1 A. I - 29-4C 28.5 0.5 3.8

Nonit  Uddelholm! 2$.3 4.1 3.8 0.4 0. ~

3 Fet ra],ium 255  Cabot! 26 . 2 5 ~ 6 3. 2 0. B 1 ~ 8 0 ~ 19

0.01 0.03

0.09 0.09

037 111 !4 904 L  Uddeholm! 20 ~ 5 24, 7 i. 7 I. 5 l. 6 3

5 254 SHO  Avesta!

6 Crucibl.e SC-J.

7 A L. 6X

1 ~ 140,19

�-$ Ti! 142.3 3. 1 0.22$.3
1.540. 11

2.720.34

8 Carpenter Kxp $8 20, 4 15.4 $.1 5.4 D.l 0.2 ~ 13 0. 32 4.16

6. 400. 80
21.6 25.5 5.0 0.99 Haynes 20 Mod

2. 26 13. S6

».55 b!
2l.O 25. 0 4. 5  l. 4! 2. 0

0.264.821.1 l3.7 2.3

20.7 24.8 4.5

17

1. 75 24. 50

1.62 27.54 ' !
1.7 0.3 14

4.2 l.4 0.326.7

 a! Also had tunneiinq - attack perpendicular to upper edge> or attack at edges-
 '! perforated by attack free both sides ~
 cl Total number of sides eas 18.

10 Zassop 777

ll Nitronic 50

12 Jessop 700

13 Type 329

200 179 6 1 05 08 0 2 6

20. ~ 24. 6 6. S l. 4 8



Table VIIZ

THE EFFECT OP LKHGTll OF TESTING TIVE IN OTKC TESTS
CH CREVICE CORROSZDN IN PZLTEllKD SEAVlATER AT 30'C

 ÃII1 Finish g Torque 1S in-lb!

Zn61es
 SaD!

Maximus3 Depth  D!
of Attack  sm!

Nueber af
Sides  $! Atteckecllank Alloy

 Overall !
~30 Da 60 ae~30 Da 0 6 ~000 0 ~30 Da e ~60 Da e

1 A.L. 29 4C 0. 000.000.00

**1
2 Honit  Uddehola! 0

3 Ferrelius 25S I

0.00 ZZ! 0.00

0.09 0 00

4 904L  %Neholjs! 3 ZII!
l. 110. 31 0 ~ 00

0. 38 0,7;S 254 Sl O  Avesta! 2 0.180.19

O.llCrucible SC-I

7 A.L. 6X

0. 160.04

0.46 03 00.23

8 Carpenter Exp 5$

9 Haynes 20 !lod

 IV! 0. 20

0. 39

10 ' Jessop 717 v!
6 .732.18

3. 350. 67

2.2lI 75 0.44 0.75

1.48 8. 88 6.XC1.62

Sased on all tests, includinV sees 90<ay tests, see Table VZI.
Results ce three panels or 6 sides for each test.
Crevice corrosion in 90-day test.
6'n0anaV 0 00nt0ant >! . 0%-

II  citronlc 50

l2 Jessop 700

Type 329

O.ll

0. 34

0. 32

Deco

2e26

Ge26

0.00

0. 09

0.80 l,h'

0.78 2.46
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Tab1.e IX

TINE TO APPEARANCE OF VISIBI Z CORROSION
PRODUCTS IN OTEC AND NAVY TESTS

Fi ter Seawater at C

Tijse eben Corrosion Products
mere Observed Hr.

OPEC Tests  Nill Finish! Nav Tests �20 rit!

9 Panels 3 Panels
u to 90 da s 30 days

an in- 7H in-Ibj

3 Panels

4
Rank

1 29-IC No attack No attackNo attack

772 No attack No attackzonit

3 Ferralium 255 509 365509

51

72 51

Not detected

388

Not detected

51

8 Carpenter Kxp. 58

9 ' Haynes 20 ! od

100 Not tested120
514848

Jessop 777

Nitronic 50

Jessop 700

Type 329

Rank based on 9 panels in OTKC tests.

Table X

THE EFFECT OF TORQUE ZN OTEC TESTS ON CREVICE
CORROSXON IN FILTERED SEAWATER AT 30 C

�0-Day Tests, Hill Finish, 3 panels for each test!

Nuuoer o' Naxissxs Depth  D!
Index SxD

Alloy
25 in-lb 75 in-lb

0.00

25 in-lb 75 in-lb25 in-lb 75 in-lb

A.L. 29-4C 0 0. 00

0. 00

0.00 0.00
 II! 2 Nonit  Uddeholm! 0

3 Far raliue 255
t 0 0 0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00 0.00 XXI! ~ 904L  Dddeholie! 0 0
0. 00

0. 000.180.00

0.00
5 254 SNO  Avesta! 0

0. 00
6 Crucible SC-1 0

7 A L. 6X 1 5
0. 02 1 70

1.60

0.02

 XV! 8 Carpenter Exp 58
0.750.15

0.50 1.50 2.40
9 Haynes -20 Nod

0.00 6 ~ 70 �!

6.90 1.56  b!
2. 26

O. 26
IV! 0.00

1.150 610 Jessop 777 ~

ll Nitronic 50

12 Jessop 700

13 Type 329

2. 20

8.10  b!
5. 161.29 0.44

1.55 1.62 9. 30

Overall rnakgug based on 9 panels.
 a! There uas tunneling or attack et edges.
 b! Ccsspleta penetration of 1.3 ~  N-50! and 1.8 nss �29! panels.

t bean i 4 4 ~s ns yllfM

10

ll

12

13

904 L

2 54 SHO

Crucible SC-1

A. L. 6X

388

72

703

388

72

24

72

24

72

24

72

48

0.11

0.34

0.32

0.8O

36

36

51

51

0.0O �!
0.72

0.44 .
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Table ZI

The Effect of Surface Finish

Caparison of OTEC and Navy Data on Crevice
Corrosion in Filtered Seawater at 30'C
�0<ay tests at torque of 75 in-lb!

NAVY - 120 Grit FinishOTEC - NillRank
~ay
GTEC
Tests

Alloy n exo. 0o. 0

Sit~ a! ~s><II S ~ ~ Sx0

0.00 I

0.00 2

A.L. 29-4C 0

Nmi t  Uddahole! 0

3 Ferral im 255 1 l

4 Crucible SC-1 7 4

5 254 SNO  Avesta! 2 2

0.09 0.09 2 2 0.08 0.16

0.04 0.16 1 1 0.05 0.05 3

O.i9 0,38 ie 6 O. 51 2.5$

O.Z3 0.46 11 4 0.62 2-486 A.L 63 2 2

7 Naynes t20 Nod

8 Carpenter Exp 58 8

9 904l  Oddehole! 3

2 0.39 0.78 6 2 0.46 0.92 5

4 0.20 0.80 tl I

3 0. 37 1.11 36 5 0.74 3.70

3 5 6
Total nlsber of crevices ~ 'l20

Total aber of sides 6 b!

h second heat res used for the Navy tests.
~ e

Perfor atad

Copper content >1.N.

10 Nit ronic 50

11 Jessop 777

lZ Jessop 700

13 T 329

ZS
'l6

30

70

Finish
ax. n ex o. o

Oe th 0 ~Sxo Sites� '!

0.00 0.00 0

0.00 0.00 0

0.67 3.35 112

2. 18 6. 54 60

1.75 8.75 47

148* 888 73

o. 0 ax.

~Sides 5 ~D« th D
0 0.00

0 0.00

6 1. 10

6 2.90

5 2. 00

6 1 29

6.60

17. 40 12

10. 00

774 t3
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Table XII

RANKING OF ALLOYS IN NAVY TESTS FOR RESISTANCE TO
CREVICE CORROSION IN FILTERED SEANATER AT 304C

�0-day tests on pane s w th 1 0 grat znxsh and torque of 75 in-lb!
Number of Maximus
Sides  S! Depth �!

Can sition t b vt. Attacked of Attack
Cr Ni Mo Mn Cu Other

Index
 SxD!

AlloRank

0 ~ 00

0.00
3.8 N

3 ~ 6 Nb

15. 5 54.7 15 ~ 5 0. 5 0 ~ 1

22 ~ 3 610 8 5 01
0 ~ 00

0 ~ 00

0 ~ 00

0 ~ 00

29.6 0.1 4.0

29 ' 5 2.2 4.0

28 ' 8 0.8 3,8 0 ' 2 � 0 ' 6 Ti

25.3 4.1 3 ' 8 0.4 0.4

1 0 ~ 050.5 Ti0,225 ' 6 2. 1 2.9Crucible SC-1  Crucible!
0 F 05

0. 16

0. 21
0 ~ 8 1.8

0.8 1.8

0.080.19 N26 ~ 2 56 3 ~ 2

22.8 43.7 7,0

21 ~ 6 25 5 5 ~ 0

FerraliuJa 255  Cabot!

Hastelloy G-3  Cabot!

Haynes 20 Mod  Cabot!

3.5 Co 0-21

0.5 Co 0. 920 ' 460 ' 9

10 02 - 11Ti0 ~ 226-1S
1. 20

l. 59

1 ~ 84

2 ~ 00

0 ' 30

O. 53

0 ~ 46

0 ~ 50

25 ~ 0

23 9 33 4 5 6 0 4 3 320Mo-6

EB 26-1  A-L-!

A-Li 4X

01 10 - - 01Nb25 ~ 9

202 244 44 14 1.5 0019P

1 ~ 46.4 2. 48lOI. 6220.4 24 ' 6
2 ~ 55

3 ' 48

3 ~ 70

3. 84

0 ~ 5120.0 17,9 6.1 0.5 0.8 0 ~ 2 N

22.2 46.8 5 ~ 8 1.5 1.8 3 ~ 5 Co 0. 87

0. 7420. 5 24.7 4.7 l. 5 l. 6
O. 64

0 ~ 90

0 ~ 92

0.35 N20.0 6 ~ 0 2.5 8.0
i. 50

5 ~ 52
29. 4 22. 2 2.1 1.7 0.1 0.15 N

0.04 N

0.42 N

0 ~ 056 N

399 250 47 16 17
l. 00 6. 00

6 ' 42

6. 60

21.3 9.4 2.7 3.8
l. 07

Type 317 LM

Nitranic 50

19.5 14-5 4.1 1.3 0.2
l. 100 ~ 26 N2.3 4.81.3. 721. 1

4-4 I 6 0-2 0.28 NbJessop 700 20 ' 7 2.00 10.00

ll. 58
25 ~ 2

1 ~ 93

3. 10

2 ~ 90

3 ' 35

2 ~ 4 16 0 ~ 3Type 31.6

Carpenter 20 Cb 3

Jessop 777

44 I4 

10 ~ 717. 5

19.4

20.8

25. 0

15 ~ 50

17. 40

20 10

33.2 2.2 0.4 3 2 0.51 Nb

25.6 4.5 1.4 2.2 0.24 Nb

59 1 ~ 5 18 0 1 02 N

perforated

189 01 20 04 - 0 4Nb

27 ~ 0 4.2 1.4 0.3 0. 1

16.8 13 8 4.2 1.6 - 0.14 N

l. 21 7.25

7.74
Type 444

Type 329

34 LN

1» 29

1 04 6 24

Attack Outside Crevice Areas
0 ~ 72

l. 92

l. 09

2.42

17.7 0 3 - 0.3 � 0.4 Ti

189 12 2 36 17 - 0056 N
Type 439

Type 317L

Type 317L +

Incoloy 825

4. 32

ll 52

6.54

14 F 52
18 3 15 8 4 2 1 5 0 2 0 16 Ca

22.0 44.0 2,7 0.4 1.7 0.7 Ti

Three additional, panels were tested for 82 days vith the same results.

10

ll

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Hastelloy C-276

Incanel 625

29-4  A.L.!

29 4-2  A,L.!

29-4C  A.L.!

Monit  Uddeholm!

A.L. 6X

254 SMO  Avesta!

Hastelloy G  Cabot!

904L  Uddehala!

Type 216

254SFER  Avesta!

254 SLX  Avesta!

Rex 734

0 F 00

0 F 00

0 F 00

0 F 80

O.I 0
0 F 00
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2.80

2.40

2.00

0,00
0 B 
 I

Number af Sides A!tot!ted

a! Jessop 700 Mill Finish

Fig. 4 so+face Finish Under
Crevice Devices  l00X!.

E

!.6
CI

o 


O

E o.e
I
o

0.4

Fig- 3 Crevice Corrosion in
Filtered Seawater at 30'C,
OTEC Tests on Panels with Kill
Finishes.

For this qrap!L, all 9 panels
 l8 sides! of each alloy in the
01EC testa were treated ae a
group

h! Jesaop 777 l20~rit Finish
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I I I. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING AND MULTIPLE AND REMOTE CREVICE

ASSEMBLY DATA



81A. Summary of Data

1. Crevice Geometr and Resistance to Initiatim

escrib'ng factors of crevice d th

nputs for mathematical modelling pred t

f crevice geometry are sho

steels in Figure 2.

The actuai values for crevice gap are difficult to determine. However, through the

use of scanning electron microscopy, a range of gaps have been quantified for a variety of

assemblies  see Figures 3-20!.

Additional examples of mathematical modelling predictions and rneasurernents are

found in the atta.ched papers:

"Factors Influencing the Crevice Corrosion Behavior of Stainless Steels in

Seawater," by T. S. Lee and R. M. Kain  see Section 2.!

"Crevice Corrosion Resistance of Several Iron Base and Nickel Base Cast

Stainless Alloys in Seawater" by R. M. Kain

"Crevice Corrosion Resistance of Type 3i6 Stainless Steel in Marine

Environments," by R. M. Kain, T. S. Lee and 3. R. Scully

"The Effect of Crevice Solution pH on Corrosion Behavior of Stainless Alloys"

by R. M. Kain and T. S. Lee

2.

2. Nahrai Versus S thetic Environtnents

Figures 2i to 29 give the potential  cathode and anode member couples! and
corresponding, crevice corrosion current for duplicate assemb»e ypmblies of T 3I6 stainless

904L �0Cr-25gi-4.5Mo- i.5Cu! and lgCr-2Mo stainless steel. While the

tnitiation response for Type 3i6 was about the same in both tme in both the natural and synthetic

environments, alloy ig-2 and especially alloy 904L exhibited greater resistance in the
which uantif the overall propagationsynthetic environments. Table l gives results which quantify
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resistance in terms of total charge for the various alloy/environment combinations.
genera ly, the results for duplicate»semblies were comparable. 5ince the test durations
varied between ii00 and 800 hours, the total charge after 400 hours has been calculated
for assemblies exposed in the two synthetic environments. Results from the seawater
tests show similar charge values for Type 3l6 and alloy 904L while those for lK-2 are
nearly doubled.

3, liNonitor' the Effects of Environmental Variables

Figure 30 describes typical current data collected for one of two alloy 9GQL
specimens initially exposed to seawater at 30oC  see also Figure 3l}. As evidenced by the
sharp increase in current, initiation occurred at about the seventh day of exposure. The
magnitude of this current is consistent with the total current shown earlier in Figure 2 ~
During the course of testing, the temperature of the seawater was elevated in 5oC
increments approximateiy every 5 days. While some perturbations are noted through the
first 40 days  temperature up to 45oC}, the magnitude of current remains relatively high.
Upon a further increase in temperature to 50 C, the magnitude of total current
dramaticaily decreased by several orders of magnitude. After almost four weeks of
corroding at this low rate, the propagation rate was returned to its earlier higher level by
allowing the seawater to cool back to 30oC.

Figure 37 shows current data for a companion RCA sample of alloy 90tiL which was
introduced after the above test temperature was established at 50 C. As can be seen,
initiation in this case did not occur until the seawater was cooled to 30 . Note that the
times at 50 C was more than twice that required for initiation ot the material described
in Figure 30. Subsequent propagation currents, however, are comparable.
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Seawater at 30 C

Effects of seawater velocity on crevice corrosion propagation resistance were

examined according to the folLowing procedure:

Start up to day 12 cathode and anode members at ~0 m/s  slight flow due

to ref reshrnent!

Day 12 to l9 velocity increased to 0.037 rn/s  recirculation pumps an!

Day I9 to 28 velocity increased to 0.064 m/s for cathode members

 baffle installed!, anode rnernbers at Velocity �!

Day 28 to 35 velocity increased to 0. l47 m/s for cathode members  flow

section reduced with baffle!, anode members at Velocity �!

Day 35 to 44 both cathode and anode members in 0.147 m/s flow channel

Velocity   1!

Velocity �!

Velocity �!

Velocity �!

Figure 33 gives a plot of the cathode and anode coupied potential and corresponding

crevice corrosion currents for duplicate assemblies of alloy 904L. Little effect of

velocity at the present levels of flow was detected.

Effect of Sulk Environment Concentration

The effect of bulk seawater environment oxygen concentration on the potential of

coupled anodes for alloy 904L was examined in a series of compartmentalized cell tests

 anode or crevice cell separated from cathode-bulk environment by a porous plug!.
Figures 34 and 35 show potentials for freely corroding "cathodes." Figures 36 to 50 show

corresponding potentials for coupled anode and cathode members in their respective

environments. Data for replicate tests are provided. Increasing the oxygen concentration

by purgin with various gas mixtures, i.e., 95% N2-5%02, compressed air  80%N2-209602!
and 509652-50%02, resulted in an increase in the anode potential to more noble values-

4. Effect of Seawater Velocit - Remote Crevice Assernbl Testin of Allo 904L in Filtered



S4

larization to the passive state was describedQnder these al[oymnvironment conditions, polari
A/ rn2 or less. Different area ratios and/or moreby decay in current densities to - l uA/crn or

ld ccount for the results described by other RCAconcentrated crevice solutions coul accoun

served at a couple potential around +p,pg y.testss where ongoing crevice corrosion was observed

ControUecf Cre ice Oetrice

An air operated loading device  see Experimental! used in concert with the remote

crevice assembly concept has been used to further study the effects of crevice tightness.

ln these tests, the anode members were positioned between acetal resin  Delrin! blocks.

Tests werc ronducted with and without plastic tape inserts between the blocks and both

metal surfaces.

Figure 51 shows the remote crevice assembly current and potential data for

duplicate assemblies exposed without the inserts. While anodic currents were recorded,

the levels were fairly low,

Figures 52 and 53 shows results for tests using the tape inserts in the crevice

formers. ln both cases, conditions were sufficiently severe to cause initiation within 50

hours. While two additional samples initiated within 5 hours, one of these spontaneously
repassivated and re-initiated several times during the 7 da t t Thy test. e average initiation

'tltnc   -20 hoLJrs! ls consistent with the results de 'bed l fseri ear ier or ype 316 in seawater

tests using the bolt loading type RCA fixture  with tape inserts!
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BI.IND CREVICEOP EI4 CREVICE

CREVICE DEPTH  d!

CREVICE GAP  ~!

SCHEMATaC of CREVICE GEOMETRY FACTORS
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eL1ND
DEp TH  Q Al!
4 5

2 3 4 S 6
OPEN CREVICE DEPTH  cm!

Figure 2.

EFFECT OF CREVICE GEOMETRY ON PREDICTED
RESISTANCE TO INIVIATIaH IN SEaWATER
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tification of Actual Crevices

Figures 3 to 12. Variation in crevice gap for remote crevice assemblies consisting of
acrylic plastic blocks and surface ground  }20 grit SiC! stainless
steel.

Figures l3 and 10. Crevice gaps for assemblies with deformable plastic tape inserts.

Figures 15 and 16. Crevice gaps for nitric acid pickled material with and without tape
inserts.

Figure 17 and 18. Crevice gaps for electropolished material with and without tape
inserts.

Figures 19 and 20. Measured crevice gaps for metal to metal assembly.
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Figure 4.



F igure
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Fiqare 6
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Figure 7.
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Figure B.



Figut'e g.
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Figure 10.
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Figure 11.
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Figure 12,
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Figuze 16.
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Figure 18.
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Gap Dimension  pm!Location

30 at mouth/0.2 to 0.3 inward

0.1 to 1.0

25 at mouth/0.1 to 0.3 inward

8to fO

100 at mouth/12 inward

12 to 16

10 to 12

rj' 4

al Sample
2.5x0.3 cm

Figure lg,

asured |.reviee gapsassembl fa ~ »ted metal-to-metaly stened to a torque of fi 5 Nm.
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BOLT HEAD

~Crevice Gap

WASHER

STAINLESS STEEL
COUPON

~Crevice Gap

STAINLESS STEEL
COUPON

Figu"e i0

Scanning electron micrographs showning variations in
crevice gaps foun4 in bolted stainless steel assembly.
 Original Magnification 400X!
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General Resistance to Crevice Corrosion Propagation for

Several Allo s in Natural and S nthetic Environments

Crevice Corrosion Propagation

Total Char e  couiornbs!Stainless

Environment ~Allo
800 Hour Test400 Hour Test

Natural Seawater alloy 904L

alloy 904L

Type 316

Type 316

l 8Cr-2Mo

18Cr-2Mo

1020

1018

927

1218

1854

2193

Synthetic Seawater alloy 904L

alloy 904L

Type 316

Type 316

18Cr-2Mo +

0.1

O. 1

120 324

64 176

1033

alloy 904L

alloy 904 L

Type 316

Type 316

18Cr-2Mo

18Cr-2Mo

3.5% NaCl

27

5.1 27

196 510

47 214

Corrosion on duplicate specimen occurred on cathode stern, crevice QK after 800
hours.
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CT. 904L/OEAIR

-0.0S

-0,10

~ -O.IS

5 -0.20

g -0.2S

-0.30

-0.35

-0. 40 0 I2

TD4E, HtS

-0. 0S

-0 10

-0. IS
Cp

7 -0.20
ol~-
o -0 2S

-0.30

-0.35

-0,40 0

Figure 36.
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~l/R2 DEAIII

-0 0S

> -0.20

I > 0"0. 2S

-0. 30

-0 3

-0. i0 0 TINE. PCS

ee DEII!R

15
I VI
>-C 2C
Ih

c -C 2S

TINE. HRs

Figure 37.
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Pigure 38.
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-O OS

-0. 10

-O.lS4J

> -0,20

I-

g -0.2s

-0.30

-0.40 0
TXHC. HRS

AH.SHU95X+SX

-O. OS

-O.i0

~ -o.ts

> -0. 20

P >8 -O. 2S

-0. 30

-0.3S

-O. m 0
TI?lE. MRS

Figure 39.
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Figuze 40.
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4L/955+55

-0 05

-0 IO

-O. I5

! -0.20

a > !-0 25

-O. 30

-0. 35

-0.40 0

4U95X+5X

~0.05

-O.IO

~ -0.15
O ~ n

! -0. 20

3' a ~ -0 25

-0, 35

-0. 40 0
VINE. 3525

Figure 4l.
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CT,90<LlcMROL
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-0. 10
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-0, l0 0 IZ 20
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ABSTRACT

Seawater crevice corrosion resistance of several iron base and nickel base cast
alloys has been investigated. An expanded matrix, multiple crevice test method was
used to determine any effect of assembly torque level and test duration. Results of
seawater immersion tests are compared with mathematical modelling predictions
describing effects of alloying and crevice geometry. Scanning electron microscopy is
utilized to quantify actual crevice gap dimensions and to study the morphology of
corrosion incurred by susceptible materials. While beneficial ef fects of alloy
rnolybdenurn content are apparent, crevice geometry consideration may have an
overriding influence on resistance to crevice corrosion initiation.

INTRODUCTION

Crevice corrosion resistance of austenitic stainless steels and related nickel base
alloys remains a topic of sustained interest in the technical cornrnunity. While some
stainless type materials are susceptible to crevice corrosion under certain conditions,
there are increasing numbers of successful applications in marine environments. This is
particularly true for alloys with molybdenum contents greater than the levels in AISLE
Type 3l6 stainless steeLl

The suSCept ibl lity to Cre viCe CorrOSion beneath bar naC les and Other marine
attachments, can limit the utility of some common grades of stainless steel, e.g., AlSI
Type 30rl and Type 316. The development of such crevice formers is most likely to
OCCur under lOw velOCity ConditiOnS fOund upon simple eXpOSure in noininally quieScent
seawater. Field experience has shown that crevice corrosion may also occur at barnacle
sites developed in seawater handling systems during prolonged shut-down periods if not
drained and flushed with fresh water.2~> These alloys have also been shown to be
susceptible to crevice corrosion in shielded areas formed by metal to metal and non-
metal to tnetal connectors in service, as well as in laboratory controlled experiments.~
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lt has long been recognized that a realistic test is one which provides conditions
most closely approximating the intended field application. Because of t"e many Possible
applications, providing a representative test is no doubt a c»lleng'ng t»k- "ro m the
environmental standpoint, testing in an actual environment> s«h» r atural seawater,
overcomes the concerns of relevancy encountered in the use of l~bo~~t~ry simulations
and/or accelerated test procedures.>,6 The benefits of The latter as initial screening
tests for alloy development purposes are nonetheless recognized- ~78

Testing In natural seawater environments has not been without problems. hovjever,
as evidenced by reports describing the "unpredictable" behavior of stainless alloys in
seawater. ln recent years, the understanding of crevice corrosion has been advanced by
the identification of numerous metaliurgicalwnvironmentat-geometric factors which
affect Its occurrence. ln particular, the insight gained with rnathernatical models9-I I to
study these factors has helped to explain much of the observed variability in crevice
corrosion test data.

It has been shown that crevice geometry factors, such as crevice depth and crevice
Cap  I-e i tightness! have significant impact on the resistance of an aUoy to crevice
corrosion Initiation- i > Modelling predict'ions indicate that for a given crevice depth,
some critical gap dimension must exist in order for crevice initiation to occur. With the
size Le., depth! of the specific crevice former which is utilized in controlled tests
generally held constant, scatter in crevice initiation data may be due to extremely small
differences In crevice gap at various sites. Such differences, in the case of multiple
crevice assemblies  MCA!, for example, may be of a dimension less than 0.1 pm
according to modelling predictions.> 3

Multiple crevice assemblies have been frequently used in tests to identify relative
alloy resistance to crevice corrosion under severe but not accelerated conditions.l>-I9
The effects of crevice assembly tightness have been recently described for a series of
wrought stainless alloys exposed with crevice assemblies tightened at different torque
levels. lt was found that while many materials exhibited crevice corrosion at an20

assembly torque level of 8.> Nm, the overall incidence of crevice corrosion decreased at
the lower torque level of 2.8 Nm. Decreased torque level also resulted in an incr ease in
the observed times to initiation for susceptible alloys. These obser"ations emphasire tt e
Importance of crevice tightness.

Multiple crevice. assemblies were also recently utilized by Hack2l to evaluate the
relative crevice corrosion resistance of 03 wrought and cast alloys. Six cast alloys from
the above study were selected for further evaluation as described in the present pape~
An expanded test matrix to assess the effects of crevice assembly torque level and test
duration was applied in the evaluation of CF8M, CN7M, CN7MS, lN-862, cast alloy 625
and CW-I2M-2. These alloys have similar chromium contents  lg to 21%!, but range in
molybdenum content from 2.5 to l8 percent and nickeL content from l0 to 60 percent ~
To further qualify the seawater crevice corrosion test data and d fs ata an efine its rele an

were employed.
pe ', i iona electrochemical testing and rnathernatical modelling

EXPERIMENTAI.

Materials

Table l gives the chemical anal ses and
tested. CF8M is the cast counterpart to wrou ht AI5yses and heat treatments of the six cast allo!'

ug l Type 3l6 stainless steel- EVhifc
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CF8M is known to perform satisfactorily in flowing seawater, its susceptibility to
localized corrosion under stagnant conditions ls well documented.'2 CN7M is one of the
most cornrnon "20 type alloys" and has been found to be resistant to numerous corrosive
environments. With its high nickel content and 2 to 3 percent molybdenum, this alloy22

js frequently used for seawater service. CH7MS has corrosion resistance similar to
CN7M. The two alloys differ primarily with respect to Si and Ni contents, as shown in
Table L lN-862 is a 5 percent molybdenum alloy with a high resistance to chloride
environments.6i23

Cast alloy 625 and CW-l2M-2 are both nickel base alloys with high molybdenum
contents, Their wrought counterparts, e.g., lNCONEL' alloy 625 and HASTFLLOY
alloy C-276 consistently exhibit excellent resistance to crevice corrosion in
seawater.<» ~

Multi le Crevice Tests

Specimens: Materials were obtained from a commercial foundry as castings in the
form of individual, wedge shape panels measuring approximately 10 x l5 crn. Specimens
were machined  shaper or milled! to remove the asmast surface and to provide parallel
sides for subsequent application of the crevice formers. A 13 rnm diameter center hole
was drilled in each specimen for the attachment of crevice assemblies Surfaces were
prepared by wet grinding with 120 grit SiC abrasive papers. Final grinding was limited to
crevice areas with the intention of providing consistent surfaces. A number of replicate
specimens were machined in each case. Specimen cleaning procedures and method of
attachment of the multiple crevice assembly washers are identical to those described
elsewhere.20

Test Matrix: Figure 1 describes the test matrices utilized for the various alloys.
Selection of the exposure conditions was based on the alloys resistance in the initial
study21 with added consideration of alloy chemistry, e.g., molybdenum content. The
matrices were selected to reveal the effects of torque level and test duration.

Apparatus and Environment: Tests were conducted in a low velocity H.02 m/sec!
seawater trough described elsewhere.20 Briefly, the apparatus had provisions for
recirculation and introduction of fresh, filtered seawater on a continuing basis through
the exposure period. During the course of the tests, the seawater was maintained at a
temperature of 30oC+ 2oC. Table Il provides a summary of the seawater hydrology.

fnspection and Assessments: Specimens were inspected cluring the course of the
test for visual signs of accumulated corrosion products- Inspections were conducted on a
daily basis  without disturbance or removal of the test panels! during the first 30 days.
The frequency of inspection was less for exposures in excess of 3p days.

Following removal of the sp cimens at the conclusion of testings crevice corrosion
depths at individual crevice sites were measured with a needle point dial gauge  gauge
accuracy to the nearest 0.0l mm!. Because of observed selective phase attaclt in some
cast alloys, depth of penetrations determined by this method may not be absolute.

~ [NCONEL is a trademark of the [neo Family of Companies.
'~ HASTELLOY is a trademark of Cabot Corporation.
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M thematical Mode llin

The mathematical model utilized for this investigation is that described by Oldfield
�d others.5,,fo,l2>2~ lt has recently been used by the author to describe the

fesf stance of wrought A fSI Type 3O< and Type 3 l 6 in seawater and related
enyironments. l > The model is particularly useful in exam ining the in fluence of
variables, such as alloy composition, crevice geometry and bulk environment chemistry.
[nputs to the model include theoretical assumptions, known quantities and experimental
data.

Electrochemical Procedures: One input to the above mathematical model is the
critical crevice solution  CCS! for each aHoy. The CCS is defined by a pH and chloride
leyel which is sufficiently aggressive to break down the passive film and initiate
corrosion.25 The composition of the CCS is determined from a series of potentio-
dynamic polar ization tests in a number of concentrated, deaera ted solutions. The
specific solution pH and chloride level at which an anodic current peak of l0 pA/crn2 is
measured during potential scanning is identified as the CCS. CCS criteria and details of
the electrochemical procedures are described elsewhere.lO

Test electrodes for the CCS determinations were prepared from the same stock
materials as those utilized for the MCA test specimens. In recognition of the variability
in rnicrostructure associated with some cast materials, polarization tests were conducted
on duplicate electrodes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Crevice Corrosion Initiation Behavior

Time to Initiation: The two high molybdenum nickel base materials, cast alloy 625
and CW-I2M-2, were found to be resistant to crevice corrosion in MCA tests lasting up
to 90 days  see Figure I- Matrix C!. For the remaining lower alloyed materials, however,
some degree of crevice corrosion was found on all specimens exposed according to
Matrices A and 5  Figure I!.

Table Ill gives the approximate time to initiation for specimens of CF8M, CN7M,
CN" and IN-862. Initiation times are based on the first sighting of accumulated
co«osfon products at one or more of the multiple crevice washers.  Actual times to
initiation may be shorter in some cases, since some time must elapse between breakdown

accumulation of sufficient corrosion products to be visibly detected.! ln the initial
conducted at the 8.5 Nm torque leyel, af f four of the less aHoyed materials exhibited

evince corrosion within approximately 87 hours. The average time to initiation was
somewhat longer for the 5 percent mofybdenum alloy, [N-862.

test at 2.8 Nm torque showed somewhat greater specimen to specimen
variation in the observed times to initiation. In contrast to the previous test results, the

er assembly torque gave somewhat longer average times to initiation. This effect
most Pronounced for IH-862 and CNTM.

e of Crevice Corrosion: Table flf shows the number of crevice sites whichinlti 'a e'd attack for each specimen exposed fn the various tests. These data are further
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summarized in Table V. Although other MCA tests have shown greater varjab<L;t
specimen-to-specimen or side-to-side di f ferences in the number of corro d ed'ty. the

beneath the grooved washers in the present series are genera ly minimaL.
's I 'tes

suggested that these variations may be attributed to extremely small, but noneth l
as been

e less,critical differences in crevice tightness at the individual crevice sites. l3,20
variation, especially in the case of cast materials, could also be attributed to seg«

uch
regation

in the rnicrostructure.

From Table V, it can be seen that the results of the initial test at the 8 g N
torque level show no significant difference between the 2 to 3 percent rnolybdenu~
containing alloys CF8M, CN7M and CN7MS. Some trend toward a Lower incidence of
initiation, however, is indicated by the results for IN-862, This increased resista�ce,s
further shown by the results for the 60 day test at the 8.5 Nm torque level.

Decreasing, the torque level to 2.8 Nrn had no apparent effect on the incidence of
crevice initiation for CF8M, CNTM and CNTMS. Again all three materiais exhibjt
similar behavior. Results from the 60 day test at the 2.8 Nm torque level again reveal
the higher resistance of the 0 percent molybdenum alloy, IN-862.

It is significant to note that increasing the test duration had little, if any, effect on
increasing the incidence of crevice initiation. This is evident from the results of the 60
day test of IN-862 at the 8.5 Nm torque level, as well as those for CF8M, CN7M and
CN7MS in the 2.8 Nm test. Similar observations have been reported for a number of
wrought materials tested under similar conditions.2Q

The crevice corrosion resistance of IN-862 has been reported previously.7 In these
earlier seawater tests, no evidence of crevice initiation was detected for IN-862.
However, the torque Level was not measured in this earlier work and it is possible that
the crevices may have been less tight than those employed in the present study.

Mathematical Model Assessment of Initiation Times

Critical Crevice Solution Determinations: Figure 2 shows plots of anodic peak
current densities for the various cast alloys as a function of the pH of the simulated
crevice solution. These plots were utilized to identify the critical crevice solution  CCS!pH as previously described. Table V! gives the composition  pH and chloride
concentration! of the CCS for the six materials in the present study. 'Whilerecognized that alloy composition  particularly Cr content! and crevice geometry affectthe rate of pH fall within a crevice, it generally may be viewed that the lower the CCS
pH value the higher the resistance of the alloy to crevice corrosion initiation.

The CCS pH values for the three alloys containing 2 to 3 percent molybdenum arequite similar. Again, these alloys exhibit'ed similar initiation behavior in the severe >CA
test  8.5 Nm torque level!. The somew'hat longer initiation times and lower Incidence
crevice corrosion exhibited by the 5 perce~t molybdenum alloy, IN-86>.attributed in part to its lower CCS pH value. Furthermore, alloy 625 a«C+ I
exhibited by far the lowest CCS pH values. These alloys were resistant in t"
tests.

Crevice Geometry and predicted Time to Initiation: As previously note ~
geometry is an important factor controlling the crevice corrosion resistance o'type alloys. Scanning electron microscopy  Figure 3! has identified crevice g p~ a s of at

least O.I pm for a MCA  acetal resin! tightened to a torque of 8.5 Nm. Act
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and the above value may or may not be representative ofmaps ar i icult to measu ' ssibiltt exists that even tighter creviceother plateau sites or other assemblies- A Possibt sty exes

gaps may be attainable.

E li h ti al modelling studiesl3 indicated that with a cr ic depth pf
p.l crn  crevice depth of MCA plateau~> c
required for breakdown of passivity for AI~I Ty
redicts that none of the six cast alloys in the present study will b eak down at Q.l cm

d pth and 0 I "m . However as shown in Table VII, modelling ith smaller gaps
7M asame depth! yields predictions of a time to breakdown for CFSM, CN", CN S and IN-

Breakdown is not predicted for the two high molybdenum containing nickel base
alloys. As can be seen, this trend is consistent with the results of the 30 day MCA test
at the 8.S Nm torque level  Table IIlj. Differences in predicted times to breakdown
between 1N-862 and the other three susceptible alloys may be indicative of the time
difference required to achieve the respective CCS composition.

A decrease in the crevice assembly torque level would tend to produce somewhat
wider crevice gaps. This, in turn, would affect the times to initiation as indicated by the
results of the MCA test conducted at the 2.8 Nm torque level.

While extremely tight crevice gaps appear necessary for relatively shallow crevices
 e-g., depth of MCA washer!, wider crevice gaps may become more relevant when deeper
crevices are considered.

Figure rs shows a typical gasket/metal assembly prepared for scanning electron
microscope determination of crevice gaps  i.e., crevice tightness!. The surface rough-
ness of the "flange" material and the asbestos and rubber gasketing materials are typical
of many service applications. Figure S shows several views of the crevice gap attainable
when tightened to a modest torque level of 2.8 Nm. Measurements at a number of
locations around the outer edges revealed gaps ranging from as little as O. l pm to about
I0 pm using both gasketing materials.

Table VIII gives additional results of mathematical modelling for the six castalloys. Geometric input variables to the model included a number of gap values withinthe range of those indicated above and two crevice depths.
The mathematical model predictions are consistent with the known influence ofcrevice geometry. That is, the severity of crevice corrosion increases as depth increasesand gap decreases  crevice becomes tighter!. For a given gap dimension, increasing the

crevice depth from O.S cm to 1.0 cm decreases the predicted time to breakdown.Conversely, for a given crevice depth, increasing the crevice gap increases the time tobreakdown. For each alloy~revice depth combination, there is a critical gap dimensionabove which breakdown is not predicted. For the widest gap considered �.25 pm!, noneof the alloys modeHed are predicted to initiate attack at either depth. As the gap isdecreased, however, higher alloy contents are required for a model prediction ofresist ce- This can b m n for th 02SJm gap-0.5 cm depth ~mbination wherebreakdown is not predicted for IN-862 and the two nickel base alloys. Yet for a O. I25 pmCapt them highly resistant alloys ~e p ~km to initiate attack at bo th crevice depths
A ain, the initiation results from

trends identified by the mathematical modelling of the ' . C I 62Sg, ' ts om the MCA tests are in general agreement with t"e
predicted to be more resistant than IN-862 which in turn is predicted to be more
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resistant than the 2-3 percent molybdenum alloys. It should be emphasized, however,
that while the MCA test may provide a ranking of alloys in terms of relative resistance
to crevice corrosion, MCA test data can not be extrapolated to predict whether attack
will occur under anY given service condition unless that service condition duplicates the
MCA test.

Crevice Corrosion Pr a ation Behavior

Depth of Penetration: The range of penetrations for crevice corrosion occurring
beneath the grooved washefs on each of the specimens is also given in Table IV- As can
be seen, the ranges of penetration generally cover one to two orders of magnitude.
These variations may be due, in part, to differences in initiation time at individual sites
and are not uncommon for seawater tests of this type.6~ I3 20 In the case of cast alloys
which corrode preferentially, microstructural variations will also affect penetration. It
is generally the maximum depth value which shows the greatest scatter. Less scatter is
found at the lower end of the penetration range.

Table IX compares the average and maximum depths of penetrations for the
various alloys. Again, results of the initiai 30 day test indicate somewhat greater
resistance for the higher alloyed materials. Average penetration values for CN7MS,
CN7M and IN-g62 are substantially lower than that determined for CFSM.

The data describe severe penetration for the four alloys which initiated under the
described conditions. The progression of attack to the extent shown can be attributed
not only to the rapid Initiation but also to the limited area in which the crevice corrosion
is confined. Also, it would appear that in the absence of accumulated biofouling,
sufficient driving force from cathodic reduction reactions on the boldly exposed
specimen surfaces was present to sustain the penetration. Penetrations reported for
CN7M and CFSM tested under similar conditions are within the ranges of those
determined in the present study.7

Electrochemical Assessment of Pr ation Resistance

Slopes of the pH versus anodic peak currentplots have been used as an indicator of
the resistance to crevice corrosion propagation.l< The higher the value of the slope the
greater is the expected crevice corrosion penetration. Table X gives the slope of plots
from Figure 2 for the six alloys. In the present study, CFORM and CN7MS exhibit the
highest slope value and also show generally greater penetrations in the MCA tests than
do CN7M and [N-862. Because no evidence of crevice initiation was found for cast alloy
625 and CW-I2M-2, it is obviously difficult to assess the propagation resistance of these
'two alloys. The very low slope values indicated in Table X, however, suggest that if
initiation were to occur any propagation for these two nickel base alloys would be
considerably less than that described for the other materials.

Metalfur ical t» of Crevice Corrosion Behavior

Effect of Molybdenum Content: It was previously shown in Table VI that the pH of
the CCS decreased with increased molybdenum content. Figure 6 shows the predicted
times to breakdown from the rnathernatical modelling  Table VIII! as a function of
molybdenum content. It can be seen that while predicted times to breakdown increase
with increasing molybdenum contents, crevice tightness  i.e., gap dimension! appears
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this dependency on crevice geometryto exert a f«more dominant influence., garo corrosion tests
helps explain t~ variability often observed in sea awater crevice corI os<on es s.

S d k I - d h olybdenum content of about 6 percent in stainlessriks has indicated that a mo
t allo s is ll re uired to provide resistance to crevice corrosion beneath
barnacle attachments in seawater. For more severe
contents are required- Le anOldf' ld and others have also emphasized the importance of

resis ' ' ' ' .I2 l6«e" ~ce geom«ry jalloy chemistry relationships on the resisresistance to initiation.

Morphology of Crevice Corrosion: Preferential corrosion of select phases of cast
tainless steel and nickel base alloys has been previously correlated with corrosion

behavior in non-marine environments. For example, 3ones and Kain escribed23 d
Preferential attack of the austenitic matrix for CFgM exposed to 2596 H2S !r, and l0%
FeCI3 environments ln the case of CN7M, preferential attack followed the dendritic
areas in the rnicrostructure of specimens which corroded in L0% FeCL3. For IN-g62, on
the other hand, exposure in the above environment results in general attack related to
specific crystal orientations as well as to select'ive attack around second phase particles.

Figures 7 to 9 show scanning electron micrographs of corroded crevice sites for the
four susceptible alloys in the present seawater tests. ln the case of CFORM, Figure 7, the
austenitic structure corrodes preferentially. The enlarged micrograph shows the ferrite
network typtcal of this material. For the most part, micrographs of CN7M and CNTMS
 Figure 8! show similar dissolution of the dendritic areas as well as deeper attack at
preferred sites which may be intermetallic particles along the interdendritic regions.
The penetrations in CN7MS appear to be deeper than those in CM7M. The scanning
electron micrographs for IN-862  Figure 9! show the crystallographic orientation of
attack within the dendrites and attack at sites of second phase particles. Despite the
difference between the bulk seawater environment and the other environments described
by 3ones and Kain,23 the morphology of attack is similar for the respective alloys. This
is not surprising in view of the acidification process within the crevice area-

The preceding micrographs clearly show the limitations of conventionai methods i.e., depth gauge! for determining penetration in cast alloys. However, in light of the
extensive corrosion incurred ln the present tests, differences between measured a«
actual penetraticm may not be significant.

Cast versus Wrou ht Material

The critical cre ice solution data for the cast alloys described herein indicate thata more acid so ution is required for crevice corrosion initiation than for similar wrought
Present res"its for CFgM with those for the wroughtyW sminless steeL The differences between the two product

d ~ mor«esistant to initiation of crevicec ea he g"«e iaL This Is supported by the accompanying MCA datadescribing the observed differences in initiation ti~

Alt~eh ~e ts I~kate improved Mitlatio t f th CF8M th' n resis ance or e , ep' . '~ " ~s mggests that it has less propagation resistanceyp 3l6- g Wtrchemical indications are s o~ b th MCA testresults. Distinct differences can be ~�- t~ are supported by the MCA test
depth of penetration measurementsprovided.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The crevice corrosion resistance of several iron base and nickel »s««oy»n
eawater has been investigated by means of the multiple crevice assembly «st a"
athematical modelling. Among parameters studied were the crevice assembly torque

level and test duration. While two high molybdenum containing nickel base materials,
cast alloy fj25 and CW-l2lVi-2, were found to be resistant in all tests, t~«ema'ning fo"
stainless type alloys exhibited varying degrees of susceptibility.
assembly torque resulted in a trend toward longer times to initiation and i»o e ca'
increased data scatter. Decreased assembly torque had little effect on the overall
;nci~nce of crevice corrosion initiation. Increased test duration did»t 'es"it
s;gnificant increase in crevice corrosion Initiation Although IN-862 was
susceptible in the present series of investigations, the beneficial effects « 't»ig"
alloy content  e.g., S%, Mo! were apparent.

All four susceptible alloys in the MCA tests exhibited significant penetration in
relatively short periods of time. Scanning electron microscopy showed some influence of
microstructure on propagation behavior which correlated well with previous observations
on corrosion in other media.

Electrochemical tests in simulated crevice solutions provided experimental input
for mathematical modelling to study the effects of alloy composition and crevice
geometry. The effects of crevice geometry have been previously shown to have a
significant effect on the initiation resistance of stainless alloys. The present study
combined the results of actual crevice geometry measurements  I.e., crevice gap
determined by SEM examination! with the electrochemical data to identify conditions
where resistance to crevice corrosion would be anticipated.

It must be recognized that significant differences exist between the geometric
conditions assumed for the model and those encountered in service. For the model
calculations, it is assumed that a uniform crevice gap exists over the entire crevice
depth. In practice, this is highly unlikely as evidenced by the variation in gaps actually
measured for rubber and asbestos assemblies. This may also help to explain the
difference between reported service performance and MCA results.

While cast alloys, such as CFSM and CH7M, routinely exhibit crevice corrosion in
seawater tests, there are many cases where these materials have performed
satisfactorily in service. Resistance offered by pumps and valves of these materials can
be often attributed to high velocity conditions which prevent marine a.ttachments andalso to cathodic protection frequently afforded by galvanic coupling with carbon steel
piping. As an example, CN7M valves installed in seawater intake lines at the LaQUe
Center for Corrosion Technology, Inc. some 20 years ago are still in service today.

Seawater crevice corrosion tests can identify conditions which may cause crevice
corrosion of stainless type alloys. The occurrence of crevice corrosion in these tests
may not necessarily limit the use of the alloy if service conditions are less severe.
Converseiy, good service performance in one application should not necessarily become
an endorsernent for use jn other applications.
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TABLE II

Seawater H drol

Initial 30 day test

~ Weekly analyses of filtered seawater in controlled temperature test trough.

Expanded Test Matrix

60 days

90 days

Dissolved

Chloride Salinity Oxygen

7-9 to 8.l l9.5 to 20.l 35.l to 36.3 5.8 to 7.0

8,0 to 8.2 l8.9 to 19.5 30.I to 35.2 5.0 to 6.l

8.0 to 8.2 l8.9 to, l9.5 3<i.l to 35.2 5.0 to 6.3
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TABLE Hl

Observed Times to Initiation in Multi le Crevice
ests Conducted in 30oC water+

Test Conditions Time  hrs! CN7M CN7MS [N-862

8-5 Nm - 30 days

- 60 days

Combined  8.5Nm!

2.S Nm -30 days Earliest 36
Average 97

Deviation  n! 27�!

l09 l09
321 l09

ill ~! 0�!

- 60 days Earliest 109
Average 109

Deviation  n! 0�!

l09 36
302 ll3

193{0! 00�!

Combined �.8Nrn! Earliest 36
Average l03

Deviation  n! I 9 l2!

l09 36
3l2 ill

l69 S! 28 l 2!

 n! number of observations

+ No evidence of crevice corrosion found on any of the cast alloy 625 and
CW-I2M-2 in test lasting up to 90 days at 8.5 Nm torque leveL

Earliest
Average

Deviation  n!

Earliest
Average

Deviation  n!

Earliest
Average

Deviation  n!

87
87

0�!

87
87

0.�!

87
87

O{6!

87
I45

59�!

109
l62

36�!

87
I 57

V5�!

109
230

i58 V!
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TABLE N

Ie Crevice Test ResultsEx ded hJlatrix-Multi

No. of Sites
Initiated Penetration Ran e  mrn!

Test
Conditions Side 2 Side 2Side ISide 1A~LIo

IN-862 30 day-8.5 Nrn

0.25 0.68
0.23 to 1.05

0.20 to l.75
0.24 to 0.7260 day-8.5 Nm 7

14

60 day-2.8 Nrn

CN7M 30 day-8.5 Nm
18
17

0.28 to 1-95
0.08 to 1.89

0.04 ta 1.27
0.16 ta 2.24

30 day-2.8 Nrn 17
16

17
18

0.42
0.08 to 2.93

0.20 to 2.00
0.17 to 0.97

60 day-2.8 Nrn 15
19

1
20

CN7MS 30 day-S.5 Nm

30 day-2.$ Nm

60 day-2.8 Nrn

CFSQ 30 day-8.5 Nm

30 day-2.$ Nm

60 day-2.8 Nm

~ 30 day-S.f Nm test results fram initial investigation  after Hack21!

3 9
16

16
19
14

15
16
20

19
20
11

12
17
17

I9
20
1$

If
15
15

13
10

17
18
13

1.9
14
20

19
18
18

13
19

19

14

10

12
12
20

1$
13
12

0.12 to 0.22
0.24 to 0.72
0,18 to I.l7

0.17 to 0.99
0.08 to 4.31
0.15 to 1.23

0.1$ to 0.76
0.29 to 1.03
0.18 to I.l7

0.18 to 2.34
0.14 to 3.82
0.08 to 2.47

G.IO to 3.01
0.13 to 2.71
0.20 to 3.18

0.06 to 1.73
0.10 to 3.53
0.10 to 2.16

0.19 to 0.69
0.45 to 3.77
0.27 to 3.13

0.}8 to 3.92
0.23 to 3.22
0.07 to 2.$6

0.06 to 2.03
0.14 to 1.55
0.13 to 3.59

0.29
0.18 to 0.91
0.12 to 1.22

0.30 to 0.68
0.13 to 0.26
0.15 to 0.86

0.28 to 2.33
0,22 to 0.91
0.15 to 0.70

0.26 to 2.06
0.17 to 1.46
0.12 to 2.95

0.15 to 2.37
0.13 to 2.72
0.13 to 2.20

0.21 to 2.17
0.11 to 2.67
0.11 to 2.29

0.16 to 3.06
0.45 to 0.83
0.33 to 2.28

G.10 to 4.04
0.24 to 3.59
O.IO to 3.93

0.17 to 3.0$
0.15 to 2.24
0.07 to I.31



TABLE Y

Test
Conditions

9�! 0 012�! 16�! i 7�!

I7�! i 7 i! i8�!

i 5�! 14�! 17�! 7�!

~ Numbers in parenthesis indicate standard deviation.

+ Not tested

L5 Nrn - 30 days

8.5 Nm - 60 days

8.5 Nm - 90 days

2. 8 Nrn - 30 days

2.8 Nm - 60 days

Corn ison of the Incidence of
Crevice Cornssion in Mult le Crevice Tests

Mean No. of MCA Sites initiated
On EaCh Cirnen �0 max/Side! M

2-3% Mo 596 Mo 896 Mo
SM CNTM CN7MS IN-862 ~allo 62S CW-IIM-I

+ + + 8�! 0 0

+ + + + 0 0



TABLE VI

Critical Crevice Solutions Derived

Percent

Allo
~H Chloride MMoCr

l. 30
CFRM 2.519

4.5
CNTM5

1.253.019

CN7M
4.51.252.520

6.00. SO5.0

6.00.30h521

6.00.1017.5

IN-862

Cast alloy 625

CW-12M-2

from Electrochemical Tests

CCS Concentrations
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TABLE Yll

Mathematical Modeli Predictions Based

O.l gm

No BreakdownCFSM

CN7M

130

No Breakdown

" crevice depth O.l cm

CN7M5

IN-862

alloy 625

C W-I 2M-2

Predicted Hours to Breakdown in
Non-metal to Metal Crevice | a
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TABLE YIII

Effect of Crevice Geornet on the
Predicted Time to Breakdown for
Several Cast Allo s ia Seawater

Predicted Hours to Breakdown in
Non-metal to Metal Crevice CaCrevice

~De th  cm! p~t22 m 0~250 m 0.200 ttm

791 NB NB NB
l91 465 NB NB

0.5
1.0

CW-}2M-2

284
149

0.5
1.0

alloy 625

' NB
147
106

0.5

1.0
IN-862

0.5
1.0

CN7MS

80
68

0.5
1.0

CN7M

CF8M

~Allo

NB - No breakdown.

0.5
1.0

83
70

85
71

NB
342

NB
232

254
147

238
143

261
149

NB

590

NB
333

NB
322

NB
338

NB
NB
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CNTMS

CN7M
l.4

0.3

0.3

lN-862

Cast alloy 625

CW- i 2M-2

~ af ter Figure 2

Anodic Peak Current Plots~
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 +8 jo Mo!� to 34/o Mo!
J3

I 54/a Mo!

Figure l. Multiple crevice assembly test matrices for evaluating several
cast alloys in low velocity, filtered seawater at 30oC.
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CNTMS

100

V!

X 4J
lO I-

t0

K K

bJ
CL

Ch

O 2 I 0
CREVICE SOLUTION pH

Figure 2. PIot of anodic peak current density versus simulated
crevice solution pH used to determine composition  pH!
of CC5 according to the to yA/cm2 criterion.
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166 I l 079-2A
8 I 079-6A

Surface finish  -125 RMS: machine turned! provided formetal component  top! and completed assembly prepared forscanning electron microscope examination of crevice gaps.2.5X
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MetalGapMetalGap

Figure 5.

SEM-39

Gasket

SE M-34

SEhA-0 l

Gasket

SEM-3e

Scanning electron micrographs showing variations in crevice
gap for asbestos gas}cet/stainless steel  top left and right!
and rubber gasket/stain}ess steel  bottwn left and right!
assemblies at 2.$ Nm torque level.
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K  XI
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O

O ld

0 IO
20

PERCENT MOLYBOENUM CONTENT

Figure 6. Predicted time to breakdown for several cast alloys in seawater
as B function of molybdenum content: mathematical modelling «r
non-metal to metal crevice geometries.
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g! 5FM-63

b! SEM-69
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CREVTCE CORROSION RESlSTANCE OF
TYPE 3 I 6 STAfNf.ESS STEEL lN fvfARINE ENYfROfoffvIENTS

R. Lt. R 2 ane T. 5. Lee
L*Q c tert co r* 2 hnol*gy,l c., w ghto lac Beach,h'c liollo

3. R. Scully
David W. Taylor Naval Ship, RdrD Center, Bethesda, AD 20ffg4

AM2TRACT - Because of its two percent molylxfenum content, Type 316 stainless steel has
long been a material specified for service in chloride-containing enviror.inents. Its irnprovec
resistance to pitting and atmospheric corrosion, as compared with Type 304 and other
stainless steels, is well documented. However, in seawater, the presence of crevices. such as
those created bv the attachment of barnacles or other sources, may seve.elv limit the alloy's
utility, Crevice corrosion resistance of Type 3!6 as determined from reported laboratorv
tests and service experience in marine environments ranging froin aggressive coastal
atmospheres to low velocity seav ster and diluted seawater tvpical of some estuariar
condi t ions is re vie wed.

INTROf3UCTIOhf

EFFECTS OF CREVICE GEOfgtETRY

There are many stainless steels which have been
developed in recent years for service in marine
environm en ts. These alloys have evolved f rom A I 5 I
standard grades and generally have higher alloying con-
tents of molybdenum, chromium and nickel. There are,
ho~ever, standard grades of stainless steel which have
seen application in chloride-contairung environments. In
some cases, these applicat ions have been successful
while, in others, the materials have not given satisfac-
tory service. In seawater environments, th» principal
mode of corrosion failure of stainless steels is crevice
cori'os ion,

This paper describes the crevice corrosion
resistance of a standard stainless steel which has been
frequently employed in chioride environments. The
behavior of Type 316 stainless steel is reviewed in terms
of the principal factors which affect crevice corrosion
including crevice geometry, environmental factors,
metallurgical factors and electrochemical factors.

All natural exposure tests were conducted at the
LaQue Center for Corrosion Technology, inc. at Wrights-
viffe Beach and Kure Beach, NC. Except for tests
involving alioy modifications  kin and 5 levels!, all other
data are for commercially produced inaterial of nominal
composition. Details of various test procedures using
multiple crevice assemblies and other crevice forriiers

electrochemical techniques for determination of
anodic polarization behavior and critical creviqe sgflution
 CCS! concentrations are described elsewhere.ll-3l Also,
the various inputs and outputs of the mathematical
model of crevice corrosion which is utilized in the
current work are discussed in detail in previous
article.fa. >!

Utilization of the recently developed mathematical
model of crevice corrosionOo4> has provided insig,ht into
the factors affecting the resistance of stainless steels
and related iron base and nickel base alloys in chioride
eaataitung environments. Among these factors, the
iitsfxact of crevice geometry variables, such as crevice

depth and particulariy crevice gap, is of topical
interest. It has long been recognized that if crevices
are unavoidable, they should be kept as open and as
shallow as possible, However, it is only recently thai
the criticahty of these dimensions has been expiorec.

gfathematicaf modelling and scanning electron
microscopy of actual crevicesf6»l indicate that differ-
ences in alloy performance from one application to
another can probably be attributed to differences in the
type and geometry of the crevice foriner, lt has also
been suggestedf6oal that varlabilitv in laboratory tests
might be explained by relatively minor differences in
the actual crevice gap as affected by the degrees of
flatness and tightness between the sublect material and
the crevice former. In some cases, the model predicts
that a variatiOn in CreViCe gap bV a fraCtion Of a rniCrOI.
could be the dif ference between resistance and
susceptibility for a given alloy/environment
«ornbinat ion.

Earlier mathematical modelling has shown the
beneficial effects of increased crevice gap and de-
creased crevice depth on the predicted crevice
corrosion inifiation resistance of Type 3G4 and Type 316
in seawater.ill Additional modelling covering, a broader
range of conditions of practical significance has been
conducted for several alloys including Type 3 I 6,I7
Figure I summarizes predictions of crevice geometries
where Type 3G4, Type 316 and Type 317 stainless would
be expected to be resistant to crevice corrosion. These
geometries are those combinations of gap ancl depth
above and to the left of the line for each alloy.

The various combinations of crevice depths and
crevice gap which were modelled cover I g36
combinations. The depth dimensions are applicable for
either open or blind crevices as depicted schematically
in Figure 2. Similariy, the gap dimensions appty to both
non-metal to metal crevices and metal to metai
crevices as shown in Figure 2. hfetaf to metal crevice
geometries result in the introduction of metal long into
the crevice solution from both surfaces. Thus a metal
to metal crevice of twice the gap dimension of a non-
metal to metal crevice will resuit in the same ultimate
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to be susceptible over the smallest range of «onditicns
The performance of Type 316 stainless steel lies
between these two materials, but is more nearly like
Type 3� in expected performance. For ihe range of
crevice gaps and depths considered, Type 316 is p e-
dicted to be resistant to crevice corrosion for nearfv
half of the geometry combinations modelled.

crevice environment chemistry and equivalent times to
inniatiOn of creviCe COrrOSIOn.

~ use easvlat ssaTII tash

10

Resistance ta Dilute Seawater
Type 316 stainless steel has been frequently

utilized for service in brackish waters of varying colo-
ride concentrations. A greater degree of resistance io
crevice corrosion would be expected with decreased
chloride levels in the bulk environment. However,
aCtual reSiatanCe wOuld be dependent, in part, On the
Severity of the crevice geometry present.
LIathematicai modelling predictions indicate that as the
bulk chloride level increases, crevice corrosior in.ti-
ation of Type 316  as well as others! is likelv to occur
over a broader range Of geametriC COndiiionS.! I!

s GE4

a 0

Figure 1. Predicted geometric conditians for resistance
 above and to the left of the line for each
ai!oy! and susceptibility  below and to the
right of each line! to crevice corrosion,

CgiEVICK DEPTH  tf!

NOII-METAL

ItETA L
Figure 3. Effect of crevice geometry and bulk

environment chloride concentration on
resistance of Type 316 stainless steel.

Figure 3 describes the relationship between bulk
chloride concentration and crevice depth on the pre-
dicted resistance of Type 316 stainless steel with a
fixed crevice gap geometry. Under severe conditions,
iw., crevice depth of 0.5 cm, initiation is predicted
over the full range of chloride concentrat'ions
considered. Time to breakdown is shown to decrease
«ith iticreased chloride concentration. It can also be
seen that for each chloride concentration, some critical
value of crevice depth exists where initiation is no

CIIEVIC5' faAP �3

Figure 2. Schematic af crevice geometry factors.

ln reviewing the data in Figure I, it is clear that an
alloy ranking of relative alloy retistassCe is paSsible.
Type 30S s.tainiesS Steel iS predICted tO be SuSCeptibfe ta
crevice corrosion over the broadest range of crevice
geometry conditions. Type 317 s~ steel is
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lankier pre<fie tea  i,e., depth values lesS than t" ose
indicated by the vertical segrr,ent of the curves!, ln
contrast to a critical depth of about 0,3 crn in dilute
seawater at 1,000 mgtL Cl, the criticai depth dimension
is predicted to be to less than G,l cm in full strength
seawater   20,000 mg L CI-I. For a given chloride
COnceniraticn, the degree of propagation wbuld also be
goierned by crevice geoinetrv and:ts effect on crevice
solution concentration.

Results of multiple c. evice assembly tests ir. dilute
seawater environments;r the l,GC0 to I9,000 mg/L
chloride range indicate depths of penetration for Type
3i6 to be an order of magnitude less than the penetra-
tions incurred in full strength I -l9,000 mg/L Ci-J
seawater.ll I Additional studies in seawater diluted by 10
and 25 percent indicate behavior similar to that typically
identified in  ull strength seawater, but with some slight
decrease in the maximum depth of attack, The com-
bined data, shown in F gure ii, suggest that some critical
dilution level may exist which contributes to an abrupt
change ir, propagation behavior.

Figure ii. Effect of seawater dilution on crevice
cori'os ion penetration.

Atm ric Crevice Corrosion Behavior
While stain ess steels offer considerabiy greater

resistance to general atmospheric corrosion than ordi-
nary steel, rust staining and mild pitting can be expectedlor some grades in aggressive coastal environments.f~l
For this reason, Type 3l6 stainless steel with its benefi-
cial two percent molybdenuin content is frequent ly
recoinrnended. Little inforination, however, appears in
published literature documenting the alloy's resistance to
crevice corrosion under atmospheric conditions. This
would be of concern in such applications as coastal
construction, surface cargo containers and of fshore plat-
forins where crevices are likely to be created during
fabrication and assembly.

To develop some insights into the behavior of Type
3l6, a series of crevice corrosion tests were conducted
at distances of 25 and 250 ineters from the ocean at
Kure fseach, NC. Using both multiple crevice assemblies
and art acryffc crevice former, crevice corrosion was
detected within ten weeks for both Type 3fg and Type

30ii panels expOSed al the tv O locatiOns. st nile the
extent of rust staining emmanating from beneath rhe
crevice forrrers v,as greatest for Type 304 in tl e 2!
meter lot, both materiais exhib~ted a similar
appearance in the 250 meter lot at that time.

After six inonths, crevice corrosion was found
beneath all crevice asSemblies ISkvward sr d grounowarn
sides! for both alloys ir. the two test locations. In the
case of the multiple crevice asse nbly rests, corrosio~
initiated at all 29 available sites benea.h each w ashe
in the 25 meter lot exposures. Civeraih slightly fewer
sites, particularly for Type 316, corroded in rht 25rv
meter lot exposures.

Figure 5. Crevice corrosion incurred bv Type 316
stainless steel in 6 month test in the 25 meter
inarine atmospheric test lot.

While corrOsion a; the srna!Ier, mu'tiple CreviCe
assembly sites was generally uniform, corrosion beneath
the acrylic crevice formers occurred as discrete pits
along wnh some uni orm dissolution. Figure 5 shows a
view of one of the acrvlic washer crr'vice sites for Tvpe
3J6 exposed in the 25 meter lot. T;is iocalirec
behavior is consistent v'ith service experience for Ti oe
3I6. Figure 6 shows examples of the extent of crevice
corrosion found at metal-to-metal lap joints of Type
3I6 test rack frames with over IO years exposure in the
25 meter lot at Kure Beach.

Table I summarizes the maximum depth c f
penetration for the various alloy/environment/crevice
former combinations. For the acrylic w asher tests,
maximum depths of pitting within the crevice are
indicated in parentheses, Approximately g0 percenr of
the pit depth rneasurernents were 0 0l rnm. Likewise,
moie than g0 percent of corroded multipie crev ice
assembly sites measured ~ 0.0 l n rn m depth.
Regardless of the type of crevice former or mode of
attack, penetration was generally limited to a fe w
hundredths of a millimeter.

From the penetratio~ data, little difference
resistance can be discerned between Type 3 f6 and Tvpe
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304. Results from the multiple crevice assembly tests,
however, clearly quantify differences in penetration as a
function of distance from the ocean.

IVI ETALLURGIC AL EFFECTS

TABLE ll
Critical Crevice

Solutions for Stainless Steels
Figure 6. Crevice corrosion at test rack lap joints after

l0 years service in the 25 meter marine
atmospheric test lot.

Cri ties.
Crevice

Solutions  CCSi
Percent
ContentTABLE l

Crol'loo Corrrrroro Pooor oroor
Resistance Exhibited by Type 3l 6
and Type 304 Stainless Steels in

5ix fr anth at K tee 8each

~H Cl M

2.00
2.05
2.00
2. I0

5
1.5

I I

Type 304 0.i 6 0.005
0. I 8 0.0i 7
i.20 0. 006
i.l I 0.0I5Maximum De th of Penetratio~  mm!

Multiple Crevice
Assemblies

Acrylic Crevice
%ashersl I! I..70

I.. 70
l.65
2.05

Type 3l6 0.l 8 0.003
0.25 0,0 I ii
l.48 0.004
I.46 0.0 I 9

5ky- Cround-
ward ward

5ky- C round-
ward ward

Test
Sire ~Arro

20Cr-25Ni-
4. 5IVIo- I. 5Cu

o tI.4S 0.004
0.fg 0.0I 3

1,35
I. 30

pit depth measureinentt in parentheaea

comparison to exposure in seawater where depths -,-
ef.crevice corrosion can estceed l mm in 30 days {Ffgtxe-.-
I!, crevice corrosion of Type 3� stainless steel-  as well
as other stairdess steels! in marine atmospheres is orders
of magnitude less severe under similar crevice formers.
This can be attributed to a lack of any substantially
effective cathodic surface due to the high electrical

25m Type 3I 6 0.02
�.02!

25m Type 304 0.0i
�.03!

250m Type 3l6 0.0l
�.02!

2SOm Type 304 0.0l
�.0 I!

0,02 0.03 0.02
�.02!

0. 0l 0.03 0.02
�.04!

0.0l 0.0l 0.0i
�.02!

0.0l 0.01 0.0 l
�.02!

resistance of surface rroisture filn.s durinp time o
wetness as well as the absence of anv continuous
aqueous environment in drier periods,

Effect of Mn and 5 Levels
Decreased levels of manganese and sulf cr

stainless steel have been reported to contribute
increased pitting. I0! Improved resistance to initiati'o'
of crevice corrosion by lowering the mangarese conten.
to 0.2 percent has also been reported.< I I! Suci-
reductions correspond to the same positive e! fee.
obtained by the addition of ar least !. 5 percent
mOlybdenurn. To further assess the effeCts of 4'ln and 5
levelS On eXpeCted SeaWater CreviCe corrosion behavior.
a series of tests were conducted.

One teat involved an eleCtroChecsica!
determination of the criticai crevice solution  CCS:
composition required to initiate crevice rorrosion.l3l ir
this test, an alloy is defined as being more resistant:
the CCS is at a lower pH/higher chloride value. Taofe
il summarizes CCS values for several allovs of variec
Mn and 5 levels.

~Allo Mn S

ln the case of Type 304, relativelv little
difference in the CCS composition can be seen as a
ftxtction of Mn and 5 levels. A slightly higher pH,
however, is noted for the high Mn-high 5 version  i.e.,
less resistant!. sPhife generally simiiar findings were
determined for Type 3l6, a more substantial difference
is shown between the CC5 for the high Mn-high 5 heat

. and that for the other Mn-5 combinations. Reduc.ng
' Mn and 5 levels in the 20Cr-25Ni-4.5Mo-f.5CLE alloy had

no significant effect on CC5 composition.

,.The''  CS vafui» identified' in Tabfe !f were used as
inputs for mathematical modelling. Figure 7 gives
modelling predictions for the times to crevice corrosion
initiation as a function of crevice geometry. ln this
exarttp!e, crevice depth �.l crn! is fixed and crevice
gap or tightness for a non-metal to metai assennbly is
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f3e th of Penetration  mm!
Mn-5

Variation

0.02 to
0. 51

0.01 to
0.48

0.02 to
0.48

Low Mn-Low 5

0.05 to
G. 56Low IVln-High 5

0.05 to
0.71

0.10 to
0,58

0.01 to
0.60

0.01 to
G. 38

High frtn-Low 5

0.02 to
0.5 I

0,09 ta
0.38

High Mn-High 5 0.02 to
0.4 3

'L04

! 4.04

4.04

8
0.0i

10
444rrtetes ~ te 44nxtl04 rvr44

varied. Alloy resistance is compared for high Mn-high 5
and low Mn-fow 5 heats of Type 304 and Type 316.
predictions for the two heats of the 20Cr-25Ni-4.5Mo-
1.5Cu alloy having similar CC5 values are typified by
one curve

These curves indicate that as crevice gap is
increased. the time to initiation of crevice corrosion is
increased. For each materiai, some crevice gap exists
where crevice corrosion is no longer predicted. For both
Type 304 and Type 316, jt can be seen that the high Mn-
high 5 versions are predicted to be susceptible to
COrrasion over a wider range of tight crevi«eS than the
cot'resporsding low iVn-fow S version. ln this regard, the
beneficial effects of decreased Mn and 5 content are
more pronounced for Type 3l6. As shown, the resistance
of the low Mn-fow 5 heat of Type 316 approaches the
resistance of the higher alloyed stainless steel.

The modelling predictions in Figure 7 also show
that for extremely tight crevices  e.g., 0.01 m gap!, any
effect of alloy content would be less noticeable, This
was confirmed in actual tests conducted in 25oC,
filtered seawater. Evidence of ongoing crevice corrosion
beneath multiple cr evice assemblies fastened to 5 cm x 5
cm specimens was detected for all materials within
three days of exposure. After ten days, all inaterials,
regardless of Mn and S levels, exhibited substantial
penetration as indicated in Table 111,

Figure 7. Effect of alloy hen and 5 content on
resistance to crevice initiation.

Variations in depth of penetration can be
attributed to differences in the actual time to crevice
corrosion mitiation at individual sites beneath the
multiple crevice assemblies, as well as site to site
differences in the crevice solution concentration. Less
severe crevice geoinetries than those created in the
multiple crevice assembly test may allow for greater
distinction of any positive effect of controlled Mn and S
levels. However, since it is unlikely that crevice
geometry can be controlled to the extent suggested by
rnathersraticaf mode f1~, differences in behavior from
one application to another should be expected.

TAiBLE Rl
Ran of Crevice~~ion Penetration
in Ten Day frfuftiple Crevice Assembly

Tests in 25oC Filtered 5eawater

20C r-2 5Ni-
~T» 316 ~Tr~304 4.5Mo- 1 5Cu

ELECTROCHE!iflCAL EFFE.CTS

al ni oupli g s has been previously
recognized�2! as a viable means of affording protec-
tion to stainless steel. A recent study�3! has quanti-
fied the effectiveness of this technique for «ontrol of
crevir; e corrosion of Type 304 and Type 316 in
seawater. Carbon steel anodes which are 1/! 0 and
1/100 the area of the stainless steei surface area have
been shown to prevent crevice corrosion of Type 3l6 in
28 day tests in low velOCity Seawater at 14OC.
Unprotected samples corroded to a depth of up to 1.27
mrn. Simdar tests conducted in somewhat warmer
seawater  i.e., 22-2goC! were also successful in con-
trolling crevice corrosion for stainless steel to steel
area ratios of 50:l. While some initiation and slight
penetration �.02 mm maximum in 30 days! was mea-
sured at the 50;1 area ratio, the extent of penetration
was more than two orders of magnitude less thar that
reported for uncoupled specimens.

Potential data reported�3! for Ihe ! 4oC seawater
test are plotted in Figure 8 as a function of the
stainless steel ta steel area ratio. Values for the
unprotected specimens  -0.030 V! approximate poten-
tiais reported plsewhere for Type 316 under going crev-
ice corrosion.t7ii4! As can be seen, coupling with
carbon steel resulted in an expected shif t to mare
active patentials. Increasing the stainless steel area
reduced the degree of polar ization in the act ive
direction. These couple potentials are more active to,
or closely approximate, the corrosion potential for Type
316 exposed in deaerated, simul ted revlce soiutions
�5oC! in the pH range 0.8 to 1,5.  1 "i15i

Figure 9 describes the anodic polarization behav-
ior for Type 3l6 as determined by potentiodynamrc
polarization tests in a deaerated, 6M CI, pH=0.8
solution � ! As can be seen, any polarization resulting
in potentials more negative to about -0.4 V would
«athodically protect Type 3l6 in an aggressive crevice
solution. L!ncoupfed material undergoing crevice
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corrosion could corrode in the active potential regime
 i.e., -0.3 to -0.4 V, approximately! or at potentials more
noble to the breakthrough potentials, i.e., -O.l 3 V in this
case.

ln cases where polanzation due to coupling with
carbon steel is not sufficient to adjust the potential of
the stainless steel to the cathodic region, reduction in
crevice corrosion propagation is still possible. This could
result should the crevice potential be maintained in the
passive region or at low currents associated with
potentials more active to the anodic peak. This was
apparently the case where some slight penetration was
observed in the warm seawater tests at the 30if stainless
steel to steel area ratto.

5TANLE55 5TeeL TO C 5TKEL 2152 aSTIO

Figure 8. Polarization of stainless steel by coupling
with carbon steel,

Figure 9, Polarization behavior of Type 3[6 in
simulated crevice solution.

ACCutately aSSessing the Crevice CarrOSiOn
resistance of Type 3J6 and other stainless alloys requires

a recognition of many factors. A review of p
renavtand OngOing reSearCh haS shown that in seawatawater antrelateif chloride-containing environments,

merall.irgicaJ, environmental and design factors
e imperranTesting in natural marine environments

C Iil ahasupport of laboratot'y electrochemical method
arcmathernatiCal rnOdelling have been emP[oyed TO jdent

factors affecting the behavior of Type 3ls
Steel. The preSent pape~ haS deSCribed The
relationship between crevice geometry factors ol «ei
iCe gap and CreviCe depth On prediCted resiata'rce irl fui
Strength and diluted seawater, ReSults Of

u ttpkcrevice assembly tests describe a substantially iiixe
degree Of crevice COrrOSian in diluted environments anc
suggest some critical level of dilution which will aff«
propagation.

The crevice corrosion resistance of Type 92le i-
aggreSSive Coaatal atmosphereS has been quantified ant
compared to lOng term serviCe experience, 'I'htle soir v
attaCk Can be enCountered, espeCially at locaiiani
closest to the ocean, depths of penetration are mirurri;
in comparison to seawater.

Electrochemical testing and mathematical nrad.
eHing confirm the reported beneficial effects af re.
duced Mn and 5 levels in stainless steels, Howeier,
because of the apparent narrow margin af rrnprove.
ment, it is uncertain that any noticeable benefit can be
derived if crevice conditions are severe.

CreViCe COr rOsian protection by Sacr: fi cial anoae
COupling methodS is Shawn to be effective, Resu:ti
from muiltiple CreviCe assembly teStS with siainlesi
Steel Coupled to CarbOn steel at different area ratios
were correlated with results of electrochemical test
results. Crevice corrosion was reduced or prevented ar
pailarization near to or within The Cathodic re[[tan
described by polarization curves developed in simulaiea
crevice solutiorrs.

understaniling of the opera ti've m«»-
nisrn of crevice corrosion a combination of tneoreticai
treatrnentS and natural eXpoSures can be utilized Tc
define conditions where Type 3I6 is likely ta res«i
corrtxsion.
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ABSTRACT

Crevice corrosion initiation and propagation are controlled, in
part, by the pH of the crevice solution. Variations in pH can be
attributed to differences in crevice geometry, alloy composition and
bulk environment chemistry. Comparisons are detaiied for tests in
natural seawater and other chloride contatning waters. The utility of
electrochemical tests and rnathernatical modelling are also discussed.

IN TROD UCTfON

Resistance of stainless steels and related alloys to crevice corrosion is dependent on
whether the crevice electrolyte becomes sufficiently aggressive to cause breakdown of
passivity. Alloy composition, bulk solution chemistry, crevice geometry and other related
factors contribute to an increase in the acidity and chloride concentration of this oxygen
deprived electrolyte.l Breakdown is likely to occur if these concentrations exceed some
critical level, specific to that alloy. This concentration has been designated as a critical
crevice solution  CCS!.2r3

The impact of these factors on the resistance to crevice corrosion initiation and
propagation is being investigated by various electrochemical and mathematical
methods-2 I I Modelling of chemistry changes in the crevice electrolyte indicates a
strong dependency on crevice gap and crevice depth dimensions. In addition, for each
alloy-geometry combination, the bulk environment chloride level will affect the ultimate
cwevice electrolyte pf-I. Accordingly, a given stainless steel may encounter a range of
crevice solutions of varying pH and chloride level dependent upon the crevice geometry
at+I bulk environmental conditions encountered.

Previous and on-going crevice corrosion research at the l.ague the Center for
'Corrosion Techno ogy, Inc.  LCCT! has utilized a remote crevice assembly  RCA! to
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quantify differences in the propagation resistance of stainless steels as affected by alloy
content and bulk environment chemistry.<>> This techniqije enables measurement of
current to a physically separated but electrically connected anode member  crevice area!
exposed in the same bulk environment with a larger cathode member  crevice free area!.
While the remote crevice technique has proved a valuable tool, it nonetheless is subject to
some of the same crevice geometry related problems identitied for otiier applied crevice
former test methods. Specifically, the limits to which the critical crevice gap dimensions
can be accurately reproduced pose some limitations in obtaining reproducible crevice test
results.

The following describes the use of a compartmentalized cell to study the effects of
differences in the cathode and anode electrolytes on propagation and cessation of crevice
corrosion.>i While the technique is similar to the RCA procedure in that the respective
cell members are physically separated but electrically connected, the anode member is
exposed without a crevice in a deaerated, simulated crevice solution. The crevice
solutions selected are more concentrated than the measured CCS for the given alloy,
hence the crevice geometry effects on development of the CCS are eliminated.

EXPERIMENTAL

A~aratus

A test cell was constructed to separate the stainless steel cathode and anode
members in their respective environments. The cell partition between the compartments
consists of an agar gel sandwiched between two fritted glass discs held in place with a
nylon compression fitting. In each case, the gel is prepared with the crevice electrolyte
selected for the given test. Earlier attempts with fritted discs, singly or in combination
with compressed layers of filter paper, either did not sufficiently suppress chloride
dif fusion from the more concentrated crevice solution or, if ef fective, resulted in
excessively high electrical resistance.

As shown schematically in Figure I, the cathode compartment contained provision
for recirculation of the bulk environment from a larger 20 liter reservoir. In addition to
providing room for a control specimen, the large volume enabled control of the bulk
environment chemistry by minimizing the effect of any remaining chloride diffusing
through the partition from the more concentrated anode compartment.

S~~cimens

Cathode and anode members were approximately 170 cm2 and IO cm2 in surface
area respectively. Commercial Type 3l6 stainless steel was utilized for these studies.
Cathodes of the 3mm thick stainless steel material were exposed with the as-produced
mill finish intact  edges were machined and ground!. In each case, the smaller anode
rnernbers were wet ground to a 600 grit finish with SiC papers.

Prior to testing, specimens were degreased with acetone, bristle brush scrubbed with
pumice, rinsed with water and then rinsed with fresh acetone and dried. Anode specimens
were weighed to the nearest 0.1 mg.
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Environments

Natural seawater  filtered! ance a 15,000 mg/L chloride solution at pH=3  simulated
process erivironineni! werc sclertcd as cathode  bulk! environments. These environments
were open to the atmosphere and further aerated by stirring and fluid recirculation.
Tabie 1 identifies the cornpositian of the crevice solutions used in the compartments.
Sodium chloride and hydrochloric acid were added to a synthetic seawater stock solution
to give the desired chloride level and pH. The mathematical model for crevice corrosion
initiation> was used to identify geometric and bulk environment conditions yielding this
range of limiting pH values within the crevice. This identification and selection of a
series of crevice soliitions at limiting pH values has the advantage of enabling propagation
studies under steady state environmental conditions. The simulated crevice solutions
were deaerated by purping with nitrogen gas prior to being introduced to the anode cell
 pressurized delivery! and vigorous piirging was continued during the test. Ail tests were
conducted at 25oC + 2oC.

Procedure and Instrumentation

ln addition to the catI>ode and anode members of the crevice corrosion cell,
uncoupled control specimens of the same dimensions were placed in the respective
compartments. Upon immersion, the anode and cathode members were allowed to freely
corrode for one hour prior to being electrically coupled through a zero resistance
ammeter for 2' hours. Corrosion potentials were measured using saturated calomel
reference electrodes placed directly in both compartments. At the end of the test period,
the cathode and anode ceil members were uncoupled for one hour to re-establish their
respective corrosion potentials relative to the control specimens.

Polarization Tests

Potentiodynamic polarization curves were also developed in the same simulated
crevice solutions at a polarization scan rate of 0.6 V/hour. Specimens were surface
ground with wet l20 SiC paper prior to test. The polarization was initiated at a potential
of -0.6 VSCE and proceeded to more noble potentials.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Selection of Crevice Solutions Via Mathematical ModeBin

Previous studies have identified the CCS composition for initiation of crevice
corrosion of Type 316 stainless steel in seawater to be at a pH level of about 1.65 with a
corresponding chloride concentration of about 4.0 M.3 The present compartmentalized
cell investigations considered three crevice solutions at pH levels 1.5, l.3 and l.l; all of
which are more concentrated than the above CCS pH. Mathematical modelling was used
to identify crevice geometries, which, in practice, would yield these concentrations as
limiting values. Seawater and a process environment containing l5,000 mg/L Cl at pH=3
were considered as bulk environment inputs. Two fixed values for crevice depth and a
range of crevice gap dimensions were entered as geometric inputs to the model. The
depth dimensions of 0.30 cm and 0.75 cm are typical of those for laboratory applied
crevice formers, e.g., remote crevice assemblies. Model predictions for the respective
crevice gap dimensions at each of tI>e environment-crevice depth combinations are shown
in Table 2. These tight crevice gaps are within the quantified range determined earlier by
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scanning electron microscopy examination of assembled crevice coinlxinents.6 From
Table 2, it can be seen that tighter crevices  smaller gap! are rt quired with the shallower
crevice depths in order to produce the same limiting pH valiics as deeper crr vices.

These data indicate a relative effect of crevice geoinetry  gap dimension! in the
seawater tests which is greater than the differences ir. behavior predicted between the
two bulk environments. Inter-relationships between the i revice geoirietry factors and
bulk environment chemistry have been previously presented by the authors.l0~ l l While
more than one bulk environment-geometry combination can prodtice the same limiting pH
value of the crevice solution, the rate of pH fall and hence tlie tiinr to breakdown may
vary.

Figure 2 shows modelling predictions for the fall in pH within two different crevices
formed by a non-metal to Type 3l6 stainless steel asseinbly. ln both i-ases, a limiting pfi
value of l.l + 0.05 has been predicted. Assuming a CCS value o  l.65, it can be seen tha[
the 0.3 cm depth/O.i Lim gap crevice conditions would cause uiore rapid initiation.
Laboratory experiments with RCA devices have resulted in crevice corrosion in as little
as 43 hours.<i> The possibility of other crevice geometries of greater severity, e.g.,
tighter gaps, would enable the production of crevice solutions of even lower limiting pH
values. Evidence in this regard has been recently established by the aiithnrs with sensitive
pH indicating papers applied to freshly disassembled crevice components. numerous
measures of pH values approximating O.S and less have been made.

Table 3 gives the test results for the control samples exposed in both the seawater
and simulated process environment cornpartrnentalized cell tests. While these data shov:
relatively low rates of corrosion, the detrimental effect of decreasing crevice solution pH
is clearly evident. As can be seen, decreasing the crevice solution pH from l.5 to
resulted in a fourfold increase in mass loss.

Anode/Cathode Behavior in Corn entafized Cell Tests

Coupling of the larger cathode rnernbers in the biilk seawater and process environ-
ment to the smaller anode members in the deaerated crevice solutions produced a variety
of responses. Each, however, was typified by a shift in the cathode potentials to more
active values and a shift in the anode potentials to more noble values in comparison to the
respective freely corroding controls. Active shifts in potentials measured for
compartmentalized cell cathode members are analogous to those sometimes observed in
remote crevice tests at the onset of crevice corrosion.>

As would be expected, the difference in potential between cathode and anode
members produced a flow of current upon coupling. Figure 3 shows the current data for
tests utiTizing Oltered seawater in the cathode compartment. In each case, the total
current decayed with time with several abrupt changes in magnitude being recorded. The
significance of these changes will be correlated later with the polarization characteristics
of the anode. It is also evident that the total current increased as the pH of the crevice

,"lofti'fion. decreased with more than an order of magnitude difference being recorded
betweeo the pH= I.$ and pH= L.l tests after 20 hours.

- .Current data for tests utilizing the simulated process soliition in the catliode
cornparttnent are shown in Figure tf. Again, differences as a function of crevire solution
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AH are evident. Data for both the pH- l.l and pH=l 3 tests are comparable to those
riescribed for the seawater tests. However, the current after 24 hours in the pH=I,5 test
somewhat greater than that previously indicated in Figure 4. Additional data from

these experiments are provided in Table 4.

Figure 5 compares the magnitude of these current measurements for the various
hulk environment-crevice solution combinations after only a few seconds of test. These
results show that while decreasing crevice solution pH contributed to higher anodic
current, the impact of differences in the cathode environment was, at least at the start,substantially greater. As will bc discussed later, this difference can be attributed to
<ifferences in the initial polarization toward the potential corresponding to the anodicpeak current maxima deterrninecl from the polarization curves. ln each case, thepotentials of the anodes in the seawater test were closest to the measured anodic peak
potential and, hence, greater curreiits would be expected.

The ef feet of dif fc rence in the bulk environment is more apparent from the
calculated total charge data. As evidenced by the graph in Figure 6, the total charge
rieterrnined for tests utilizing the cathodes in seawater was greater in all cases. These
<ifferences are obviously directly related to the differences in current decay behavior
previously described by Figures 4 and 5. As can be seen in Figure 7, there was excellent
tgreement between anode mass loss values calculated from the total charge data
larnperometric! and that obtained by the more conventional gravitnetric method. The
slight deviation noted in the process environment experiments may be attributed to the
initiation of small areas of corrosion found at the waterline of those cathode members.

Figure 3 compares the calculated corrosion rates for Type 3l6 stainless steel
eirposed to the inore aggressive pH= l. l crevice solution. Coupling to the larger cathode
areas in the bulk environment substantially increased the rate of corrosion of the anode.
<gairi, the greatest effect was produced by coupling to the seawater cathode.

CorrosiorL Potentials and polarization Behavior

Table > lists the corrosion potentials for the various cathode and anode members
«posed to the respective bulk environments and crevice solutions for one hour. Data
'nclude potentials for the control specimens and other cell members immediately pt'ior to
c»PIing. For the cathode samples, potentials varied by as much as 0.030 V in the aerated
bttlk environmetits. After the initial one hour exposure, potentials for cathodes in the
~a'+ater environment were more noble to those in the acid-chloride process environment.
««aging the data for six specimens in each of the two bulk environments shows a
potential difference of about 0.050 V.

As would be expected, corrosion potentials in the deaerated crevice solutions were
c»siderably more active than those in the bulk environment, approximating an overall

-0-395 VgCE. A rnaximurn difference of 0.009 V was recorded between
sunples in the same crevice solution. The average potential for the anode members was
0.2~ »~ ~r and O.I73 V more active to the cathodes exposed to the seawater and process
environment, respectively.

tArrrosion potentials for tlie various coupled and freely corroding members at the
endo tof tlte 24 hour test are given in Table 6. The direction of polarization i.e a shift to

ace active values for cathodes anti to more noble values for anodes is again evident. It
can be
aff~W b

be scen that both the potentials of the anode and cathode members are clearly
ected by the concentration of the crevice solution. The lower pH crevice solutions
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yield more active potenti,ils in each case. ln contrast t<~ pot«nli.il <Itl I< « i «s»o » <! fnr
the freelv corrorling rn< tttbers in their respective envied !inno".t'i,,i u'axn '.l l of '!.0I5
separated the coupled cathode and anode members. Little ~ ffe~ t nf I».ill "rivtr,»»»ent i,
evident from these final potential data.

To mare cieariy describe the corrosion behavior as indic,itrd t» tht r Icctrocfietntcal
and mass loss data, attention is redirected to the curreitt decay pltits shoivn previously»
Figure 4. [n each case, one or more stepwise decreases in current are evident. Note, for
example, the changes occurring in the pH=I.3 test at about l6 days and also the initial
decay in the pN=I.5 test. These changes correspond to changes in the anode potential
which are controlled by the ability of the cathode to polarize the anode from one
potential-current regime to another.

Figure 9 shows segments of potential-time plots from tlie various tests utilizing
seawater in the cathode cornpartrnent. While uncoupled aitode inembers in the three
crevice solutions remained at active potentials with little change from their respective
initial values, the uncoupled cathode members achieved somewhat more noble potentials
with time.

For the coupled anodes, differences in behavior as a function of crevice solution pH
are evident. Note that while the potentials in the more concentrated pH=l.l crevice
solution remained active, those at the higher pH became inure noble. Thc ..ibrupt change
in the curve for the pH=I.3 data at about 16 hours corresponds to the decrease in current
noted earlier. In the case of the pH=I.5 data, polarization to the mare noble values
occurred early in the test.

Figure IO compares the spontaneous polarization behavior of the anode member in
the pH=I.5 crevice solution  seawater cathode! with a potentiodynamic polarization curve
developed at a scan rate of 0.6 V/hr. Coupling of the anode and cathode members
resulted in a shift to a potential corresponding to the anodic peak current maxima with
subsequent rapid polarization to more noble potentials. The potential-current graphs
obtained by the two methods are in excellent agreement up to a potential of -0.275 V. As
would be expected, the longer exposure times in the compartmentalized cell resulted in
lower passive currents at the more noble potentials. Potentials identified by the
inflection of the curves at about -0.300 V correspond to those at the onset of the changes
in potential and current data described for the compartmentalized cell test at pH= l.5. In
the pH=l.3 solution, longer times were required to polarize the anode members beyond
this potential region with the resultant reduction in current. Again, in the pH= I.l test,
polarization to this potential did not occur within the 24-hour test period and there was no
stepwise decrease in current.

These results show that while aggressive crevice solutions were more concentrated
than that required for breakdown of passivity  CC5 value!, spontaneous anodic protection
is possible. Accordingly, the degree of propagation may be affected by the limitiitg pH
within the crevice and the ability of the cathode to polarize the crevice into a tow passive
current regime.

These findings are consistent with recent work by others l2 who have also reported
that anodic protection is possible in crevice solutions more concentrated than the
depassivation pH. In Figure l 1, for example, data for Type 304 stainless steel indicates
that passivity can be established in crevice environments if the corrosion potential can be
made more noble to the F}ade potentiaL For the present compartmentalized cell crevice
environments, the Flade potential, allowing for some possible difference between Type
304 and Type 3l6, corresponds to a potential of approximately -0.3 V.
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Numerous reinote crevi«assembly tests in natural seawater have indicated thattlainless steels niay exhibit on-going crevice corrosion at potentials more noble to thoseoescribed herein. I3 This di[Irrence may be attributable to the presence of morecori~ entrated solutions within actual crevices, e.g., pH=0.8, and to larger, more effective<attiode to anode area ratios. These and other aspects are topics of continuingi»esttgations using the compartirientalized cell technique. preliminary results indicatethat crevice corrosion can propagate at potentials typical of those associated with theregime in deaerated, acid-chloride solutions. Well established cathodemetnb rs in fully aerated seawater can polarize small anodic areas into this domain of
more accelerated corrosion.

SVMNLARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A compartmentalized cell technique has been used to study the effects oftlilferences in cathode and anode electrolyte on propagation and cessation of crevicetorrosion of Type 316 stainless steel. A test cell was constructed to separate thestairiless steel cathode and anode members in their respective environments. The«rnpartments were joined by an agar-plug prepared with the selected crevice solution.T+ Plug provided a relatively low resistance barrier which minimized ion migration«ritig, the tests. Aerated seawater and acid-chloride solutIions were utiiized in thecathode compartment. Simulated crevice solutions  deaerate ! for the anode cornpart-t"etit were prepared based on predictions by rnathernaticai modelling for Type 3l6st«nless steel. ln order to study propagation behavior, the se ected crevice electrolytesttiere more concentrated than that assumed to be the critical crevice solution  e.g.,<>CI < pH=I-65!. Hence, the compartmentalized cell approach eliminated the crevice
geometry aspects which are dif ficult to control.

Increases in crevtce solution acidity resulted in an increase in corrosion rate forantique members. Observed shifts of the cathode members to more active potentials aftercoupling were in general agreement with other data from stainless steel specimensUndergoing crevice corrosion. Resulting polarization of the anode member to more noblepotentials in some cases increased the corrosion rates as compared to those for freely-corroding electrodes. Depending on the crevice solution concentration and hence thetttagnitude of the anodic peak current density, polarization was sometimes sufficient tocause a decrease in corrosion rate by a shift to passive potentials more noble than the
primary passive potential.

These observations further explain the variability sornetirnes noted in actual crevice
corrosion penetration data.
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mprni.ess Solutionm 0 42IVI CI, pH 3

Crevice Solutions  anodes!

40M Ci-,pH I.5

4.5M CI-, pH l.3

5DQCl,pH 1 I

TABLE 2

Mathematical Modelling Predict iona for
Limiting Crevice Solutian pH Values and

Several 5ugt Environment~ice Qeame Combinations

Process Environment I
Seawater Environment CreViCe ap CreviCe DeptIT

 c !  cm!Crevice Gap
Curn!

Crevice Depth
<c !

I.5 0.7 5
0.30

0.09
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D.30O. I 2

I 3 0.7 5
0.30

0.70
0.1 3

D.09 0. 30

0.75
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Crevice Solutions at V ' and Chloride Levels

Mass loss  m !
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Crevice Solution

Process
Test

Controls-M

4.0 04 0.03

4.5 0.6

5.0 I 3 0. I4

limiting Crevice
Solution pH
 .0,05 units!

TABLE !

Test Environments

Seawater
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Average
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TABLE 4

Differences in Anode Behavior
as Affected by Crevice Solution

Concentration and Cathode Member Sulk Environtnent

Total
Charge

 Covin mbs!
Anode Mass Loss   !Cathode

Environment Gravimetric

0.4x10-3

2.6xl0-3

B.fxlO-f

0.0008Seawater 3.l 0.0008

0.0030 0.0029l.3

0.00470.0041

I. IxlO-f

2.6x 10-3

S. I x I 0-3

0.00100.0006

0.00 10

0..0022

Process Environment
0.42 M Cl, pH=3

0.00141.3

0.0032

TABLE f

Corrosion Potentials for Various Cathode
and Anode Cell Members After

One Hour to R ive Environments

Corrosion Potential
«SCE!

Bulk Environment Most Noble Most Acti e ~Avers e

Seawater

Process Solution

-0,160

-0.211

-0.17 f

-0.224

Crevice Solution

pH lsf -0.387

-0.394

-0.394

-0.39f

-0. 398

-0.395

pH 1.3

pH I.l

TABLE 6

Corrosiest Potentials Exhibited by
Coupled and Freely Corroding Members of

T 3I6 Stainless Steel After 24 Hours

Corrosion Potentials  Volts SCE!Environments
Crevice
 Anode!

thodes Anodes
~ou ed ~ocou led ~ou led ~Uocou led

Process Solution pH = I.S -0.182
1.3 -0.216
l. I -0.297

Reference electrode in bulk environment
Reference electrode in crevice solution

A bode
Environment
~N

Bulk
 Cathode!

Seawater

4.fx 10-4

4.7»10-4

3.4x10-4

I.f»10-4

1.7xl0 "

2.3xl0-4

pH = I.f
1.3
1.1

-0.173
-0.224
-0.299

-0.093
-0.044
-0.086

-0.006
-0.064
-0.062

-0.190

-0.237

-0. 396

-0.400

-0.398

-0.182
-0.236
-0.314

-0.192
-0,224
-0. 312

-0.37 8
-0.386
-0.382

-0.372
-0.367
-0.380
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IV. THE ROLE OF BACTERIA IN CREYlCE CORROSION INITIATION
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A. Introduction

The initial step in the nucleation af crevice corrosion is de-

pletion af dissolved oxygen in the crevice water. One critical input to

the Qldfield model of crevice corrosion is the calculation af the time

for oxygen depletion. The mechanism of depletion has usually been

assumed to be electrochemical wastage of the metal within the crevice at

the passive current density, i , but the question has been raised as
P

to whether marine bacteria in the crevice water cauld make a significant

contr ibution to the depletion process. Such a suggestion is made

credible by data generated at the Langue Center and shown in Table AI.

The initiation of crev ice attack on alloy 825 at 25'C was more than four

times as severe in natural seawater as it was in synthetic seawater.

When both media were heated to 50'C, killing the oxygen utilizing

bacteria in the natural seawater, the initiation rates were the same.

These results are not definitive because the data far type 316 stainless

steel shaw the opposite trend.

The Oldfield model predicts that the electrochemical mechan ism

alone is capable of depleting the oxygen in less than 1 5 minutes .

Therefore, it may not matter in a practical sense whether or nat micro-

organisms in the crevice water contribute much to the overall rate of
oxygen utilization. However, it is important to our understanding of

the mechanism of crevice corrosion to measure the relative contributions

of the two mechanisms.

The well-known active shift in corrosion potential of a platinum

electrode with decreasing dissolved oxygen concentration has been

uti lized to make the desired measurements. Special cells have been
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~instructed out of either AISLE type 316 stainless steel or polytetra-

f]uoroethylene  TFE! as described below. The platinum electrode,

along with a silver-silver chloride reference electrode, was mounted in

the cap of the cell. The seawater in the cell was either left natural

or sterilized. Thus, the following sets of conditions could be

achieved: 1! electrochemical oxygen utilization alone using sterile

water in the stainless steel cell, 2 ! biological utilization alone using

natural seawater in the TFE cell, 3! electrochemical and biological

utilization together using natural seawater in the stainless cell, or

4! no mechanism for utilization at all  other than passive wasting on

the platinum and reference electrodes! using the TFE cell with sterile

seawater.

The special cells were constructed as shown in Figure 1. The cell

bodies were machined from 2. 54 cm � inch! diameter rod of either type

316 stainless steel or TFE. A 2. 5 cm length of rod was cut to make the

body of the cell, and then a cylindrical cavity 0.25 cm �/8 inch!

diameter by 0. 95 cm deep was milled into one end of the rod. The volume

of the cell cavity, including the extra height introduced by the "o-

r ing" was 0. 71 cm . The surface area of the inside of the cell, ex-

elusive of the lid was 3. 6 cm .2

The cell lids were cast of Buehler Epo-Quik epoxy mounting compound

in standard cylindrical metallurgical mounts. The platinum and silver

electrodes and the "o-ring" were cast right into the lid as shown in the

diagram When the epoxy had fully cured, the bottom surface of the lid

was ground on a belt sander to one half the depth of the "o-ring". and

po»shed through 600 grit silicon-carbide metallurgical paper. The

damaged "o-ring" was then removed, leaving a perfectly molded "o-ring"
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groove After poli shing, the 20-gage Platinum and lg-gage silver wires

were exposed only in cross-section, and were flush with the bottom

surface of the lid. The crass-sectional areas of platinum and silver

exPosed were 0.0052 cm and p. 0081 cm respectively. The sum of these2 2

areas was less than 0.4' of the inside surface area of the stainless

steel cell.

In PreParation fo r each run, the cell was washed in lp~ HC1, rinsed

with sterile distilled water, autoclaved at 220'C and 12 psi for 30

min., and filled with the appropriate test solution. The lid was

prepared by abrading lightly with the 600-grit paper, and pickling for

about 5 minutes in 70'A MN03 diluted 1:1 with distilled water. This

treatment cleaned the epoxy and platinum surfaces, and it prepared the

silver surface for conversion to silver chloride. The silver was then

polarized anodically in 0. lN HCl until it turned dark grey, indicating

that the silver chloride layer had formed. The anodi c polarization

usually took between 15 and 30 minutes. Using the above procedure, a

fresh platinum surface and a fresh silver-silver chloride electrode were

provided at the start of each run. Me found that this was important

because, if not renewed, the behavior of the platinum and silver chlo-

ride electrodes would change from run to run, presumably due to organic

film formation on the metal surfaces.

Natural seawater was taken either from the recirculating seawater

system in the Cannon Marine Studies Building, or from a special suPPly

of water brought to our laboratory from the open Atlantic Ocean 40 to

100 miles East of the Delaware coast. The results of these experiments

did not vary significantly with the type of seawater used. Soth types

of water were filtered to remove suspended particulate material. For



the runs using natural seawater, the water was not treated further

except for keeping it aerated. The sterile water was prepared by f'il-
tering further through a 0.2 micrometer membrane filter  Millipore! to
remove most bacteria, and then autoclaving as described above. No

attempt was made in these experiments to enumerate the concentration of
bacterial cells in the water, nor to measure the total biomass, nor to

determine the bacterial species or morphological types involved. We

have assumed that: 1! oxygen uti lizing bacteria were plentiful in all

our waters except when a definite attempt was made to remove them,

2! the bacteria that were present were either representati ve of those to

be found in any natural seawater, or the differences in species present

would not be important as long as some kind of aerobic bacteria were

abundant, and 3! if bacterial utilization of oxygen in the crevice water

is of major importance in the initiation of crevice corrosion, the

effect wi ll be apparent in our experiments regardless of the species of

bacteria involved.

After preparing the water, the cell was filled using a sterilized

10 ml pipette. Water was added until a convex meniscus was formed. The

lid was then carefully placed over the convex water surface in such a

way that no air was trapped in the cell, The absence of air bubbles was

verified by visual inspection through the transparent epoxy lid.

Response of the platinum electrodes to changes in dissolved oxygen

concentration was calibrated by determining the corrosion potential of

the platinum in seawater solutions of predetermined oxygen contents

contained in a standard polarization flask. Oxygen concentrations of

7.2  air saturation!, 3. 1, 1.2 and 0.6 ppm were achieved by bubbling

appropriate oxygen-nitrogen mixtures through the cell from premixed
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compressed gas cylinders, The lowest oxygen concentration  about O. l
ppm! was obtained by purging the cell with prepurified nitrogen passed
over copper turnings at 500'C. The corrosion potential of the platinum
was recorded after bubbling the solution wi th the appropri ate oxygen
mixture for 2 to 3 hours, or until the platinum potential stabilized.

C. Results

Results of the experiments run to date are shown in Figures 2
through 4. Figure 2 presents the results of the calibration runs for
the platinum electrode as a function of dissolved oxygen concentration.
At air saturation, the platinum potential  same would call it the Eh, or
the redox potential of the electrolyte! was. about 120 mv postive to
Ag/AgCl. In the calibration runs, the platinum potential showed a
nearly linear response to the oxygen concentration down to 3 ppm. Below
that value, the calibration curve becomes nonlinear, and the response to
changes in oxygen pressure becomes more sluggish. The vertical error
bars in Figures 2 through 4 represent the envelope of all data points
taken  usually five! at that condition, while the plotted point repre-

sents the mean value.

Figure 3 gives the results for the TFE cell  upper curve! and for
the stainless steel cell  lower curve! with the steri le seawater. Thus,

the upper curve shows the platinum potenti al, or the dissolved oxygen
concentration when neither the electrochemical nor the biological oxygen
utilization mechanisms are operative. Within the first twenty minutes,
the potential changes to a value representing an oxygen concentration of
about 6.8 ppm, and thereafter. it remains constant. The mechanism of
the initial decrease in oxygen was not determined. The lower curve
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concentration caused by electrochemicalshows the decrease in oxygen co

reduction at the wa s an oh ll and bottom of the 316 stainless steel cell. The

first twenty minu es saw at s saw a reduction in dissolved oxygen to 6 ppm, and

within 100 minu es,100 ' tes the oxygen concentration was down to about 2 ppm.

At this point, we ave ot e have only let one run go longer than 100 minutes. In

that run, the platinum potential bottomed out at about -150 mv, corre-

sponding to nearly zero oxygen.

Figure 4 shows the results for the TFE cel 1  upper curve! and the
stainless cell  lower curve! with the natural seawater. The two shaded

bands in Figure 4 represent the outlines of the error bars from Figure

3 for comparison. The upper curve in Figure 4 shows how the oxygen

utf1 fzatfon proceeds when only the biological mechanism is operative.

During the first 40 minutes. the curve is nearly identical to that for

the electrochemical mechanism. Beyond that point, the biological

mechanism is slower. One might expect that when both electrochemical

and biological mechanisms were operative together, their effects would

be additive. The lower curve in Figure 4 shows that this probably is

the case. In the experiments represented by the lower curve, both

electrochemical reduction of oxygen at the stainless cell walls and

bacterial uptake of oxygen in the cell water were operating. These

combined mechanisms gave the most rapid oxygen depletion over the first

hour of' the test. It is interesting, however, that the high rate was

not maintained to the end of the experiment.

0. Oi scussi on

At first glance, our results would seem to indicate that the bio-

logical and electrochemical mechanisms produce roughly equivalent rates
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of oxygen utilization. It should be remembered, however, that the bio-

ogical mechanism takes place in the volume of the crevice water ~ while
the electrochemical mechanism takes place on the metal surface. Thus,

the biological mechanism is a volume effect, and the electrochemical
mechanism is a surface effect. Our results, then cannot be transferred
directly to the case of crevice initiation without taking into account
the difference in surface-to-volume ratio between our cell and a typical
crevice. As has already been stated, the surface area of stainless
steel in our metallic cell was 3.6 cm, while the volume of the cell was2

0.71 cm . The surface-to-volume ratio in our cells is, therefore,3

�.6!/ .71! = 5 cm '.
A typical crevice in marine hardware will have a crevice gap of

2.54 x 10 cm � mil!. If that crevice was circular in shape a«d had the-3

same volume as that of our cell, the crevice diameter would be 18.9 cln.
The surface area of the crevice, considering the top and bottom surfaces
but neglecting the edges, would be 561 cm . Thus, the surface-to-volume2

ratio for the crevice would be �61!/ .71! = 787 cm
This difference in the surface-to-volume ratio would bias our cell

results by a factor of �87!/�!, or by over 150 to one in favor of the
electrochemical mechanism, when applying them to a typical crevice. Me
have stated above that, for our cell geometry, it took about 24 havrs
for either of the two mechanisms to bring the dissolved oxygen all the
way to zero. When translating those results to a crevice geometry, one
would expect that the biological mechanism, being a volume effect, would
not change much if the concentration of bacterial cells in the water was
not changed. On the other hand, the electrochemical mechanism should be
accelerated by a factor of about 150 due to the increase in the surface-
to-volume ratio. Thus, our results predict that electrochemical oxygen
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hould be complete in about �4!/�50! = 0.16depletion in the crevice s ou
s. This value is in excellent agreement withhours, or about 10 minutes. is

predictions rom ef the Oldfie'ld model quoted earlier.

It should be note a oud th t our results were all generated on carefully

cleaned laboratory sur aces. of es Host stainless steel surfaces in service

will not be as c ean as1 those we have used. Moreover, we did notice

that our data ecameb less reproducible if we did not clean our surfaces

carefully between eac reach run. It is possible that the presence of dirt,

oils, greases and organic films on the surfaces would decrease the rate
of electrochemical oxygen reduction and bias the total rate toward the

b i o 1 og i ca 1 mechani sm.

There is certainly room for additional research in several areas.

First. the rates of the two competing mechanisms should be measured on

surfaces whose state of cleanliness is more representative of service

canditions. Second, this work should probably be repeated under con-

ditions in which the species of microorganisms present, and their

numbers per unit volume of crevi ce water, are known. Third, the design

of our cell lid evolved during the course of the work. The shape of the

cell body was dictated by our original lid design, which had the elec-

trodes protruding down into the liquid from the lid. With the new

design, in which the electrodes are mounted flush with the lower surface

of the lid, the cell body could be made very shallow. Thus, it should

be easy to check on the predicted effect of the surface-to-volume rati o.

Based on the results presented here, we can conc'lude that:

1! For clean stainless steel surfaces and natural seawater, the

rates of electrochemical and biological utilization of dissolved oyxgen
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are about equal for the geometry of the cells used in these experiments,

that is, when the surface-to-volume ratio is less than about 10.

2! When the surface-to-volume ratio is 500 to 1000, as is probably
typical for crevices in marine service, the electrochemical mechanism
for oxygen utilization dominates by a factor of about 160.

3! Based on our experimental data, the estimated time for oxygen
depletion by electrochemical reduction, as corrected for crevice ge-
ometry, is in excellent agreement with predictions from the mathematical
model of Oldfield.
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TABLE pz.

Natural SW

X Sites
Attacked~

Tempera t ure
 c'!

0.1131 42 2.91

25 38 0 08

25 0.01 36 1.62

31 0. 15 33 0.18

50 28 0.13 0.08

U. 05 0.03

X Sites Attacked - No. Sites Attacked
120 Possible Sites

T304SS

T316SS

Alloy 825

T304SS

T316SS

Alloy 825

Comparative Crevice Corrosion Resistance of
Stainless Alloys in Natural and

S nthetic SeaMater Usin a Nultiple Crevice Assembly

Exposure Duration: 30 Days
Torque: 10 Nm

Hax. Depth X Sites Nax Depth
o f At tack mn! At tacked* o f At t ac kl
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PAIyIR HOHLSKR ACCELERATED LABORATORY TESTS FOR CREVICE
CORROSION OF STAINLESS ALLOYS

Nikhil S. Nagaswami and Michael A. Streicher
Department of Chemical Engineering

University of Delaware
Newark, Delaware 19711

ABSTRACT

Two accelerated laboratory tests have been used to study
the initiation of crevice corrosion on 12 stainless alloys. For
these same alloys data on crevice corrosion from immersion tests
in natural seawater are now available.

I'n the laboratory tests, specimens with rubber band-Teflon
crevices were immersed in ferric chloride solutions to determine
crevice corrosion temperatures. Temperature was also used as
the criterion for evaluating "he 12 alloys in an lectrochemical
test. in synthetic seawater with Delrin multiple crevice devices.
By means of a new instrument, a preselected, constant anodic
potential was applied to the creviced specimen and the current
monitored for a preselected time at each test temperature. The
temperature at which the current exceeded a preset critical
level  corresponding to initiation of crevice attack!, was
recorded as the crevice corrosion temperature.

The instrument permits the preselection of a number of
experimental parameters  applied potential, current measuring

e at each temperature, critical current level, starting
temperature! and provides autanatic control of test temperature,
interval between temperatures and current measuring time at test
temperatures.

preliminary results obtained in the two laboratory tests
are presented and compared with the data obtained in recent
crevice corrosion immersion tests in natural seawater, and with
each other.
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Laboratory investigations are being conducted on a range o
46 alloys used in the recent. OTEC  l! and Navy �! seawater ixnmer-
sion test programs at the Francis L. Lague Center for Corrosion.
Technology at Wrightsville Beach, NC. Materials from these 46
alloys have been supplied for our program. Zn some cases the
actual Panels used for the seawater tests were made available by

Kain, Inco, and H. P. Hack, U. S. Naval Research and
Development Laboratory, Bethesda, MD.

All OTEC and. Navy tests were made on the same size panels
with identical Delrin'+ multiple crevice devices. The tests were
made concurrently in filtered, essentially quiescent seawater, at
30 C. The tests on the l3 alloys in the OTEC series were made on
panels with mill finishes and for testing times of 30, 60 and,
in scree cases, 90 days, with two levels of torque, 25 in-lb and
75 in-lb. The Navy series included 36 wrought and 9 cast alloys.
Twelve of the wrought alloys were also used in the OTEC tests.
To normalize the surfaces, the panels were given a l20-grit
finish, 50 mm in diameter, under the crevice devices. ALL tests
were for 30 days and with a torque of 75 in-lb.

R. M. Rain did not rate or rank the alloys tested in the OTFC
program. H. P. Hack classified the 45 alloys in the Navy series
into four groups. However, he found that "Data variability in
this study is large, therefore. a detailed ranking of materials
is not possible." However, in order to compare the crevice corro-
sion results obtained on the 46 alloys in natural seawater with
the measurements being made in our accelerated laboratory tests,
a more detailed assessment of the data obtained in natural sea-
water was required �!.

Even though accelerated laboratory tests have been conducted
on most of the alloys tested in the OTEC and Navy programs, results
presented in this paper are limited to the 12 alloys common to both
OTEC and Navy programs. Table l gives the chemical compositions
of these alloys in addition to several others used in studying the
effects of test parameters

Several tests have been developed over the years to study
crevice corrosion of stainless alloys. These- include immersion
tests in natural seawater under various conditions and tests in
accelerated laboratory environments. Among the latter, the elec-
tr'ochemical techniques used to rate alloy resistance to localized
attack include potentiodynamic tests  slow scan and rapid scan!,
potentiostatic tests  scratch tests and induction time studies!,
galvanostatic Polarization tests, cyclic polarization or anodic
hysteresis-loop techniques and pitting and crevice temperature

Registered Trademark, E. I. du Pont de Nemours 6 Co., Inc.,
Wilmingtong DE.
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d terminations at constant applied pot.entials.determin

In this first part of our investigation, two types of
accelerated laboratory crevice tests were selected to study
initiation of crevice corrosion.

i! The determination of crevice corrosion temperatures
 C.C.T. ! in 10% ferric chlori8e solutions.

ii! The determination of crevice corrosion temperatures
 C.C.T. ! in synthetic seawater under constant applied
potent ia ls.

Ferric Chloride Immersion Tests

The ferric chloride crevice test provides an intensification
of several factors which are known to cause chloride crevice
corrosion on stainless-type alloys  low pH of l. 6, high chloride
ion concentrations, high redox potent,ial of +0. 60 V vs. S.C.E.,large differences in concentrations of oxidants inside vs. outside
the crevices!. Increasing the temperature of the ferric chloride
test solution may be viewed as another means for increasing the
aggressiveness of this test and for increasing the rate of attack
whenever crevice corrosion is initiated.

The temperature at which crevice corrosio~ is initiated in
ferric chloride solutions has been used extensively as a crxterion
for measuring resistance to crevice attack, for comparing crevice
corrosion resistance of a large number of alloys and to develop
new alloys �-10!. However, considerable variability has been
observed in data on crevice corrosion initiation in ferric
chloride tests within each test procedure  ll!. Furthermore,
there are considerable differences in the test procedures adopt d
by various investigators, including crevice design, ferric
chloride solution and pH, test matrix and durations, inspection
procedures, and. surface finish.

Electrochemical Tests in S thetic Seawater

Electrochemical measurements of critical crevice potentials
have shown �2! that the range of values observed is so wide that
theY cannot be used to rank alloys. Problems have also been
reported with the hysteresis method of B. E. Wilde �3!. R J.

�4 15! has used measurements of critical pitting temper-
atures at constant applied. potentials, CpT, to compare alloys.
However, measuring the CpT with standard electrochemical instru-
ments is a rather time consuming task. The development of a new
instrument, the Santron CTD-400 potentiostat  made in Sweden!,
bY S. Bernhardsson and co-workers �6! in recent years has greatl'
facilitated the determination of critical crevice and pitting
temperatures of alloys in different solutions. Furthermore,
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Bernhardsson and co-workers �7, 18, 19! have claimed good
agreement between CPT data on a range of stainless alloys with
extended in-service experience.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

All tests were conducted on flat specimens prepared from
sheet stock or from seavater immersion test panels. The specimens
were saw-cut to dimensions of approximately 5 x 2.5 cm � x 1 in!,
care being taken to avoid any sheared edges. Specimen thicknesses
varied from l. 27 to 0.16 cm �/2 to 1/16 in! . The specimens were
wet-ground. to 120-grit SiC on all sides, care being taken to avoid
sharp edges.

The specimens used in the electrochemical t,ests were drilled
in the center  8 mm d.ia! to allow the attachment of the crevice
assembly, and also near the top edge � mm dia! to permit threading
the platinum wire support. Care was taken to deburr the edges
and to smooth the inside surfaces of these holes. All specimens
were scrubbed with detergent using a nylon bristle brush, degreased
in acetone, dried and weighed prior to use.

Crevice Assemblies

Rubber band � Teflon crevice devices as per A.S.T.M. G 48
were used for the ferric chloride tests. All rubber bands were
boiled in distilled water for 1 hr prior to use. Teflon surfaces
in contact with the specimen were ground flat to 600-gxit SiC.

Delrin multi le crevice washers �2 serrations per washer!,
with serrated faces carefully ground to 600-grit SiC, were used
for the electrochemical tests. These were fastened using
Hastelloy C-276 nuts, bolts �/4 in dia � 20 threads per in!
and washers The Hastelloy bolts weres ecimens by means of teflon tape. Clearance vas provided bet-
ween the insulated bolt and alloy p
spec sam le to avoid generating
secondary crevices. Electrical insula lation was check e ore

test. A torque of 8. 5 H.m �5 in-lb! was app ievery tes
to the crevice assemblies just prior to s ar ine levels observed at. t ea calibrated torque wrench. Torque~ to detexmine the relaxation. Theof each test vere record to increase
extent. of relaxation in the to qur e has been seen

erature reached in the test an meas
h temperature  Table 2!. Detaiproblem are being conducted and relaxation ef ec s

unresolved
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So lut ion s
olutions were prepared using distilled water.

f l Q g 'F eC 1 3 6 H 2 p were prepared in accordance withpor each test~ 175 ml of ferric chloride solution
3 5 ] 6! was used . Synthetic seawater was prepared in

D-ll41-52  Table 3!, using synthetic
urchased from the Lake Products Co., Inc., Baldwin, MO.

Synthet c seawth tic seawater solutions were stirred for 2 hrs to
ccxap e e s olete dissolution of the salt. The solutions were theaerated with high puritY nitro gen for 9p min prior to htest, and for the duration of each test. Oxygen levels wezethus maintained at a steady, low level �.2 to 0. 4 mg/L! overthe entire range of temperatures encountered in the electro-
chemical tests.

Procedure for Feriic Chloride Immersion Tests
zn the ferric chloride tests a total of 6 specimens of each

alloy was tested. Two specimens were tested for 24 hrs each, and
one specimen was tested for 48 hrs. The remaining 3 specimens
vere tested according to the following schedules at each temper-
ature:

Test Times
D~a Da ~ D~a

24 hrs* + 24 hrs* + 24 hrs
*

48 hrs + 24 hrs

72 hrs*

* Alloy specimen examined foz crevice corrosion,
then reinserted into solution for remainder
of test, time at temperature.

Fol.].owing the 72 hr test time at. a given temperature all
unattacked specimens were removed, scrubbed clean and dried.
Tests on attacked specimens were terminated. The solution tem-
perature vas then raised by 24C over a 24 hr period. The, un-
attacked crevice specimens were reassembled using fresh  boiled!
rubber bands and reintroduced into the ferric chloride solution
at the nev test temperature. Solutions showing evidence of
precipitates or discoloration at the end of a 72 hr run vere
discarded and freshly prepared solutions used for the next higher
temperature.

initiation
All f 'c chloride tests have been directed

'ation of crevice corrosion by dete~~
tern ra upe t es. The lowest temperature at which c
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observed at any one of the six crevice sites on a specimen i,s
recorded as the crevice corrosion temperature.

Procedure for Electrochemical Tests in S nthetic Seawater
The Santron CTD-400 potentiostat is used to determine the crevice
corrosion temperatures under constant applied potentials for all
the alloys tested. The instrument permits the preselection of
number of experimental parameters {Table 4! and provides auto-
matic control of measuring temperature and measuring time.
preselected potential is applied to the alloy sample at the
starting temperature of t.he test and the corrosion current is
monitored for a preset 'measuring time' at this temperature. If
the current does not exceed a preset critical level over the
duration of the measuring time, the applied potential is switched
off and the solution temperature is automatically stepped up by
a 5'C increment.

When the new temperature is reached, the preselected potential.
is applied again and the current monitored for the same measuring
time. This procedure is repeated until the current exceeds the
preset critical current. level for a 'minimum' time period <the
'propagation' or 'decision' time!, whereupon the in.strument ter-
minates the test and indicates that the critical temperature has
been reached. The present instrument does not provide control
of the 'propagation' time required to indicate critical tempera-
ture. This time currently ranges from 5-15 sec. Since ourpresent investigations are directed only to a study of initiation
of crevice corrosion, this control is not essential to the present
work.

On the basis of our experience with the Santron CTD-400
potentiostat sane changes were proposed  Table 4! and have
now been incorporated for us by the manufacturer in a new SantrmCTD-400 potentiostat. The cell used. in our electrochemical tests
is represented schematically in Fig. l.

In all Santron tests to date, a critical current level of�00 pA  corresponding to critical current densities of 33 uA/cmbased on total specimen area or l500 gh/cm when based on effecti«
crevice area! was used. This current level provided visualevidence of crevice attack under the serrated washers in the short
decision time required by the instrument to indicate that the
critical temperature had been reached. Either platinum gau>ea pair of high purity graphite rods were used as counter elec-
trodes, with identical results'

Typical results are shown in Fig. 2 for Type 304 and inFigs. 3 and 4 for Hastelloy C-276. Tests on these two alloyswere made in non-deaerated synthetic seawater with oxygen levelsbetween 5 to 7 mg/l at 20'C. The current spike at each tesLperature corresponds to the reapplication of the pz.eset applied
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tent, a . This potential is removed during the rise in tempera-
spec~~ is allowed to return to its corrosion poten-

ture an
tial at: that temperature.

The variable parameters involved in the electrochemical
measuremen a e listed in Table 5 ~ Tests are in

ect of these parameters on the crevi
ts of some of the tests conducted to

aPPlied potential
p rature determined are presented in T~l

g < gher potentials and longer measuri t'
to yield lower failure temperatures, though the extent of these
effects is seen to depend on the alloy heing test+i.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the accelerated laboratory tests are presented
for the 12 alloys ca@enon to both OTEC and Navy prog". A~~
accelerated laboratory tests to date have been directed to the
study of initiation of crevice corrosion on alloys with a L20-

immersion tests �! clearly show that, especially for initiation,
the surface finish has a major effect in cases of alloys xn the
medium range of resistance. This is also the group of alloys for
which more than 30 days of testing are needed to define their
ranking. The Navy tests which were made on l20-grit surfaces
were all limited to 30 days. Therefore, at this point, the data
on initiation from laboratory tests in ferric chloride and in
synthetic seawater, can only be compared with the less distinct
results of the 30-day, 3-panel Navy tests.

Data on crevice-corrosion initiation tests in ferric chloride
are presented in Table 8. In each case, average temperatures are
sham for six test specimens. The variation in observed crevice
corrosion temperatures +10'C, is still relatively large.  The
effect of test duration up to 72 hours is still unclear.! Both
the total number of sites and the number of sides which showed
attack  initiation parameters! in the 3-panel Navy tests are shown
for comparison The alloys are listed according to their Navy
 initiation! ranking- In these 30-day tests the rankings based
on sides and on sites are identical. However, when these rankings
are canpared with the results in the ferric chloride test, the
agreement is best at the top of the list. The rest merely follow
a general trend.

Further investigation of the ferric chloride test is
sa

levels
ry- to study- the effects of solution composition pH»d oxyge

of +LQoC
s, test, durations and surface finish. The present variability

the alloys.
0 C is too large and does not permit a precise ran> ng «
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The results of the cxevice corrosion initiation tests insynthetic seawater are presented in Table -9 along with the 30-day Navy initiation data. The fixed parameters for these elec-trochemical tests are listed in Table 10. A comparison af theresults yields good agreement, at the top of the list, while the
rest follow a general trend.

Zn both cases, however, it is seen that 254 SHO is ranked.high in the laboratory tests as compared. to the Navy ranking. Afurther verification of its performance in long-time natural
seawater tests would, be useful.

The variability of +2.5'C obsexved in the synthetic seawatertests is very good when one considers that the minimum temperaturestep presently provided by the instrument is 5 C. These data havebeen found to be very reproducible for the entire range of al?oys
studied.The best agreement is provided by a comparison of the crevicecorrosion temperatures in the two laboratory tests  Table ll!.Far bath test series, the potential on the test specimens was+0. 60 V vs. S.C.E. The applied potential in the synthetic sea-water was deliberately selected ta be the same as the corrosionpotential in the ferric chloride solution. The major differencesbetween the tests are: the type of crevice devices  rubber band-Teflan crevices for the ferric chloride vs. Delrin serratedwashers for the electrochemical test!, the pH  l.6 for the ferricchlaride salution vs. 7.6 for that of synthetic seawater}, andoxygen level �.0 mg jl in the ferric chloride solution vs. 0.3 mg/1far synthetic seawater! . Nevertheless, the differences betweenthe rankings are limited ta variations within the four groups

shown in Table ll.The result . obtain& in the ferric chloride immersion testsand the electrochemical measurements in synthetic seawater arebeing used to define new test procedures for more reliable andreproducible results. The preliminary data indicate the limita-tians of the present ferric chloride test and illustrate thepotential af the electrochemical -test in synthetic seawater
The results of the immersion test,s in natural seawater providea valuable database for comparison of laboratory tests The de-tailed analysis of the crevice corrosion behavior of the 46 allaysthe immersion test program serves as a guide for definingfarther laboratory tests on initiatian and growth of crevice

corrosion and for interpretation af results.
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Table 1  cont.! Can s jtion Psro«TTt b lie j ht
hl la Di

Gther
l o

Cr1$.34 ~ .6D D.20 1.62 0.0$5 0.60 0.0150.11 Cu 6.026 P 0.14 Co
Type 304

h. L. 4$

esstellcy 0  Cabot!
eastelloy G 3  CabOt!

20 1$24,38 4.44 1.4$0.014 O.'57 0.001 1.5 Co 0 Q19 P

gsstelloy C-276  Cabotl 15. S!. S4. 72 1$. 49 0. 46 0 ~ 003 D. 0425.00 5. 90 1.46 1.TS 0.028 0. 53 0.003 0.12 Cu 0.19 8
0.01P 0 OD 8

20.67 14.73 4.92 $.41 0.073 D.$2 0.005 0.14 Cu 0.014 P 0.25 m

Tate l

Torqne Relssstion of
*

Delria CrssiC« hsS«ably

 in-lb!
Test Duration

 ia lb!
 hiimt C

30
70
65

45-50

TD75
7540 60

$20 100
c20
3 5-40
20-25

I60

48
$20 21 50-65

S$-60

7$-80
65-70

100
75

lehir 21

Delria aajtjple Or«sjCS seselalyl 12 narrations per washer0.663$ oa sf Sectile« cr«pjoe ares. esatelloy C 276 nate,vs«hers sad bolt �/4 ia dia - 20 threads per in!.

4412!  Uddehola!

h. I. 29 4-2

Carpenter Exp. 58

0.2$ li
0.95 W
0. 01 Co

22. 22 ~ 6. $4 S. 7$ l. 52 0. 007 0. 43
22. 76 43. 69 7. 01 0. $2 0. 006 0. 37

29. $0 2. 20 3. 95 0. 10 0. 002 D. 10 0. 010

75
75
75

75
100
100
150

75
75
75

1.$5 Ca 2.07 Hb 1.27 Co

1.8$ cu 0.19 ab 3.49 co
0.11 Co 3.$2 ll l. $9 Co
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Tab 1 5

VariabIe Parameters in Santron Teats

Test Solution

Solution Caaposition

Orygen Concentration

Chlorinity, Salinity

Floe rate, StirrSng

~ Applied Potential
intermittent vs. Cont inuous Potential
Critical Current Density

Neasnring Time

Propagation  Decision! Time

Temperature Step

Beating Rata

C Specimen Assaaahly
Surface tinish Alloy Sample, Crevice Device
Crevice Assembly Design Gaceetxy, Dimensions.

Notarial

~ CreviCe Tightneea - hpplieS Tore ue, Prescore
Relsxat ion

Tbl 7
'tU I ~

fact ot Applied Potential  mV vs S.C.K.!
on Crevice Corrosion Tam return

 a!

600 mV 400 mV 60 min.

30 37. 5 4555

4560 5560

45 55

60 4560

7062. 5

~ 7. 5

6070

>90 75 55

80 70

15 min. measuring time

> - Nitrogen sparging, 20 min. measuring Cima

 a! - Synthetic Seavatar, Dalrin multiple
Crevice lssamhly 75 in-Ib toroue, 120
grit finish, 1000 VA critical current

Jeasop 777

sitrlslic 50

Type 329

44 32 

90 4 I  Uddaho lm!

h. L. 4X

R Potentiostat Con  itions

Crevice - Sold area Ratio

Effect if Neasuring Tha on

Crevice Corrosion T rature
 a!

Baynas 20 No0

parralium 255

Nonit

BAST G

254 SNO

BAST G-3

29-4-2

Synthetic Seawater, Delrin Nuit ipla
Crevice Aesmably 75 in-Ib torque,
120 grit f inieh, 600 mv vr 0. C. E.
applied potential, 1000 uh critiCal
current.
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'fbi e

Znitletion of Crevice Corrosian in Ferric Chloride Tests
and lmaereion Tests ie Seavstsr

  I20-Crit Finish!

ZN ZT ISTZ R  9 zhSORO RRT S
Ra Tea'ts a Ferric Chloride Tests

Far ure
rature vC RankSides RankSites Rank

h. L. 29-4C
nonit  Uddshaln!

0 I
0 2

i55
47

 a! Filtered seavatsr, 30'C, 30<ay tests, 75 In-Ib torque, multiple crevice easeably,
3 panels.

 b! Ios tec13 ~ 6 820 solutian, rubber band-teflon crevices, up to 72 hears.
ehvera9a of 6 spec mens tested  variability + 10'C.

Table 9

Initiation of Crevice Corrosion ia Xlectrochmical Teste
and Irssersian Tests in Seavster

 I20arit Finieb!

zsITIRTIoH RERRURSBKÃT8

ga Teat ~ e S ant ron T e st s
F ~ ure ~

rature C RankSit ea Rank S idee Rank

90. 00 I 0
0 2 0

h. L 29-4C
l unit  Uddehola!

267. 5

3

62. 5
42. 5
45. 0
30. 0
60.0
40 0

Filtered seeuater, 30'c, 30-day teste, 3 panels, multiple cree ce asseOIyinarrations per- side 1. 3'716 ca* effective crevice area, I:220 crevics-bold srsa
ratio, 75 in-lb-torcpxe.

Synthetic seamster, 600 mV va. S.C.E. applieil potential, 1000 eh critical cucrentr 2 b! 20 min- neasurin9 time, multiple crevice asssnblyx 12 serratione per side, 0.6630 c
effective crevice area, Iz40 crevice - bold area retie, 75 in-lb torque
hvera9e of at least 4 values, variabi,lity t2. 5'C

Crucible SC-I
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Haynes 20 ! od
R.L 6X

254 Sno  hvesta!
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zessop 700
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Carpenter 329
Hitronic SO
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Farrell 25S  Cabot!
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h. I . 6X

2S4 QLO  hvesta!
904L  Oddehobs!
Jeseap 700
Jessap 777
Carpenter 329
Sitroaic 50

I
2

II

18
36
47
60
73

112
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36
47
60
73

112

7 8 9
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Il
12

7
8
9
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5 5 5 6 6 67 8 9
10
11
12

9
lo
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45
37
28
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46
22
31
14
25
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60. 0
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47. 5
57. 5

3
10
7

12
9

11

3 9

12
11
10
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Table 11

Iaftfatfoa of Crevfoe Ccrrcsfcn in yarric Chloride Tests
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'A oy 0 ~ v ce crevices ~
Averape OS 0 syecfeaaa testeds Variability +i0'IC

A-l ~ 29 4C
Scaft [Uddehofel
254 Stu!  Avesta!

Caryeeter Ssy 54
rerral fm 255

 Cabot!
Crucible SC-1
A.L. 0K
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Type 329
Cesscp 777

42. 5
40.0
40. 0
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Fig. l Elevation of Crevice
Corrosion CeIl.

Fig. 3 Effect of Temperature
on Crevice Corrosion of
Hastelloy C-276 at Constant
Potential �00 mV vs S.C.E.!
in Synthetic Seawater:
Measuring time - 15 min
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Fig. 2 Effect of Temperature
on ".revice Corrosion of Type
304 Stainless Steel at Constant
Potential in Synthetic Seawater
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Fig. 4 Effect of Temperature
on Crevice Corrosion of
Hastelloy C-276 at Constant
Potential �00 mV vs S.C.K.!
in synthetic Seawater:
Measuring time � 100 min.
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